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DEPARTMWM OF THE AEI4Y

"Office, Chief, Army Field Forces
Fort Monroe, Virginia

30 June 1948

GNHS 314.7(30 Jun 48)
SUBJECT:

Studies in the History of Army Ground Forces

TO:

All Interested Agencies

1. The history of the Army Ground Forces as a cannand was prepared during the
course of the war and completed immediately thereafter. The studies prepared in
Headquarters Army Gr-und Forces, were written by professional historians, three of
whom served as ccmmissioned officers, and one as a civilian. The histories of the
subordinate ccmmands were prepared by historical officers, who except in Second Army,
acted as such in addition to other duties.
2. From the fir-st, the history was designed primarily for the Army. Its object
is to give an account of what was done from the point of view of the cc~vand preparing
the history, including a candid, and factual account of difficulties, mistakes recognized as such, the means by which, in the opinion of those concerned, they might have
been avoided, the measures us-ed to overcome them, and the effectiveness of such
The history is not intended to be laudatory.
measures.

3.

The history of the Army Ground Forcas is composed of monographs on the

subjects selected, and of two volumes in which an overall history is presented. A
separate volume is devoted to the activities qf each of the major subordinate cco

.nd

4. In order that the stuaies may be made available to interested agencies at the
earliest possible date, they are being reproducod and distributed in manuscript form.
As such they must be regarded as drafts subject to final editing and revision. Persons
finding errors of fact or important omissions are encouraged to ccaxunicate with the
Office, Chief, Army Field Forces, Attention: Historical Sention, in order that correctit%= maý be made prior to publication in printed form by the Department of the

Army.
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PREFATORY NZI'E
The training of mountain troops was from the very outset in 1910 a project
requiring the combined efforts of the Army and representiatives of the Natioi-. Ski
Association. Best results were possible when the prerogatives of Army co-nand were

subordinated to the superior knowledge and skills of the mountaineering experts who
had come into the Army7 from civilian life, and when at thn same time the experts
subordinated their enthusiasm for their specialties to Army discipline. That such
rapprochement could be and was in some instances achieved is evident from the official documents and from this study. But there are also unaistaimble indications

L

that in some areas of the Mountain Training Center comoand, conflict in purpos6e

"insteoad of

cooperation prevailed. This oonfliot is in the official resords, and any
impartial study of the Mountain Training Center's activities will reveal it.
Since the Mountain Trainiag Center had failed to mly with the Army Ground
Forces directive that an account ofr ts -c~iY1vfes be su~mIttodi this history wasL
origtnaJly written without the advantage of access to such an acoount. The oriRinal
study was prepared after the Mountain Training Center had beenrdiscontinued.
It
could not meet the requirement that the studios of subordinate commands represent
the points of view of their commea.ers.
It, therefore, reflected the point of view

5

of the author, Major John C. Jay, who was solely responsible for the statements
made and the opinions expressed. Major Jay's active participation in the events
recorded gave the stud•y value L, that it reflected the point of view of an important
element in the command, namely, the soldiers who in civilian life had been experts
in mountaineering and skiing and who had boen brought in by the War Department
because of their special knowledge and skills.
After the study had been publisned and circulated in December 1946, a former
staff officer of the Mountain Training Center challenged it on the grounds that it
wns prejudicial and inaccurate.
On a recm
indation
of G-3, Army Ground Forces,
approved by the Deputy Chief of Staff, AGF, the Historical Section recalled the
history for restudy and re-ision. The documents on w'hich it was basea were asseabled
and examiz 4; additional information waR obtained from former members of the Center
and also from its former commander, who was available for consultation. The study,
although greatly strengthened by these additions and by full reference to documenni,
is in its form and substance essentialli as Major Jaq oriaiAllJ lannae and wrote
It.
Both Major Jay and the former comcander of the Mountain Training Center have
read the study in its final form and have given it their approval. The revision,
the work of Dr. Sina K. Spiker, Historian-Editor, Office, Chief, Army Field Forces,
was concerned mostly with details. Sentences and paragraphs were corrected and rewritten when recommendations seemed to warrant changes; footnotes were added, revised, and enlarged where possible to make documentation more firm. But no attempt
was made to water down the truth or to whitewash any person involved.

-

1. Major (then 2d Lt) Jay was assigned to the Mountain and Winter Warfare
Board as Meteorologist and Photographer, and became an officer of the Mountain
Training Center when the Board was transferred to Camp Carson end later to Camp Hale
in November 1942, as an element of the Center. From I October 1942 to July 1943, he
acted as assistant to the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2 of the Mountain Training
Center. When the Center was disbanded, he became
Ccomnd1ng Officer of the 10th
Reconnaissance Troop. The original stqU Is cc¢pjClt•d-b him as a Captain while on
In
temporary duty at Headquarlera, Amy Grond Rovatea fx= 7 May to 30 Mai 1944.
civilian life Major Jay is head of the John Jay Films, Norfolk, Connecticut.

4
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The documentp upon which this history is base are available in the official
record, and the Issue which emrges is essentially that of a cc, flict
between the
points of view of the professional army officer and the civilian expert.
It is the
considered belief of the Historical Section that such an issue- as this should not be

evaded.
e

:-:
.Z

The potentialities for a rep;41i4on of such a situation as existed at the

Mountain Training Center are usor .'Ay present, and in the event of another crisis
such an occurrence could prove o&';ly to the cause of the United States. By using
this history and other related
• r stuifes as guides, it Is hoped that similar

-

may be avýk'Vl in

Sdi~fflculties

th~j

future., and concepts which produced Pnod results

can be utilized.

Joseph Rockis

".*

Lt. Col., Inf.
Historical Officer

30 June 1948
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CHAFPTEII•'
BACEGROUND OF THE MOUNTAIN TRAINING CENTER
Up to the spring of 1940, little had been done to train and equip American
soldiers for mountain fighting. Mountains, like jungles and deserts, were conventionally 3 ._'dedas natural barriers. If in an arey's possession, they provided
security for its flanks; held by the enemy, they""oi,' to be avoided and by-passed.
When, however, Russia invaded Finland in 1939, the Finns, veterans of winter
warfare for centuries, put on skis and white park-as and struck back savagely in subzero cold with surprising effectiveness. When 'mnu might invaded neutral Norway,
the routed remnants of the British Ey-e"tionar: Force, sent to give resistance,
limped home from Narvik beaten by an
.ujC,,vtij.t
understood mountain warfare and was
organized to overcome not only the eiemy Lut !?. elements and the terrain as well.
It was the same story in Albania and Greece. The reason for mountain training became clear. This was no normal war such as had been fought for centuries on standard battlefields; this was a war in which no terrain waR regarded as impossible.

THE NATIONAL SKI PATROL
Coijouarrent with these developments on foreign battlefronte, people of the
United States--the most sportsminded nation in the world--were in increasing ninnbere
turning their attention to the impending probability of vr. Particularly, its two
million skiers, stirred by reports of Finnish heroism, were wondering just where
their specialized niche might be. As Fred H. McNeil of the Oregon Journal pointed
out, "skiing is more than a sport;
it was a means of transportation before it
became a sport, and it remains today a practical transportation device." 1 The
achietements of the Finnish ski troops undoubtedly excited the enthusiasm of
Americans for similar troops. The instrmnentality for converting this enthusiasm
into action was the National Ski Association of America emd its subsidiary body, the
National Ski Patrol System.

•-"
*.'"

p

.\

The initiative for the formation of the Mountain Training Center came from
Charles Minct Dole, chairwman of the National Ski Patrol System. In Jun6 1940, Mr.
Dole called on Gen. Irving I. Phillipaon, Chief of Staff, II Corps Headquarters, at
Governors Island, N.Y., told him of the National Ski Patrol, and offered to the Army
the services of his organization. General Phillipscn replied that the Army was
planning to train in the South that winter, but suggested that Dole talk to those in
Washington. 2 This he did, writing President Roosevelt on 18 July 1940 to summarize
the case for skiers in the service, advancing the opinion that "it is more reasonable
ti make soldiers out of skiers than skiers out of soldiers." He concluded by suggesting establishmeait of two cazips, in the Frast and in the Northwest, where about
two hundred men could be trained in military patrol work, preparatory to being sent
to other army units as instructors. 3 President Roosevelt acknowledged Dole's letter
and replied that the matter had been referred to the War Department for further
action. 4

..

"

1. Fred R. McNeil, "Skiing and National Defense," American Ski Annual, 1942,
pp 5-21.
2.

Ibid, p 7.

3- Personal ltr of Charles M. Dole to President Roosevelt, 18 July 40.
314.7/l (Study No. 24) (C).

4. American Ski Anna

!942, p 8.
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Mr. Dole, then, accompanied by John E. P. Morgan, treasurer of the National Ski
Patrol System, went to see Arthur Palmer, special assistant to the Secretary of War;
he also talked with Senator Wadsworth .5 The reactions of these gentlemen were favor6
able, although the General Staff officers, with but two exceptions, were skeptical.
Morgan, nevertheless, began compiling a skiing manual, using parts of books by Otto
Lang, Charles Proctor, Benno lPybyzka, and Walter Prager. Bestor Robinson and others
began to collect information on ski mountaineering and equipment.

-

The next step was an appointment of Mr. Dole and Mr. Morgan with General Marshall
in September 1940. General Marshall said that several divisions were being left in
7
the North for winter training, and thanked Dole and MorGan for their assistance.
In October 1940, Brig. Gen. F. M. Andrews released plans for purchasing winter equipmant; names of manufacturers and available equipment were given him by Mr. Dole. 8
A month later General Marshall wrote to che National Volunteer Winter Defense Committee, which Roger Langley, president of the National Ski Association had by then
organized, saying that tha War Department appreciated the advice and assistance of
the Naticna'l Ski Association. 9 He issued a directive to troops in the snow belt to
the effect that the National Ski Association (Patro: System) would assist the Army
in winter warfare training as well as experiment with light tents and other means of
shelter, and would be prepared to furnish guides and cooperate in antiaircraft and
"This assistanca," conclude&i. General Marshall, "has
antipsaachute warning service.
the apprcval of the War Department."10

I.

•

This directive was issued on 5 December 1940 in en order from the Secretary of
War.
It went through channels to the let Division at Ft. Devens, Mass., to the 44th
Division at Ft. Dix, N.J., the 5th Division at Ft. Custer, Mich., the 6th Division
at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., ana the 3d and 41st Divisions at Ft. Lewis, Wash. 1 1 Roger
and Lrged all members of the
Langley printad the order in full in the Ski Rulleti
National Ski Association to offer their services.
The directive for the ski patrols established a mission roughly as follows:
Selected men were to be taught the use of skis, snowshoes, and the fundamentals of
camping and travelling in the snow and high mountains. Each patrol vas allotted a
fund of approximately $1,200 for the purchase of equipment, to be bought locally in
the open market anra tested for military use by the patrols.
The 26th Infantry (less the 2d Battalion) drs designated as the unit of the lt
Division to conduct ski training. Training was conducted at Plattshbrg Barracks,
N.Y., and in addition, for a period of seven days each, a detail of ten officers and
a hundred enlistel men was sent weekly to Lake Placid, N.Y., to receive concentrated
ski instruction under Rolfe Monsen, three times captain of a United States Olympic

-.

5. Ibid. p 9.
6. Statement of Mr. C. Minot Dole, Chairman of the National Ski Patrol System
to Hist Off, 6 Mar 44.
7.

Amorican Ski Annual,

8.

Ibid, p 9.

9.

Per.onal ltr

1942, p 8.

of Gen G. C. Marshall to Mr. Roger Langley, 9 Nov 40.

3i4.7/1 (Study .o. 24) (C).
WD lt. AG 353(7-3o-4o)"(I) Sec 2 to CGe,
i0.
with National Ski Association. AG 353-

13..

etc, 5 Dec 40, sub:

Relations

Ibid.
2

I

.........................................................
.
-......
.4-

L....

Tepsn.
Nine such detells
ie
ere sent, training approximately a thousand officers and
men. Thuree officers mq fifty-three men were formed into a ski .ttrol, which attained
a high degree -.
f skill.

b

4

Training was terminated on 28 February 1941 by lack of snow and a perimanent

change of station.

Col. Jems 1. Muir, Coander of the 26th Infantry, stma ized

the lessons learned:13
Teaching troops to use snowshoes is simple . . . . Any person who
meets the A;my 'B physical requirements only needs a short course of instruction and then a short hardening or conditioning period to be able to

:

w,

maneuver proficiently on snob hos. ...
The problem of teaching troops to ski is comparatively simple.
Young
men of good physique, particularly those with well-coordinated sense of
balance, can become expert on skis in a relatively short time. The major
problems are those of supporting weapons, amnunition, evacuation, and

supply.
"V.-.

"I believe that ski trainirg is an asset; like
In conclusion, Colonel Muir stated:
the Texan's six-shooter, you may not need it, but if you ever do, you will need it in
a hurry, 'awful bad. '"Unite of the 6th Division conducted ski training as follows: Company I, let
Infantry at Ft. 1,arren, Wyo., snowshoeing and. skiing; Compary H, 3d Infantry, It.
Snelling, Minn., snowshoeing; a composite company, 20th Infantry, Ft. Warren, skiing
and showshoeing.
A specially selected ski patrol of eleven officers and eleven enlisted men was organized from all the units, and vas trained by Mr. Alfred D. Lindley
of the National Ski Association and Mr. Glen Stantley of Minneapolis.
After they
had given a total of twenty hours of instruction, Lt. John H. Hay, a reserve officer
on active duty with tpe 6th Division at Ft. Snelling, concluded the instruction,
totalling 120 hours.14
In reply to the questions dramn up in the War Department directive, Maj. Gen.
C. S. Ridley gave the following informtion and suggestions: There was no need for
changing tha Tables of Organization.
Specially trained patrols were required, to
which the best qualified men should be detailed. One ski platoon for each battalion
was suggested. A plat6on of three squads of twelve men each should make up a ski
patrol, one man in each aquad to be azmnorer-artifioer, carrying the spare parts and
maintenance tools. All rLfle companies in the Infantry should be ski-equipped.
The weapons platoon should use snowshoes.
Medical units should use both. General
Ridley's report included tbe recomrda~tion for an instructors' school for officers
and noncoxmnissioned officers in winter warfare.
The ski patrol required expert
skiers and has the same function as the cavalry patrol. And, of interest in view
of later events, "troops m=st be stationed at places known to be suitable for
qnowshoeing and skiing. "15

*-'

*-.

12. 26th Inf Itr (AG 353 sec 2) to TAG,
('StudyNo 24) (c).
13.

Ibid.

14.

6th Div itr

(AG 353 (11-14-40) W.i-C) to TAG,

and Test-Northeastern & North Central US.
15.

31 Mar 41, sub:

Winter Tng.

314.7/2
-

21 May 41, sub:
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The training area of the 5th Division was shifted frce Ft. Custer, Mich., to
Camp McCoy, Wis., because of more suitable snow conditions at the latter station.
Since this vas to be the most ooncemtrateC training of all, a Winter Warfare Train-

ing BoarD of officers and men was set up, under the direction of Capt. Albert H.
Jackman, as of 8 December 1940. Patrol training wa oaried out by the 3d Battalion,
"2d Infantry, consisting of about a thousand officers and men, using basic equipment.
A ski patrol best detachment of about 5 officers and 250 enlisted men, using the
best commercial equipment available, was set up.
Two, later four, civilian instruotore were hired. Training, mainly in cross-country work was carried on extensive2y
all winter because of the flat nature of that immediate terrain. Intense cola urvailed. Lt. Col. Joseph L. Ready reported the following observations: It in

--.-

'

comparatively simple to teach men the f ndementals of skiing on level ground, in

soft deep snow. Pereonal hygiene instruction =usr be stresced to prevent frostbite
of the hands, face, and feet.
The tecbnique of dinter camppig =mst be taught all

*

men.

A-ll ski patrol members mist be specifically trained.io Many excellent con-

clusions on winter warfare in general were drawn up iu Captain Jackman's •tailed
report for the Winter Warfare Training BoaD.d. accompanied by photographs.9
* ""stationed
"

-

_.

""
--

In February 1941, the 44th Division Ski Petrol was formed from men of that unit
at Ft. Dix, N.J. In charge was L.. Eric C. Wikzer, forserly of Sweden,
with consideraý)le experience in cross-country skiing and winter camping. Pvt.
Harold Sorensen, Olympic akier from Norway, who bad been inducted into the Army a
few days ierviously, va selected as coach for the patrol of twenty-three men. The
ara
surrounding Old Forge, N.Y., was chosen as the truining ground. lor 3A weeks
the men were given extensive training in military skiing and camping in extrune
cold--ssetimes as low as 20 degrees below zero. Detailed tests were conducted and
reports written on various types Df sleeping bags, clothing, skis, and general vinter equipment.
The men engaged in aotual coubat maneuvers during the last few da7x.
As usual, the ski-vs-snowshoe argument was raised by the local inhabitants. Two
test races were held between skiers from the falrol and native esovwhoers, the best
in the Adirondack Mountains, inoluding an Indian. Though the course had been laid
out by the snowahoers themselves, with emphasis on uphill and deep woods terrain,
each time the skiers won with ease, proving conclusively that skis are faster for
general snow travel. For the most part, the members of the patrol haA had previous
skiing experience, but they could not in any sense of the wor& be tezred expert
military skiers. However, after nearly a month of concentrated instruction in the
snow plow and the lifted stem Christiania, the 4kth Division ski patrol was able to
travel up to 25 miles a day with a 45-pound pack and be ready for combat on arrival.

It had become a military ski patrol.18

Three thousand miles away, on the other side of the continent, the 41st DiXVislon ski patrol at Ft. Lewis was also organiziLg for training. Commanded by MIe,tenant Phelps, the unit consisted of twenty-five men and one officer, most of vhc
had had little
previous skiing experience but were distinguished for their athletio
"abilityand general ruggedness. The patrol moved to Mt. Rainier in January 1941,
and was quartered at the Ashcroft CCC Camp, throe miles outside the Rainier National
Park. The instruction was given by Sgt. Khrl Hiadermen, former ski teacher frcm
Montana, who achieved excellent results with his comparatively green men. Here

""
-

.

16.

S314.7/5

5th Div itr

(AG 353, Fec 2) to TAG, 13 Jan 41, sub:

(Study No. 24) (c).

17. Report on Winter Warfare, AG 353(7-30-40) (1) Sec 1 (Bulky package).
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again emphasis was on fundamentals deemed necessary for military ski patrols--crosscountry work, snowplow, and lifted stem Christianias. The patrol's mission wVs to
cover great distances over snow safely with greatest possible speed, carrying their
own food, supplies, and weapons, in an effort to determine the effectiveness of the
training program.
By the end of February the individual ski training had been completed, and the
patrol set out to cross the Olympic Mountains in four days, up the Qainalt River and.
down the iDosewalips River, fro& west to east. They were now under the direotion of
Lt. John B. Woodward, former University of Washington ski-team captain, who yes
loaned from the 3d Division ski patrol also stationed at Ft. Lewis. The man and
equipment stood upwell on this 4 0-mile trip through snow depths up to 12 feet,
across rocky peals and through heavily forested ar-as. It io interesting to note
that skis with steel edges proved far superior on this trip to those with plain

wooden bottoms.

The latter type chopped up and becam so rounded an to bo almost

useless.
Next, came a long two weeks' trip across the northern end of the OlMic
week the strain began to
Mountains, seldom travelled in winter. After the first
apart, and some of the
on both men and equipment; some boots and bindings fell
tell
men developed blisters or became exhausted. Eight of the group were sent back, but
the rest continued the trip for another week to a successful coiclusion. On 20 April
1941, the 4 lst Division ski patrol was d:;baxed. 1 9

SThe

-

3d Division ski patrol, also from Yt. Lewis, was organizod on 9 Dcmber

"1940 from

picked volunteers out of the 15th Infantry. Capt. Howard CAwfod Vs administrative officer, and Capt. Paul B. Lafferty, former University of Cr'6o ski
coach, was technical adviser. Lieutenant Woodward acted as ski instructor. Eighteen
men made up the unit which vas quartered In a conrerted Part Service garage at Longsi8 weeks
mire on Mt. Rainier. As in the case of the other two patrols, the first

wer, spent in ski instruction on cross-country and sten turns. Route selection and
camouflage discipline as well as trail discipline were stressed. Four overnight
marches were made during this phase, starting with a two-day trip, and ending with a
week's Journey around the flanks of Mt. Rainier and across many of its

gla-ciers.20

Daring this period it was found that the equipment purchased locally out
allocated fund of $1,200 proved generally satisfactory except for the boots.
were styled for savance skiing and not for cross-country warmth. The rations
made up of such dehydrated foods as were then available, consisting mostly of

of the
They
were
cereal,.

dried potatoes, chipped beef, powdered. eggs, and sptghketti, weighing roughly 1*
pounds for each man daily, compared to the 2j pounds of the Mountain Ration which
The average
The latter, however, contained more calories.
was later developed.
pack weighed 55 pounds, which included the Ml rifle. All the men finished the trips
they bttarted, and the average daily mileage on such trips was 10 miles. This patrol,
spring of 1941.21
like all the others, was disbanded in th
So, by the end of April 1941, the United States Army had ample data on vwrious
Not all the inexperimental ski patrols from which to conduct future operations.

fonation waa favorable--much of it pointed up lessons for later work--but all in
all, the path towards activation of official mountain units in the United States
19. Interview of Hist Off with Capt John B. Woodward, 10 Jan 44.
(Study No. 24) (C).
sub:

(AG 353, Sec 2) to CO,
15th Inf Ski Patrol Det itr
20.
Tng for Winter Warfare--Final Rpt, 3d Dir Ski Patrol.

21.

314.7/29

15th Inf, 26 Feb 41,
314.7/6 (StudiyNo.2 4 )(C).

Ibid.
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Army, however rough, aMpeared passable. Among the significant lessons learned was
the fact that men with no previous skiing experience could be taught military skiing
in two months well enough to beccase instructors themselves--provided they were
picked for rugged health and athletic ability. 2 2 Balancing this, on the other side
of the ledger, wae the eridence that no matter how good a "practice slope skier" a
mau might be, if he had not had a previous winter of camping experience, he was
liable to be the first
to fall
by the vayside when the going got tough. These were
points in personnel for the War Departmant to consider during the busy suner
'of
1941 when plans were being laid for the activation of the first
Uhnited Statos ArZ7
mountain units.
Meanvhile, back in Wachington and Niev York, Dole, Morgan, and Robinson had "nean
busily occupied. A member of the General Staff went to New York in November 1940 to
discuss the plans for the forthccming winter training.
Dole objected vigorously and.
rightly to the toestrap binding that was being proposed for the Arzy's ski troops,
even going so far as to write General Marshall about the paramount Importance of a
skier's foot being rigidly attached to the ski so that its muscular reaction would
be properly transferred to the whole ski.. He also warned that in hilly terrain accidents would be inevitable with toestrapa, end asked that if necessary, the Army
P=
cut its progam in half so that funds might be made available to purchase correct

equipment.23
The War Department replied that it shared Dole's low opinion of toestrap bindings, but was forced to use that type in order" to secure large quantities of skis
and bindings in a hurry, without the delay of competitiva bidding and other red tape.
Later, when better bindings could be obtained, the toestrup would be discarded and
replaced by the correot type.
"In the meantime--we will have battalions that can So
several miles across country in deep snow, and then take their skis off and fight,
whereas, without skis the battalions would be restricted to the roads. . . .In
this winter warfare our objective is to get several thousand men on skie and do it
now. "24 Dole agreed, and the program continued.
Late In November 1940, the Volunteer Winter Defense Committee met with the
National Ski Association at La Crosse, Wis., to discuss further ski training for the
Army, and it was out of this session that the Equipment Comzittee was born. General
Marshall had assigned Lt. Colo. Charles E. Hurdis and Nelson M. Walker to attend the
conferences.
These two officers, who had coza. to seek advice and cooperation fur
this new Army venture from the experts of the ski world, soon discovered to their
amusement that even the experts coul4 r-)t agree on ruch fundamental issues as the
type of binding to be used. 2 5
Nevertheless the work of the Equirment Coittee
was far-reaching and of value
to the Ary.
q--tablished
at La Crosse In November 1940, by Alfred D. Lindley of
Minneapol!c, who stipulated that it should report directly to the War Department "on
neccosary equiprent and technic of ski troops," it was headed by Bestor Robinson,
well-known skier and mountaineer from Oakland, Calif., and included Mr. Lindley,
Douglas Burkett of Boston, and Peter Hostmark of Seattle. Langley and D1oe were
latler added ex officio, and the group wes further enlarged to include John E. P.
Morgan, Charles M. Dudley, of Hanover, N.H., Walter A. Wood, Alaolan explorer from
314.7/29 (Study No.

22.

Interview of Hist Off with Capt. Woodward.

23.

Personal 1tr of Charles M. Dole to Gen Marshall,

3 Nov 40.

k

24) (C).

314.7/1

(Study No. 24) (C).
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Instructor at Lake Placid, and

the American Geographical Society, Rolfe Monsen,
David J. Bradley of Madison, Wis.,
Patrol.

a former member of the Finnish Military Ski

The Job which the Arry set before this committee was a large one.

Whs--eas

there were over two million skiers in the United States, about half of them knew
only enough skiing to enable them to go out in the winter and slide down a packed
slope for a few hours at a time. The Arm% was Interested only in skiers who could
li-o out of their packs for many daya on expeditions into rough country in all kinds
Such hardT individuals ware the rare exceptions, and conseque .ly ofof weather.
business to equipnment manufacturers, who preferred to concentrate on
fered little
the more lucrative "dovnhill only" trade. Many essential items such as lightweight
stoves were not even manufactured in this country; other articles, such as skis,
boots, and clothing had been made fro the civilian point of view, not the military.

*

1

.

"One of the first things the committee did was to assemble all the foreign
Adams
manuals on winter warfare and make a thorough study of these publications.
Carter, an able translator with many years of American and European skiing experience,
It soon became apparent to the
gave valuable service in this phase of the vork.
committee, however, that the American terrain presented unique problems that could
In the matter of shelter, for example,
not be solved by applying foreign techniques.
the European technique depended largely upon the existence of near-by huts, bmrns,
and farmhouses for overnight bivouac. These structures are comon to much of the
European and Scandinavian mountain terrain, but they are not found on the American
continent, especially in Alaska. The Finns transported their equipment on horsedrawn sleds, on which were carried neavy conical tents, housing as mny as eighteen
men, and kept warm by body heat alone. The Swiss even dug huge caves in their glaciers and cornices. No such procedures would work in the soft powdery snows 3nd the
roadless mountains of the Western Hemisphere.
It must be remembered that at this
time all thoughts were on O.efense against invasicn--not invasion by us. It was to
repel possible hostile attacks on North America itself that the United States Mounorganized.
ta;n Troops were first

*

-a carefully scrutinized, and
The recoras of Arctic and Antarctic expeditions'
men like Sir Hubert Wilkins and Dr. VilhJalmar Stefansson gave freely and patriotiBut here again the polar technique p-oved useless
cally of their time and knowledge.
for mountain troops, because they were based on the use of dogs and motorized equipment, and there were Just not enough sled-dogs in the world to supply an army. Nor
""s the dog or machine yet been discovered that could make satisfactory progress up
steep grades in deep soft snow.
other techniques
Glacial mountain climbing and Himalayan asconts offered still
n'-•
of many years' trial. But the committee soon discovered that these were based upon
supplies from camp to camp, requiring weights well over the maximum military
relayv2ng
6
ioad.2

.*

The closest approximation to the a:a.ndards the Army had set up for the military
mountain trooper turned out to be the work done by the Sierra Club of California.
Primarlly mountaineers, its members also includ.ed a certain number of technicians-physicists, chemists, and engineers--whose passion for skiing, as Bestor Robinaon
pointed out,27 had led them to work out a system of lightweight backpacking on skis
so that the totai ioa, necessary for camping on snow weighed fourteen pounds, tc
which was ad.ddd t*io pounds of food a day for each man. They even drilled holes in

26.

.0

American Ski Annual, 1942, D 14 .

27.
Bestor Robinson, "How the USA is Assauring Wiiter Warfare Leadership," The
2
Commonwealth, Part Two, XVI 1:
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their toothbrush handles to reduce veight. As Robinson remarked with masterly
understaterant, this allowed adequate marginm for military lInALe.

.LO

But from 0ve17 source that wvas Investigated there cam ace kind. of oontribuThe job
tion, and in oach were principles that aided in solving the problea.
to reconcile all this heterogeneous information into a workable blueprint for the
Arvy to use. And this the camitteo did, but not without ace Herculean labor* and
many,

j.

-W.
.

=L-,.y experiments.
For one thing, as Chairman Robinson pointed out, the lack of technical infor-

"We were unable to find any reports

mation vaa appalling.

shoving laboratory teft
'

on the insulating value of sleeping begs, and the importance of varying factors of
deeign and perreabl'ity of fabrics, and types of insulating material. The method of

testing generally used bas been based on an indlvidu•a•s olaim of omort . . .
8
after a night's sleep."-2

•_

of 194I the
Nevertheless, substantial progress was made, and by the late aor
Operations and Training Division and the Quartermaster General ' Office had approved
specificetions oL the folloving items: rucksacks, sleepIng bags, parkas, aki

mni•es,

trousers, gaiters, head bands, felt insoles,

sboe protectors, mittens, ski

tents, ski caps, white camouflage trousers, ski repair kit, snowmhoes, climbers,
•
M.
poles, skis ski boots, and a host of assorted itins which oven included stoven
ski

,.es.

29

In April 1941, Ckptain Lafferty, of the 15th Infantry, & member of the 3d
Division Ski Patrol at Ft. Lewis, had been detailed to acompa2ny Bestor Rob'n" sand a party of ski experts on t aki touring expedition in the high Sierra of CallZero weather, blizzards, and pa.. not
fornia for the purpose of testing equipment.
with by the group of twenty men, provided excelleut conditions for testing the_-'.i•
various items, and the results of these findings were inoorporated into the m
recoendations sent to the Army during the suaer.

*'.i-

Governors of the states
Daring the year of 1941, work vent ahead everywhere.
in the snowbelt were asked by Chairman Dole to appoint individuals 60o would coordinate activities in tie National Ski Petrol System between federal and state
In April 1941, the War Department ordered Colonels Zurdis and Valker,
governmants.
along with Robert Monashan of the Uiited States Forest Service, to study sites in
the West which might be adequate for a divisional camp housing fifteen thousacd ins,
30
where year-around training in winter and mountain maneuvers would be available.

L¢

In May Colonel Walker and Maj. Ridgely Gaither met the nineteen section lead.rs
of the National Ski Patrol System at Stove, Vt., and reported on the progress mde.
Later, Dole and Morgan sat in on the sonby both sides, the Army and the civilian.
vention of the Canadian National Amateur Ski Association in Montreal and discussed
winter training with the Dominion staff officers. Dole then sent a report on the
progress made to President Roosevelt, and received the following reply frcm Mr.
. to
'The President has asked me .
Edwin M. Watson, secretary to the President:
assure you of his sincere appreciation for the cooperation of the National Ski
Aasociation vith the Defense Program. He realized that you yourself are to be
credited in large measure for what has been accomplished, and he asked me to convey

!

'-

his personal thanks."31
28.

American Ski Annual, 1942, p

29.

Ibid.

30.

Ibid, p 12.
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And from General Marshall, after the Stv

=ating,

thii heatoing

:..

messae: 32
It is gratifying to knov that this meeting

a

aI

w

s, and that

the representatives of the War Department were able to stimulate the In-

terest of these patrol leaders in their patriotic contwibution to paritoal
defense. In this respect youa'y be sure that the cooperation of the en,,
tire National Bki Association is Thily appreciated. In addition to the
fine work of your patrol organization, your Equipuent Comittee has
already furnished the War Department with many excellent reports which are
of great value in their applioation to winter and muntain varfare
trs..

training.
TH

.

W MOAU

.M.

Throughout the summr of .941; plans were discuused by staff officers in tho
War Depertent for the establishment of a division oep in h1& mountain terrain.
On 2 April 1941, Col. Harry L. Twadle, Acting Assistant Chief of Stuf, G-3, submitted a mnwadm to the Chief of Staff reomncdng the 2xadiate oonstrUction
"of such a cp,
to nost about $15,000,000. He pointed out that "aoet Nuropean
earmies contain mountain units, and it is quite possible that pat of our aiM will
be called upon to figt
in the mountains and we should not be totally unprepared as

were the Bitish In Norimy."33
Objection to this proposal c am
.
*-

Col. Orlando Ward, Seretar,

Nunrel

Staff, who replied on I4 April that it vs 1lleved that satisfactory tra.nir in
mountain marfare could be obtained by moving divisime
looated In the vicinity of
mountainous terrain into field oaps on such terrain f~r short periods of training.

He vent on to Inquire why it vould not be possible to train the Infantr7 divisions
located_
[Ft. Leis, Wash., Pt. Ord, Calif . and Ban Luis Obispo, Calif., in this
-t

metmer.3

To this Colonel Twaddlereplied:3

The training of units in mountain warfare by having such units MoTe
to suitable high mountain terrain and c
.pfor short roriods is a insrO-

".

..

•

shift method and entirely inadequate. . . .
Troops operating in ontains will nonsally enoounter high altitudes,
snow and low temperatures. They must be aectstcoed to life under such
conditions. The caping problems alone are tramendous. Troops mint
actually live and train the year round under high altitude conditions

ee
if we are to obtain any worthwhile results. There is no case
remlim in training is more appropriate. . ..
Fort Lewis is about sixty miles from terrain which is barely satisfactory for this purpose. Camp Ord and San Luis Obispo are about one
hundred miles from suitable terrain.

-.Per1e

To back up his argument, Colonel Twaddle called attention to G-2 reports from the
Balkans indicating that the success of the erman Ar= vas due largely to the use
Personal itr

33.

WD memo (C) G-3/2507 for CofS, 2 Apr 41, sub:

High Mt Terrain.
34.

WD mem

Ictab of Op for a Div in

314.7/7 (Stud. No. 24) (C).
(C) of Secy, GS, 0CS/21247-1, for ACOf,

Ketab of Cp for a Div in High Mt Terrain.
I

35.

314.7/1 (Study No.24 (C).

of Gon Marshallt4Mr.Dole,12 May 4I.

32.

G-3, 14 Apr 41,

Ibid.

WD mseo (C) G-3A2507 for Socy, GS, 17 Apr 41. sub:

Div in High Mt Terrain.
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of armored elements and units trained in mountain warfare, and that the Britigh in
Norway had to turn over the flighing mountains to French and Polish troops because
they had no unite of their owu trained to operate in such terrain.36

Colonel Ward, on 25 April, sugested the vicinity of Bend, 0-e., as a suitable
and that the area vL-3 found unsatisinvestigated
beenseason,
haW.a alreead
Band of
stated
bad rock, inadequate vater supply, and•
short pnow
because
factory that

.

Thea on 5 May Colinel Ward atated that the decision
dangerous dust noorditions.31
rad been reached not to allocate any additional funds for a mounrnin cap) bMat that
•'in the selection of division camp sites for a possible augmentation of the Ar27,
the inclusion of a camp site in high mountain terrain suitable for trairing iv
mountain warfare will be given full consideration."39 He added that Wes Ielt F•.
stone, Mont., and Pando, Colo., were being considered with this in mind.

..

Defeated temporarily in his efforts to have a montain iyvision camp approved,
General Twaddle turned to the nw-At best thing--the istablisbment of a smll test
On 7 MaY he prepared a mmormndm for the Assistant
force in high mountain terra-in.
Chief of Staff in vhich he urged the importance of the early developmant of olothb*,
equipment, and organization for winter and mountain varfare. He now recoammned
ebtablishing at least a small test force by autumn to initiate tests and to make
available a small n1cleus of experienced men for later expansion into a division.
He pointed out that it would be practicable and desirasble to conduct a -3ll school
for training selected personnel of various units in order to develop. 1notructors in
skiing, snowshceing, technique ot camping under conditions of snow and low temperatures, in& general training technique of mountain and winter w.rfare. He concluded
by saying that "It is felt that the cost of housing such a test force vould be so
small in comparison with the importance of the project that the .blef of Staff might
favor the use af funds now available or soon to •e appropriated.W

U' i "
-

.

.

of 1941,
The matter remained-undetermined for the greater pert of the sinr
while Dole and others of the National Ski Patrol kept u9 correspondence with Washington. After the middle of the simmer, however, it became obvious that no camp
could be erected in time for winter use.
to
-randm
On 15 July 1941 General Tvadcle tried once more. He submitted a w
the Chief of Staff on the need for organization of the mountain division, pointing

out that ve already had in existence triangular, u'uare, motorized, O

and

"G-3 believes that there is a aefinite neod that our Tabl, of
armored dirIsions.
Organization also include a mountain division.- This is a distinct type that amot
be readily improvised by attachment but must be specially oignizeaC and trained."

.--

'4 :-b.•

36.

Ibid..

37.

WD memo (C) of Secy, GS, 0CS 21247-1, for ACofS, G-3, 2 Apr 41, sub:

..

Rstab of Op for a Div in High Mt Terrain.
38.

WD memo (0) G-342507 for Secy, GS, 28 Apr 41,

Div in High Mt Terrain.
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(C) of Secy, GS, 008 2121l7-1, for ACofB, G-3, 5 May 141, sub:

Estab of a Cp for i. Div in High Mt Terrain.
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WD memo (C) G-3/2507 for ACofS, WPD, 7 May 41, sub:

Test Force in High Mt Terrain.
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A Table of arganiEmuhasis was "•o be on pack animal transport for combat elements.
4
he added, "a mounAnd
1
memorandum.
the
division acccmpanie&
zation Pob2a zottain
tain division also can be more readily adapted to air transport than can other types."
"All
Lt. Col. John M. Le-.z backed him up a few days later in a memorandum:
concerned agree in need for organization of the Mountain Division." He added that
fantry and artillery use,

~

~

autogy'ros should be included organically for reconnaissance--one squadron fipr inin addition to the Division Reconnaissance Troop°.2

With this support, Lt. Col. Mark W. Clerk, G-3, submitted a memorandum for
'"Reccmend we concur; at least we may get one more
General McNair on 25 July 1941.
could be
that itit looked
is such
artillery,
as
equipment,
proposed
breath;
its by
hold their
readivision;
General Twaddle
Dole and particularly
air. "43
moved
~~readily
reality.
a
became
to
last
at
was
Division
if the Mountain

'
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On 5 August General McNair sent back Colonel Clark's memorandum "without conthe
currence." He went on to state that while mountain divisions existed abroad,
organization
proposed
the
Moreover,
questionable.
was
service
our
in
need of any
animals,
was "inefficient so far as transportation is concerned, in that it has 7,983
the
of
howitzer
Each
vehicles.
motor
369
presumably mostly pack animals, and only
is
animal
pack
The
animals.
68
and
artillerymen
68
involves
division artillery
deplorably inefficient." General HcNair went on to say that "rather than organize
a special division, it is believed an effort should be made to adapt an infantry
division, or the necessary ccnpone7.ts of it, to operations in difficult terrain.
It is reccmended that efforts for the present be directed toward the develolment
operating effectively
of an infantry battalion and an artillery battalion, capable of
and a maxitransportation
pack
of
minimum
a
cptaining
and
in mountainous terrain,
m of motor transportdtion. "+4

*

On the same day as General McNair's memorandum, 5 August, Lt. Col. L. S. Gerow
of the General Staff Corps stated in a memorandum to the Assisetant Chief of Staff,
cowt
WFD, that dec-ision on the small test force had been withheld pending result of
our
by
submitted
report
recent
a
irom
extracts
quote
estimates. Ho then went on to
the
in
defeated
was
anq
Italian
the
that
effect
the
to
Italy,
to
attache
military
After the Greek counBalkan campaign by lack of well equipped mountain troops.
of Albania in the
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the
teroffensive had driven the Italians back across
into the
piecemeal
throw
only
could
Comand
High
Italian
"the
dead of wittor,
to Albania.
gotten
be
could.
theg
as
fast
as
line
the
of
divisions
operations infantry
for
trained
conditioned,
These divisions were not organized, clothed, equipped,
thousand
Twenty-five
disaster.
was
result
The
either winter or mountain fighting.
loss in morale
were killed, ten thousand were frozen, large numbers made prisoners;
important
the
of
"one
that
and prestige were irreparable." The extract concluded
in the
anywhere
fight
to
have
may
which
army
an
lessons learned fro this was that
trained,
organized,
especially
units
major
its
of
part
important
an
have
world must
units cannot
and equipped for fighting in the mountains and in winter. . . . Such
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be improvised hurriedly from line divisions.
and experience,

They require long periods of hardening
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pointed out, this was a powerful argument for specialized training, and he suggested
that the pian for a test force in the mnuntains be again taken up with a view to
reconsideration.46
Thus it became apparent that despite the efforts of members of the National Ski
Patrol, it was the lessons learned from European armies that at last persuaded the
War Department to take action for the development of mountain troops.
On 22 October

.i•

1941, Dole received letters from Secretary of War Stimnon, and from General Marshall,
stating that on 15 November 1941 the 1st Battalion (Reinforced), 87th Mountain Infantry would be activates
at Ft. Lewis, Wash. at
t
d

THE 87th MOUNTAIN, INFANTRY IS ACTIVATED

-•

The choice of Ft. Lewis as the site qf the first
official Mountain Troops in
the United States Army was probably due to several contributing factors.
It was the
only Army post then in existence with the exception of Ft. Ethan Allen, Vt., which
was located near the mountains.
The unreliable snow conditions on Mt. Mansfield,
closest to the latter camp, probably ruled out selection of that post. Two experimental ski patrols from the 3d and 41st Divisions had already been in successful
operation from Ft. Lewis during the winter of 1940-41, and a great deal of preliminary ground work on equipment, training., and belection of personnel had been carried
out by two officers of the 15th Infantry then stationed at that post. All in all it

__-

".-

seemed a logical choice.47
Because of the highly specialf-zeal nature of the training., it

was essential•..:

that the proper personnel be picked to form cadres for the new outfit.

With the

exception of four Regular Army officers, all of whom had had experience in winter
climates or with pack animals, the initial cadre was organized from a canvass of men
from the 3d Dividion, the California National Guard, the 41st Division, and from
volunteers who had had previous skiing experience in Yosemite and similar ski areas
along the West Coast. This group, commanded by Lt. Col. Onelow S. Rolfe, himself a
cracl: horseman, was soon augmented by a steady flow of volunteers and transfers from
all parts of the -)urtry, but mainly from the New England area. The Mountain Troops
soon lost their parely Western makeup and began to assume a definite Yankee character as more reinforcements continued to pour in from the East.
At this point G-l enlisted the aid of the National Ski Patrol System in procuring and weeding out candidates for service in the Mountain Troops. All red tape
was cut and Th.- Adjutant General's Office authorized the NSPS to recruit properly
qua..Afled mvn. It was necessary for every inductee to fill out a questionnaire for
"ao'roval by the NSPS bcfore the Army would accept him for service with the Mountain
""hroops
By FEbruary !944, the NSPS had placed over eight thousand qualified men in
48
h-s highly specialized branch of the service.

r
*

"Cclonel Rolfe. fresh from the faculty of thb Artillery School of Ft. Sill, Okla.
was soon faced wi.th more than the usual difficulties attendant upon the activation
Just as the nucleus of his outfit was being organized, Japan
cf a new cot•mind.

struc.: a~t P, ri Earbor. and the entire West Coast was put on a constant alert. Ft.
Lewis became -. deserted canp as the various outfits were pulled out to defend other
areac, cr sent to tha neai-by hil!s for dispersion reasons. Gradually, however, the
!st Bata-•t;zn (Reinf) cf the 87th Mountain Infantry began to take shape. Regular
-infantry trn-ning was conducted by Regular Army off icurs and noncommissioned
46.

Memo of Gen McNair for G-3 WD. 5 Aug 41, sub:
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MOUNTAIN TROOPS DRILLING IN THE Ci.EARED AREA IN FRONT OF PARADISE LODGE,
FRG4 FEUARY TO JUNE 1942.
WHIJ-C WAS THEIR BARRACKS ON MT. RAINI
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the.N
were going
to be
ski himself
troops, quickly
and ski corrected
troops .iily.
"We are mountain
and
officers.
Cclonel
Rolfe
the supposition
among troops,
the men that
sklirng will -play only a small part," Yhe told his men at their first meeting,4
This
statement went a long way towards cloa•ing up any idea of an "Army Sun Valley" the
men iight have had, ani was further borne out by the arrival of muleekinners, forest
rangers, trappers, prospectors, and all types of men u~ad to living and working in
the moartains. And nearly all of them came th-ough the efforts )f the National Ski

Patrol Slysteu.50

INN,

in a cýntinual drizzle of rain, it became increasingly
As the weeksany4passed
ski training was to be done,

obvious that if

it

,.ould have to be somewhere else

beside Ft. Lewis and it would have to be aoon. Colonel Rolfe had noL been idle, however;
through the fall and early winter he had been busy inspecting various sites tor
a temporary ski1 camp, including Mt. Baker, Mt. Shuksan, Mt.
Hood, and Mt. Rainier.•

T<'

After milch negotiation vaw National Park Service officials, and with the War Department, he finally made arrangements to lease Paradise Lodge and Tatoosh Lodge, two
large two-story hotels five thousand feet up on the side of Mt. Rainier.5l The lease
ran from February till Jule. This waa an ideal location because of the nearness to
Ft. Lewis--62 miles over paved and ploughed highways. The buildings had a combined
mil itary cepacity of about four hundred men--enough for almost three rifle companies.
Rationa •

mall were brought up daily from Ft. Lewis by truck, and all. meals were

•

cooked by Army personnel~in the capacious kitchens of the Lodge. But above all, this
lodge was located right in the heart of the best snowficlds of the State of Washington, and skiing started from the front door, or rather from the second-etory wIndows,
thanks to a 20-foot average snow depth. And the season lasted ýcil June.
On 33 rebruary 1942 the move from Ft. Lewis to Mt. Rainier was made by motor
convoy, and shortly thereafter the Instruction began. The best men in the outfit
had previously been selected and interviewed to de.ermine their fitness to teach
militexy skiing, and a nucleus of about thirtý men was designated as the instructional
cadre. They cume from all parts of the country--from Franconia and North Conway In
the East; f:_om Wisconsin in the Midwest; from Yosemite, Sun Valley, and Mt. Hood in
thp Par West, to mention a few. Their techniques were as varied as their names, and
a standard of military skiing had to be devoloped. A school for instructors was
hastily organized by Captain Lafferty, assisted by Peter Gabriel of Franconia and
Arnold Fawcus of Yosemite, and a composite type of military skiing was established,)whic' can best be designated as a modified >Ilberg technique. Cognizance was taken
of the fact that most of the skiing was to be aone with heavy packs, so that the
graceful sweeping turns of civilian skiing were out. Emphasis was placed on safety
and endurance rather than upon speed and dar-ng.5 2 After only one all-too-short day
cf ccnferences and demonstrations, the various instructors started teaching their
several classes. The mountain training phase had begun.

".;

....

For eight weeks, six days a week, eight hours a day, snow or shine, the troopers
learned skiing the military way. All. military training was temporarily put aside to
leave room and time for this important task. It was rugged training. Some men
couldn't take it and were sent back to Ft. Lev'is thence elsewnere.
The vast rzaJorlty survived and even thrivea on the intensive training. Their faces grew dark
49.
MTC.

Memo of Col 0. S. Rolfe

114.7/53 (Study No. 24)(C).

for GNIHIS, 12 Dec 47, sub:

Hereinafter referred to as Rolfe memo.

50.

ArerJ-'n Ski Annual, 1943, p 23.

51.

(1)

".'ormal

Rpt on Activities of

talks of author with Col Rolfe.

(2) Rolfe memo 314.7/53

(Study No. 24)(2).
52.

American Ski Annual,

1943, p 27.
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their muscles grew hard, and their reactions quickened. As
and tough as leather,
Lt. Charles McLane pointed out in the 1943 Ski Annual, "there were probably few
troops anywhere who were healthier than we at the height of our training."53 Colonel

.

Rolfe, in a letter to Ma . Gen. Mark W. Clark, written 28 April 1942 stated::54

I do not believe I have ever seen a better group of physically trained men

the battalion,
with Lodge
march
took a ski
justrucksack,
For example,
my life.
in
(5,500 foot
Paradise
from
pound
a thirty we
miles with
seven
elevation) to Sugar Loaf (9,500 feet) then down the Paradise Glacier, and
over Mazama Ridge to the Lodge. This was done on the fifth day of a fivedsy test on the K Rations.

No accidents and every man completed

Result:

,

the march.

.

The morale of the men was high; they loved the life on skis, seldom asked for a weekend pass, and formed a glee club which won considerable fame.
At the end of the two-month trainiag period every man was required to run

This course was two miles

through e military ski qualification co-rse vith a pack.

in length, uphill, downhill, and along the level. Instructors were stationed at
intervals along the course to grade each men as he performed somo fundaemntal technique of skiing at that particular point. The scores were all compiled, the man's
total elapsed time averaged in and a final mark vas tabulated for each man. The
result showed that 75 percent of the troopers qualified as military skiers third
class or better on a course that, would have given civilian Class B skiers plenty of
trouble even without a pack and the rifles carried by the troopers.55

-

In mid-April Companies A and B returned to Ft. Lewis to take over the guard
duties of Company D, which had been required to perform guard duty along the sector
in the vicinity of Ft. Lewis. Upon the arrival of these two compezdes, however, the
let Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry (Reinf) vwas relieved of this guard duty, and
as a result, the two companies were able to conduct pack training. Compaqn C re-

mained on Mt. Rainier for two weeks of unit training on skis and snowshoes. Company
A returned to Mt. Rainier and spent the first two weeks of May in company unit
training, and Company C returned to Ft. Lewis. In the last two weeks of May•,Com-

pany B conducted similar training on Mt. Rainier and Company A returned to Ft. Lewis.
Tae program continued, but on a more intensified scale because of the deteriorating
condition of the snow. Since Company D was the heavy weapons company of the battalion, more stress was laid upon snowshoe instruction. Snowshoes had been used but
sparingly and with obvious distaste by the men of the preceding classes. Ammunition
packs azd mortars weighing 70 and 80 pounds were dangerous loads for skiers, and
could be carried more safely by the slower-moving but surer-footed snowshoers.
Actus3 tests found it imperative to back-pack the weapons and ammunition instead of
6
hand-pulling on toboggans, vhich over variable terrain is a man-killing job.5

Colonel Rolfe pointed out that "the main thing we learned on Mt. Rainier from
February till June was to forget civilian skiing and to concentrate on military
skiing. Civilian skiing is nearly all downhill skiing, with no excess weight being

Ibid.

53.

54.
S3147/15

.

Personal ltr of Lt Col Onslow S. Rolfe to Maj Gen Mark W. Clark, 28 Apr 42.

(Study No. 24)(c).

55.

1943, p 27.
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IF
carried. Military skiing teaches the individual to operat4 not only dewnhill but
across country with a heavy pack and accessories, and to develop proper stamina and
form. The colleges are beginning to realize this distinction, as le the National
Ski Association, and i believe that military type skiing will occupy a mach greater
place after the war is over." 5 7
One of the greatest handicaps during this period was the National Park regulation which forbade the use of firearms in the park a'ea. Not even blank ananition
was permitted the men for use in maneuvers for fear of disturbing the wildlife, and
it was only by special permission that empty rifles were allowed to be carried by
the troops. Thus, tactics were immediately relegated to a minor role, and very
little was accomplished along that line.
In the late spring the first two rifle companies vent through two weeks of
scouting, patrolling, camoufleae discipline, and the combat principles of squads and
platoons, all on skis or snowshoes. The experienced mountsin men who had been acting
as instructors all winter were now back in the ranks as corporals and privates. The
Regular Army officers and norco•eissioned officers who had graduated from their eight
weeks of snow schooling soon found to their surprise that they had a great deal to
learnabout the mountains besides controlling two hickory planks on the snow. Their
lack of experience caused them to try to run ordinary flatland infantry problems
without regard for the specialized nature of the terrain or the weather; twice, it
was only good fortune that kept a whole platoon from obliteration by avalanches.
As Lieutenant McLane pointed out at the conclusion of his srticle, "we found'it was
possible to make skiers in eight weeks, but not skiers who were qualified to fight
Lard and fast under winter conditions. . . . The spirit can be kindled in a short
time, but not matured. . . . A machine gunner, a pilot, a tank man, before he can
be effective to a high degree, has to know the possibilities and limitations of his
instrument. What handicapped us more than any other one' thing vas that we were not
sure enough of the possibilities and the limitations of ourso."5
It was becoming
evident that mountaineers were not to be made overnight.
Another serious handicap was the indefiniteness of the original mission assigned
to the mountain troops. The let Battalion (Reinforced), 87th Infantry *untain
Regiment was organized "to develop the technique of mountain and wint6r warfare and
to test the organivation and equipment and transportation of units operating in
mountainous terrain at all seasons and in cold climates in all types of terrain."
It was further directed that this unit be trained "to function under conditions
imposed by cold weather and =ountainous terrain in accordance with training doctrine
and technique prescribed in Sections VI and VII, Chapter 12, FM 100-5 (FSR Operations
19141) and FM 31-5 (Operations in snow and extreme cold)."59 The directive was
phrased in these general terms undoubtedly because of the newness of the venture and
the fact that at that time the War Department had no concept of where or when these
new troops might be called upon to operate. This directive went to the Western
Defense Command, thence to the Fourth Army, and finally to the IX Corps, none of
which professed to know its precise meaning. Colonel Rolfe repeatedly asked the
commanding general and his successor, MaJ. Gen. Charles H. White, for advice, but
both of them merely told him to proceed as he saw fit, saying that they knew nothing
about the development of the mountain troops and did not propose to try to interpret
57.

Interview of Hist Off with Brig Gen Rolfe, 71st Inf Div, 7 Jan 44.

314•7/28 (Study No. 24)(c).
58.

American Ski Annual

1945, p 33.

59. WD Directive AG 320.2 (ll-lO-41) mR-M-C, 15 Nov 41, sub: Constitution of
87th Inf Mt Regiment and Activation of let Bn (Reinf). 320.2/35. Copy in AGF Hist
file, %14.7/59 (Study No. 24)(C).
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his mission.

Fourth Army and Western Defense Co-.and were even loes

helpful.

They

actually interfered with Colonel Rolfe's task, which was primarily to train his men
in the mountains. They were continually having blackouts on the Pacific Coast, and
they threatened to absorb Colonel Rolfe's personnel into the defense force for the
entire West Coast. They never took much stock in what the 87th was supposed to do,
and eventually one of the main reasons for the move to Camp Hale was to break away
from the restrictions of the Western Defense Comuand and be free to train. 6 0 "The
mission throughout was indefinite," Colonel Rolfe stated. "We never knew whether
ye were training small units to go overseas (as many of our own unite actually
did) or whether we were developing a large tactical unit which would go across as a

'

whole.1,61

On 30 May the last troops left Paradise Lodge on Mt. Rainier and returned to
Ft. Lewis. Plans for expansion were in prospect. Colonel Rolfe had arranged
through Colonel Walker in Army Ground Forces to have all his officer candidates at
Ft. Bennin returned directly to him--breaking a longstanding military tradition but
nevertheless utilizing the special training of these men to good advantage. Colonel
Rolfe planned to promote the four Regular Army officers under his commnd to key
positions. MaJ. Robert L. Cook was to be Regimental Executive; Maj. George E.
Fletcher, Coanding Officer of the lot Battalion; Capt Avery M. Cochran, the 2d
Battalion; and Capt. Richard F. Reidy,, the 3d Battalion.62 The National Ski Association, at the request of Washington, replaced its old questionnaires with new ones ir
a concerted drive for "mountaineers, loggers, timbercruisers, prospectors and rugged
Apparently the War Department still had the "ski club" prejudice
outdoor men."
regarding the mountain troops despite the 87th record of achievement on Mt. Rainier,,
despite, indeed, Colonel Rolfe's blunt assertion to General Clarke:63

..

%

We have found that it takes seven weeks to train a man to become a
military skier or a mountaineer. Men must have the aptitude for the work
and the physical coordination. . . . We have found that you cannot take
just any trained infantryman and make him a skier or a mountaineer.
Coupled with this recruiting drive was a War Department directive for transfer
to the mountain troops of all suitable men now in the Army. In this way it was
planned to continue the flow of basically trained men into the mountain units rather
than force the establishment of a replacement training center by Colonel Rolfe at
Ft. Lewis.64 Actually, newly inducted men did arrive at Ft. Lewis, and it was
finally necessary to establish a special replacement training center anqway. 6

60. Interview of Hist Off with Brig Gen 0.. S. Rolfe, 7 Jan 44.
(Study No. 24)(C).
61.
62.
24)(C).

63.
*
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On 1 June 1942, activation of the 2d and 31 Battalions of the 87th Mountain
Infantry vas begun.

All second lieutenants in the lot BattaLton were promoted;

other officers vent ahead as soon as possible.

Arrangements were made by Colonel

Rolfe with G-3, Fourth Army, and the IX Corps to expand to four thousand vithin the
present block at Ft. Levis. Men and animals vent on long conditioning marches;
plane were laid to maneuver with the let Battalion for tactical training with anis

in the Ol•pic Momutains• using issue shoes until mountain boots were made available,
because of the unsuitability of the ski boot for hikin.
This plan fell through and
was replaced by a two weeks' trip of the Intelligence and Reconaissance Platoon
under Lt. Charles B. Borden, the net results of which proved conclusively that horses
are useless, from a military standpoint,, in thehl"
mountains. Fro* then on, Colonel
Rolfe thought of transport only In term of mules.00 Man were given Intensive training In packing, saddling, and general management of the" sturdy, sure-footed beots
during the smmer of 1942.
ieanvhile the mountain training phase of the mountain troops had all but
foundered in the vhirlin waves of re~gintal expansion. The-Noutain and Winter
Warfare Board had practically ceased to exist. Maj. Robert Tillotson was at lake
Louise running the Columbia icefields expedition for Studebaker Corporation to test
snow vehicles; Captain Jackmn was In Alaska on Mt. MKinlea on a joint Azr Air
Force-Quarteraster test expedition; only Lieutenant Jay was left, an he spent a
month in Washington With the Chief Signa Offioer and in the Offlce of the Quetermaster giving verbal reports. So new tests vere oonduted luring the sumer; no
man of the 87th officially set foow on It. Rainier after 28 fy 1912.
But the now men recruited by the National Ski Assoolation had to be trained,
and the men of the lot Battalion of the 87th., though veterans in the At. Dainler
school of military skiing, still had to be Instructed in the -d
a of military
mountaineering. It was obviously impossible to move any considerable nambe of men
back to Mt. Rainier viihout disrupting the basic training of the now recruLts. Plans
for training small groups of key men as Instructors on the mountain were also dIs-

-ouraged by higher headquarters.

In desperation, Captain Woodvard ordered the construction of three 30-foot hih
wooden walls in an old sand and gravel pit noe the staUbe at Ft. Lewis.
Wanand

footholds were notched in the logs, and the man were taught the use of ropes, p1tons,
and rapelling--in short, all the general mountaineering technical work that could be
demonstrated on these Improvised structures. The entire program was uder the tutelae of such experts as Sgt. Walter Praer and Cpl. 1. Burton.
self vent throtigh the course.

Colonel Rolfe him-

go work could be done on Ice climbig,, howerer. In the absene of Colonel
Rolfe, Colonel Cook dispatched eight men with Lieutenant Jay as pho+ograLL•r to make
a training fila oa rook and ice climblng on Mt. Rainier to be fin Ad by an appropriastion from company funds. Thin project was finished by 1 Sept.4*r and proved of
sufficient value to Justify sedn other amn up to Rainier for orgmnized Imtruotion, a week av a tie.
This last program was jut getting under way when orders
cam through for the lot and 2d Battalions of the 87th to move to Ranter LiSett
Re•seration in California for two months of meuvers with the lot Filipino Regiment.

There., In the low snowless mountains of the Coast Range, the 87th Mountain Infantry
Wad Its first real trial and emrged with flying colors. Official reports of the

nuvers vere full of pralse for the stamina of the mountain troops and their muled
In this rgged, roadless terrain. Two monthe later the 87th reported to the new
"Ebsutain Training Center at Camp ale, Colo., and there their winter training began
immeiately.
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After 7 December 1941 it became apparent to all concerned that if Mountain-

"Troops were to become an integral pat of the ArMa,

they would have to be trained

quickly and in large numbers--larger than Just one regiment, for ezsm le. To aco.rplish this at Ft. Lewis, the birthplace of the Mountain Troops, was obviously-inpos-

sible, for as Col. Lowell W. Rooks pointed out to General MoNair, "Ft. lewis is not

suitable as a station for mountain trainin.
A half day is required for _•ovement to
Mt. Rainier, the nearest suitable terrain."l Secondly, no adequate housing facilities for a large training force were available on the terrain itself. lastly, the
Western Defense Comirid seriously interfered. with training.

"Accordingly, as early as the spring of 1911, before the let Battalion of the
87th Mountain Infantry had. even been decided upo, Colonels Walker an& Hurdis ben
to investigate various other high mountain areas of the United States. The Yellowstone Park area in Idaho and Montana was thoroughly investigated, and proved quite
satisfactory, but utilization vas blocked at the last moment by pressure groups from
the Wildlife Conservation Cccmdttee, which alai d that this area was the breeding
ground for the nearly extinct trumpeter swan. Colorado appeared to be the next best
terrain, with f#fty-tvo peaks over 111,000 feet within the state.
The Army was looking for certain definite characterlstics. The spot selected
had to be over 9,000 feet high, possess an area suitable for 20,000 men, be acoessible by railroad and highway, have adequate fuel an& v-xtee., and. contain sufficient
space for maneuvers and artillery ranges. These requirements soon narrowed down the
choice to three areas.
Accordingly,, on 7 and 8 March, Colonels Hurdis, Walker, Tunter, and Thomas mule
an examination of the Aspen-Ashcroft area, the Pando area, and the Wheeler area.2
The Aspen area, it seemed, had sufficient flat ground for a cUT site, but it
was nearly all privately owned. by ranchers. Suitable terrain was too far away, and
maneuver space was insufficient. Ashcroft, 13 miles up a valley to the south, provided excellent rugged i•ki terrain but was too s=all for a oam, and was accessible
only by a Forest Service truck trail. The Wheeler area was even more remote, the
nearest railroad being at Leadville, 18 miles away. The Pando area, therefore, with
its sheltered valley floor at 9,200 feet elevation, served by both rail and highway,
seen.ed. to offer the best solution. 3
With this information at hand, the War Department ordered a further investigation of Pando by a board of officers from the VIII Corps Area, Ft. Sam Houston, Tex.'
On 13 June 1941 five officers, including the G-3 and headed by Col. James O'Conner
from the Fourth Army Engineers, made a trip to Pando.
1.
Troops.

z~rc .

Memo of Col Lowell W. Rooks for Gen McNair, 31 Mar 42, sub:
31 1 1.7/'1l (Study No 24.)(C),

2.

Memo for record of John V. Leighou, Forest Supervisor,

3.

Ibid.

Mountain

1 mar 41.

AG 600.1

r.

4. WD ltr AG 601.1(5-8-4I)IE-D to QJC & CGs, etc, 12 May 41, sub: Plans for
Increased Housing for the Army--West Yellowstone, Mont area and Pando, Colo area.
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This board, in dddition to making an actual reconnaissance of the grourd., interviewed local inhabitants around Pando, including Mr. John V. Leighou of the U. S.
Forestry Service. Chamber of Commerce officials in various towns, and officials ofvarious railroads operating in the Arizona-New Mexico-Colorado area were aleo
questioned,
Briefly, this board recommended Pando for t1•- following reasons: It was
located in National Forest land, directly on +1
xver and Rio Grande-Railway.
According to Mr. Leighou, the Forestry Supervisa._, the Pando area receivWe. a heavier
annual snowfall than any other large area in Colorado; it was the only area of heavy
snowfall which contained a cantonment location accessible by highway and. railroad.
Mr. Leighou stated that the snowfall started the first of October and lasted until
the first of June. The valley floor was large enough for a triangular division-andformed a natural bowl, sheltered from wintry blasts by 14, 000-foot mountains on all
sides. The Eagle River and. its branches were available for pure water; because of
their meandering course, it was proposed to divert these streams at a cost of
$85,000. U. S. Highway 24, an all-winter road., served the camp site and would have
to be moved to parallel the railroa& for $157,500, a reallocation whioh the Highway
Department had been planning anyway. Very few railway spurs needed. to be built.
An llO, 000-volt power line was available. No gas was near by, but coal cou?4 be had.
at Newcastle, 90 miles away cn the railroad.. Several ranges suitA to the ezoloyment of mountain artillery could also be Aloveloped, and large oleared areas were
available for ski cour sa. 5

'Ii;

The principal disadvantage that the board ftund was the lck of social outlet

for the troops. The closest city was over 150 mil-as distant by rail. The nearest
town, Leadville, was eighteen -iles away and definitely not suitable as a recreational center for military personnel. To solve this, the board. suggested that presL-re be brought to bear on local civil authorities to clean up the town of Leadville,
and tnat special furlough trains be run by the railroad to Derver end. Colorado
Springs, 150 miles away. Hunting and fishing would also provide recreational
outlets.
The housing of noncommissioned officers' families presented antother problem.

The board recomended that a housing project for the noncommissioned officers be
included in the plans for the cantonment construction, to be built in the valley of

Hoemstake Creek, where the area was level, close to the water and power supply, ancli

but a short dista:,ce from the railroad. AIt is believed that a housing project in
this location would add mteriallý to the mofal
the
the board
Ccommnd,"
concluded. "if it is proposed to have this cantomient established by the spring of
1942w construction shuld begin, if pracincable, about I July 19 ie.
nf
Panc see

thirt

tosadhe top choiee for a high mountain canp.

The only dissenting

vote wasBrehon
casc by
Engineers.
After a analyzing
thefor
reports
of thestat
Corps
Boardh
General
B. the
S ozervell
submitted.
memo3randum
the Assistant
Chief
of Staff.,
G-4, stating that on the basis of the inforzaaion submitted, "the Pando, Colorado
site isa
und NOT welll-auiued frow- an engin•eering and construction viewpoint for a
cantonment of thirty thousand men er-oracing a Triangular Division." He admitted it
might be suitable for a canmp of 15,000 men. The report went or.to state thea
"while

'

.
E

land costs are extremely low, in all other aspects this site appears to be unsatisfactory. The water supply is uncertain an- the sewage disposal may cause difficulties. The cantonment is small and hemmed in on all sides so that there is no room

5.

VIII Corps Area ltr (AG 601.1) to CG VIII Corps Area, 23 Jun 41, sub:

"of Investigation by Bd of Offs, VIII Corps
p-e Area, of Proposed Camp Site in Pando,

Col e, Area.
6.

%-

Rpt

AG 600.1(mrC).
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for expansion.

Access to the training area is limited . . . and construction costA

will be higher for northern climates." Furthermore, Col. E. V. Dunstan, -Constructing Quartermaster of the Eighth Construction Zone wrote to the Quartermaster General
on 12 June 1941 that "this office is not responsible for the selection of this site
(Pando) for a camp."
On 6-9 February Colonel Rolfe, Cwmranding Officer of the lst Battalion (Reinf)
of the 87th Mountain Infantry, made the trip over the same areas for a closer examination. His findings were substentially the aame as those of the 7711 Corps Board.
As it did to others, Pando seemed the solution to Colonel Rolfe. At the time
of his inspection on 6 February he found two feet of snow on the level. Mountain
terrain was available on three sides--the Gore Range on the east, a ridge cut by
basins on the west, and Mitchell Creek, leading up to Homestake Peak on the south.
An drtillery range was available up Homestake Gulch to the north for seven miles,
served by a road.
(This was the area recoemmnded as a housing site by the VIII
Corps Area board.)
Colonel Rolfe recomzended that the Pantio-Wheeler area be combined into one, with the Wheeler area as a bivouac site for field maneuvers. He
reconmended that BK-74 or BK-63 type barracks with minus-20-degree insulation be
used, because, as he wisely pointed out, not al'. the men caming into the mountain
troops would be the seasoned veterans of Mt. Rainier and would have to be acclimated
gradually. Furthermore, the Isolation of the camp and the lack of social outlets
made it iMerative to house men as comortably as possible. He further suggestedthat a sports area and a special indoor arena be built for the use of the troops as
a recreational center.
For the pack anizals, Colonel Rolfe recommended that the S-9 type stable be
used, with sliding doors to accustom the animal gradually to the severe weather.
Civilian livestock, he pointed out, were permitted to graze outdoors under all climawic conditions, but they had been reared in this particular climate and were
hardened to the rigors of a Colorado winter. In these stables a ten-foot aisle with
a hard surface floor was stiplulat'ed Eo that the buildings could be used interchangeably
house
or animals,
necessary.
In addition,
a supply
room, to
SH-9
(100either
by 25motor
feet) vehiýCles
was recomnended
for if
each
infantry regiment
for the
storage and maintenance of the additional winter equipment necessary for operutions in
high, cold climates. 7
Colonel Rolfe's report was accepted practically in toto. and the wheels began to
turn. Pando was officially selec:td as the home site of the future mountain troops.
On paper it looked ideal. The real work, however, bad Just begun.

On 31 March 1942, Colonel Rooks, in response to a request from General McNair,
reported on the status of the 'ountain troops. At Ft. Lewis there was the lst Battalion of the 87th Mountain Infantry, one battalion of 75rm pack artillery (How) and
the Mountain and Winter Warfaye Board (four officers and a recorder). At Ft. Bragg
there wos another bat. Uion cf pack artillery, with a new one to be activated in
April 1942. Also, at t.ie same camp in July the 89th Division was schedulea for acti"vation as a normal triangular infantry division. The 100th Mounta~u Division, orig"inally scheduled for activation as a norml unit in Lewistown, Ill., was to be activated at Pando in November 1942.
The problem presented was whether our mountain troops should be produced by a
training center system like the Desert Trainin6 Center, or in a special cosnand
system, like the Airboine Comand, Colonel Rooks continued. The former, i.e., rotation of normal type units through an establishment for special training, should be
used wherever possible. It was applicable when the special trairning could be
7.Rolfe memo
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conducted with little or no change in organization, except the addition of necessary
special clothing and equipment. Specifically, it was applicable to desert training,
azphibious training, and to winter warfare training except in high mountains.
Colonel Rooks stated further that while our own experience was still too
limited, that of foreign powers had proved conclusively the need for mountain troops
for the following reasons:
1.

For each five thuasand feet gained in elevation, men and. animals must

be acclimated, a process involving several months.
2. Mountain operations are carried out in terrain devoid of road-net,
depenaing upon manpower, pack animals, and airplanes for supply.
3. Because of the change of seasons in the mountains, highly trained
speo'alists for sumr rock-climbing and winter snow travel are vital.
Colonel Rooks concluded by recommending that the 87th Infantry and the Mountain
and Winter Warfare Board be moved to Pando ae soon as possible, later To be redesignated and incorporated into the 100th Division. Three of the four pack artillery
battalions should be moved to the Camp Carson-Pandlo area. The commander of the
mountain division should be designated as soon as possible, to take charge of the
mountain comnA thus created. The 89th Division, after completion of its normal
training, was to operate in low mountainous terrain, and was to be further trained

in conjunction with the troops at Pando.
it

Operating thus in low mountain terrain,

would have available some roadnets, while specially organized mountain troops,

like the 87th, were to operate in the more rugged, adjacent districts.8
A week passed while General McNair conferred with General Marshall. It seemed
to these officers that to activate a division in December in the heart of the
Rockies, and start basic training with raw recruits at that altitude and season was
not a wise move. On 8 April General McNair submitteil a memorandum to General
Marshall with the following suggestions: First, it was iradvisable to activate a
new division at Pando in December 1942 for the reasons given above. It was suggested
that the 89th Division be designated as the special type mountain division and activated as such at Camp Carson in July 1942 with specially selected personnel. Then
upon completion of Pando in November 1942, the 89th would move up to that site, and
the 100th Divleion (normal type, triangular) would be activated at Camp Carson. 9
The 87th Mountain Infantry, under this plan, was to expand at once at Ft. Lewis
to an overstrength regiment of four thousand men. Personnel for this expansion
would be secured by direct recruiting, and NTP training would be completed before
moving to Camp Carson. The four present and prospective pack artillery battalions
would be used for the 89th Mountain Artillery. The 4th Cavalry, then at Ft. Meade,
S.D., would be constituted as the cavalry troop and moved to Camp Hale in the fall.
The present cadres of infantry and artillery would be diverted to other uses, but
the signal, engineer, quartermaster, medical, and ordnance cadres would be used as
set up. Most inportant of all, from the long-range point of view, a chart of organization for a mountain division ims approved for plarning purposee.lO Detailed
tables of organization for infantry, artillery, etc., 'Aere being worked out, but a
definite basis for construction at Pando was needed by 12 April, when representatives
of the Army Ground Forces had to meet the Engineers ax. Pando itself for final
8.

Memo of Col Rooks, Tng Div, AGF, for Gen McNair, 31 Mar 42.
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9. Memo of Gen McNair for CofS USA, 8 Apr 42, sub:
(Mt Warfare).
Copy in 314.7/12 (Study No 24)(C).
10.

Mountain Troops.
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agreement on the layout. Therefore, it was concluded. that the present "i.fatlanW''
tables of organization =at be used.. "Flexibility in construoton will permit later
changes."ll Time was running out, and the fate of the mountain troops seemed to be
hanging in the balance. All. seemed. ready to go, but at the eleventh hou" another

obstacle appeared.
On 9 April Brig. Gen. H. .1. Bull, Assistant Chief of Staff, suggested. a d-.,fer2
General
ent approach to the problem of activating The Mountain Division at Pando.V
Bull stated that it was very doubtful if suitable equipment for use by this division
could. be procured., ixamsnch as provision for it had. not been made in the fiscal program of 1942, a-d no one had yst determined suitable types of transport anc. other
equilpment. Thus, without equipment or transportation available for thorough test,
it seemed. unwise to activate a complete division an& station it at Pando during the
winter months. Nevertheless, he .agreed that speed was the essential factor. Therefore, the following plan was suggested: to activate thi 89th Livision in July at
Camp Carson as a normal triangular division, and to cor tract the camnp at Pando at
the earliest possible date for a mountain division, in general, according to the
present table of organization. Then, in November 1942., to establish an experimental
ais--___
u a nucleus the 87th Mountain Infantry, a rec-o
mountain unit at Pando, usinga
sance troop from the 4th Cavalry', and. detachments of other arms and services, ineluding pack artillery. The C-3ndn General of the 89th Division would. be charged
with the supervision of the training of this experimental force an& the develont
of his own d.iision for eventual conversion to a mountain division when equ±Tamnt an&
transportation problem had been solved by tests. Camp Carson was to be the housing
base for all future pack artillery in view of the limitations of the area at Pando.
This changed the construction figures at Pando from 20,000 to 15,000. U3nder this
spring 19433, "but
plan, the activation of the mountain division was postponed till
a great deal of preliminary training and. experimentation would be acomlished and.
the camp completed. so that the Division would complete its organization an& initiate

mountain training early in 1943.'.'-

The idea was thereby dropped of makin

the 100th

Division a mountain unit, and it waa i.sted for activation elsewhere as a normal
unit. The Pando Division was to ccss from the 1943 Troop Basis. The increase necTroop Basis.
1942expansion
the the
outside for
of the 87th and. the additional Cavalry Troop was authorized.
essary
This .plan seemed a good one to Ganeral McNair and was subse%uently apwproved
vIth certain changes, as outlined in a memorandum put out by General Clark on 20
Aprtl 1942.14 The 89th Division was to be activated at Camp Carson as planned., and.
then to receive further training in mountain terrain. Construction of a high mounin November or
ttin
oamp at Pando was to begin at once for 15,000 men for ccletion
December, with maximum flexibility; i.e.,
the shelters would. be suitable for either
motors or animals, av suggested in Colonel Rolfe's report of 9 February 1912. Thus
the War Department was leaving room for cLanges that might have to be made as a rel was to occupy Pando during
suit o', t%.stu condu&ced in the winter. A test force
the win..er, *°r=m which a Mountain Division would be activated. in the spring of 2.943.
It was ccntemj.1ýied. ti--t pack artillery and. selected units from the 89th Division
"wouldbe sen' to Pandco during the Vinter for test of training ana. equipment. The
"87LhMountain liffantry was to be expanded. to a regiment at Ft. Lewis and. to be filled.
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Memo of Gen Io R. Bull (WMOT 320.2 Mt Div(3-27-42) for CG AGF, 9 Apr
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by direct recruiting of Specially qualified persomnel, the details of which were
being worked out with the Adtant
General. Basic training was to be calpete4 at
Ft. Lewis and then the regiment, Including the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board,
battalions wM the 4th
would move to Pando. Plans for the four pack artiller'

There was enough Special indevidual warn clothing and

Cavalry reained unchanged.

unit equipment on band for mountain work in quantities l-ge
enough to meet th! needs
of a test force at Pando and of the 89th Division for the winter 1912-43.
Organic
snow motor vehicles were still
in the first
stages of development and test. In conclusion, the Comanding General, 89th Division, was to be charged with the responsibility of pushing the development and test of organization and equilwnt for muntain
training operations.
On 21 April, the day after this memoradm had ca

out, Colonel Walker wrote

Colonel Rolfo inclosing a copy of the nmorandum, and explaining the details of the
recruiting for epnion of the 87th Mountain Infantry. The plan uas to coubthe
mountain regime (through the facilities of the National Ski Patrol System) for

..

Speciaodt
qualfie o
.ersonnel,
which would be sent directly to Ft. Lyowe fron reow2tion centers. Thus it would become neoeiary for Colonel
Rolfe
oinduct
ll
b
-io
trai
n,
by
echelon,
af
the
peromel
trickle
In,
the
hardl
fr
pl
e
te
fr
the
an~tu
viewpoint, but worth It In 7iev of the fine men to be secured quickly. The eq*l
to a reciaent was tou be dr

tder a Special table

Div
of

isi

ais

- t

n fora iounth

rgame.hch
theJ being proceed. Colonl Walkee oarelular blntateng thatn
"it
is
visn
desrable
sinh trwithitthe zan
tin
of
p eaieAd
Ao m not
sumner conlitica on, Mt. that
FalirAyour as tinu
Is possible
elemens
ofsat,
you
needed to
vgondct basis traiso,

or by rotatinl

arried oqt under Colonel Rolfea

eulaei

pclmboin

a."s5 Thi
e s iat or

and.

earlier.

In aTknocledring the rev ei t of the infoctm t
apt. J
pressed to Colla profsWalker
apprehensiout
for the dvelt onMt
bountain Troops.so

Co0n
T 0
L
opinfr
ar plans for the

I can't quite understancthe plctr•e the 8o
Dtheivwor
n theto gl
in the
gnme. Jugith
frcmbe.
Time
speia
, Clark believes a rwegble
line trihMunt ar dWvisnot
can becoana mountain ditision. It acs,
in pi
ll,berfod
ia
they just give V, heavy clothin an& do not expect W• spca vm
such as
moving on skis, anowahoes, or nountain c"lbi•
This is Special work and
requires special trai.

(ultraspecialized).

This uncertainty prevailed despite the fact that Capt. Jbhn L. Ta
hein
fpro
Colonel Walker's office bad been out to visit the 87th on -Mt. Rainier just a few dy
before.
oowthThroughout the
of the mountain troops thele was all too ample evidence of the lack of proper liaisono between the
whoAn
were doing the planning ant
those w1o were in the field actuall2
carryin g out the work
t
the gmround, or In the
atsnow, an the cse mght be. Espectlo
y was this nttTceble In the case of the M•rtntain and Winter Warfare Board an which a more detailed discussion will be founi in a
subsequent chapter.
At any rate, by May 1942 the preliinr toolin had been set up for the production of mo~untain troopers In large numbers, an It =4
remlained to expan thle 87th
Mountain Infantry an& wait for Pando to be competed. All durn the Summer mo~nths
of 194+2 Colonel Rolfe, now a full colonel., strugle with the numarous probleml
attendant on expan•lng his unit to a regiment. The job of selecting sltes for the

15.

Personal ltr of Col Walker to Col Bolfe, 21 Apr 42.

16.

(1) Personal itr

314.7/14 (Study No 2•1)

(C).
Ibil. (2) Rolfe mmo.

of Col Onslow S. Rolfe to Col Nelson M. Walker, 26 Apr 42.
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sli areas at Pando -as given to an officer operating out of the Special Projects
Branch, G-3, Art- Ground Forces. Although all the investigating boards had state&
the suitable ski areas abourndo,. near the ce.mp site, a check with the local Forest
"aorvice Rarger-disclosed, that only slopes with a northrn exposure would have sufficient snow cover for skiing. This eliminated all the sagebrush blopes and left only
those with a cover of spruce. The site chosen for the 7,000-foot ski lift was Cooper
Eill on the Continental Divide, about four =iles from Pando. It had good snow cover
and consisted of both open slopes and timbered areas. As laid out, it had a beginners' slope, an intereadiate slope, and an expert trail. The ski lift itself was
built by Constam, noted Swiss engineer, with a potential capacity of about five hundred skiers an hour, using the T-bar system. Special one-story barracks to house
about five hundred men were constructed here, plus a storage tank for water. It was
planned to have the mc , advanced classes come here for several weeks of tactical
ski training at a time. The facility was -sed more often, however, for regular downhill instruction.17
During the "toolir.- ul"
System was as busy as ever.
crulting approved by higher
questionnaire, specificaly

period in the sumcn& of 1942, the Natinall Sid Patro'
Colonel Walker had failed to get his plan of direct reto get out a new
Dole was asked not
headquarters, so Mr. experience
necesiary,
was
stating that skiing

beamed towards a group of bona fice mountaineers rather than skiers. Actually, the
number of skilled mountaineers in the United States coldA be counted in two figures,
but Dole and his men did. an excellent job, and. produced, beyod expectations. These
men first took their basic training at. replacement training centers, thus soehat

Couplet with this was a call for transfer

easing Colonel Rolfe' a training problem.

through channels to the Wae-Department. Priority was given to men in other branches
of the service who possessed the necessary qualifications for the mountain troops.
First gradually, then with a rush, the 87th Mountain Infantry filled up.
Plans for the new mountain division had meanwhile bogged down for a variety of
reasons, chief of which was lack of specialized equipment. On 21 Ju3l 1942, Brig.
Gen. F. L. Parks, Chief of Staff, AGF, stated the following in a mamorand'm to
General t•krshall: 18r-.

Memo WMIXCT 320.2 Mt. Div. ( -27-42)4D G-3, April 9, 1942, Subject:

3
Mountain Troops, does not provide for activation of all types of units

17. See notes made by Lt Col A. M. Cochran, G-3 AGF, formerly G-3 MrC, accompanying ALF M/S, G1=3T-22 to GlMS, 19 Feb 18, sub: Revised Text, AOF Study No 24,
AWII Series. 314.7/55 (Study No 24)c).
In the opinion of one observer, the Cooper Hill site was badly chosen, "entirely
elementary, good for istrtaction of novices only. . . . The engine driving this lift
wms secorn-hand, 12 years old, of insu±?icient horsepower. Results: long, slow ride
resultirg in chilling; loading held down to about 1/3 of estimated'capacity." See
neno (C) of M.j John L. Tappin, Special Projects Div, G-3, for CofS AGF, 17 Feb 43,
sub: Obsn during Visit to the MC, Cp Hale Colo, 4-12 Feb 143. 353.02. Copy in
314.7/53 (Study No 24)(C). In requesting funds, however, for the continued operation
of the facility, the Comndant of the Mountain and Winter Warfare School and Training Center com~ented on its usefulness: "It is imperative that the school be
afforded the use of this tow during cur oversnow training poriod. The tow is not
only essential for basic ski training but is located in an area which is ideal for
A4ine Training and Maneuvers." See *.V4&TC itr to CG, R&SC, 26 Jun 46. sub: Con-

tract for Civilian Services and Equipment.
314.7/36 (Stuay No 24)(C).
18.
42, sub:

GAG 480/200, bndr 1 (946).

copy in

AGF rpen 320.2/267(7-22-42)GNPS, for CofS USA (Attn ACofS G-3 10)), 24 Jul
Modification of Troop Basis, 1942. 320.2.
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which will be included in the mountain division. This condition will pren
clude effective test of organization, equipment, and tactics during 4he
winter of 1943.
The Co
ndIng General of the 89th Division has the dual mission of
training a new triangular division and supervising the experimental development of mountain troops. 'The future status of the 89th Division is definite. The situation can be relieved by the measures recommended below.
The proposed plan will facilitate the activation of a colete mountain

division in early 1943.
Recomended: That changes be made in the 19142 Troop Basis to delete
the 97th Division now scheduled for activation in December 1942. To fill
up the 30th, 317t, 33d, and 38th Divisions with the men thus rendered excess, and to organize a Mountain Training Center at Cam Carson, Colorado,
with 132 officers and 2,105 men.
This was the first time that such an organization as a Mountain Training Center
had been mentioned in official correspondence, and it seemed a logical solution to
the problem of collecting in one unit all the skilled personmel necessary to form a
mountain division, previous to its activation. Similar training centers had been
set up for the desert and amphibious troops. But the mountain troop kuestion still
puzzled certain high ranking Army officers. On 24 August 19142 Brig. Gen. X. H.
Edwards, Assistant Chief of Staff G-3. WDGS, wrote a memorandum to General Mclai•r
which expressed this uncertainty:i9

-

The War Department is ouch concerned with the matter of training for
mountain warfare. Our present program has been subject to delays and. interruption with the result that we are not prepared to furish promtly
any troops trained. for mountain operations.
In view of possible demand for mountain trained troops in the near
future, recommendations ere requested. . . . What place or places would
be available and suitable for intensive mountain training in the near future, and would it be- practicable to rotate units the size of a Regimental
Combat Team in order to make use of existing special equipment? What
should be substituted for Pack Artillery? Would transfer of personnel accustomed to mountains and cold weather conditions from existing units aid
rapid training?
General McNair replied on 14 September 1942 that a Mountain Training Center had
been set up at Camp Carson, Colo., on 3 September. The troops there were to be specially qualified for high-altitude mountain and snow operations, including many ski
an= mountain experts, whose value would be lost if used in tropical operations. The
number of light divisions was limitei by the availability of special clothing and
equipment.
It wav most desirable to transfer skiers and mountaineers into this
Mountain Training Center.

V

He concluded by recomending that "no action be taken to initiate specialized
mountain and jungle organization and training unless strategic plans for enployment
of our troops show a positive need for such troops. 2 0

19.

WD memo (WDXCT 353) for CG AGF (Attn Tng Div),

Mt Warfare.

353(04n and Jungle Tng).

20. AGF memo 353/99(6-24-142)GCT,
Tng for Mt and Jungle Warfare.
Ibid.

24 Aug 42, sub:

for CofS USA (Attn G-3),

Tng for

14 Sep 42, sub:
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So, on 7 August 1942
Carson, Colo., to activate
men gave him an impressive
by all of them, especially

Colonel Rolfe received orders to report at once to2 Camp
and take co=nnd of the Mountain Training Center. 1 His
military farewell--he was honestly admired. and respected
those in the 1st Battalion, veterans with him of the days

a new post whose ultimate
on Mt. Rainier. At Camp Carson, itself
of test and. trial
him tne nucleus of a
around
uncertain, Colonel Rolfe gathered
destiny was still
Lafferty who .iad been
Major
G-2,
Peterson;
A.
Charles
Maj.
chose
he
staff. For G-l
with the mountain troops from the 15th Infantry days; G-3, Major Cochran; and G-4,
Lt. Col. Robert Tillotson. who had been the Quartermaster representative on the
Mountain and Winter Warfare Board. Lt. Col. Gordon E. Dawson was made Adjutant.
Colonel Thomas from t.he Infantry School becaie Executive Officer for General Rolfe,
recently promoted to the rank of Brigadier General.
Pando was progressing on schedule, despite labor trouble and. excessive costs
d"ue to the high altitude and isolated working conditions--preview of the troubles
that were to afflict the troops stationed there. But General Rolfe had been called
to Camp Carson in August in order to haie the "test force" all set up and ready to
move in when the last carpenter had moved out. Slc"ly the pattern began to form.
Pack artillery started to roll into Camp Carson on 16 October, comlete with mules
of
and muleskinnere: the 98th, 99th, 601st, and 602d Field Artillery, under comeM
On 9 September the ll0th Signal Ccpany was activated, as
Col. David L. Ruffner.
were the 10th Medical Battalion and the 10th Quartermaster Battalion. Other outfits
cams in rapid succession: 126th Engineer Battalion, 4 September; 123d Ordnance
Company, 15 September; Military Police Platoon, 14 September; the Antitank-AntiairOenter, 17
craft Company, 17 September; and Headquarters Company, Mountain Tr
2
October.
on
arrived
September. The Mountain and Winter Warfare Board
For six weeks, until mid-November, Colonel Rolfe drilled and trained his new
with but one aim in mind: to get them acclimated to higher altitudes. Camp
cond.
Carson is located on a level plain fringing the Rookies at an elevation of about
6,000 feet. Daily the troops of his conmn., from staff officers to privates, would
run a mile at a good clip to strengthen their lungs for the thinner air yet to come,
up at Pando, where carpenters were already demanding double wages because of the effeat of altitude on their systems. Daily the long pack trains of the =ule artillery
wound their slcw-footed, plodding way up the canyons adjacent to camp, while the
muleskinners walked carrying heavy rucksacks. Colonel Ruffner also experimented with
carrying his 75's in jeeps with gocd success. Nightly the men and officers crowded
the lecture halls to hear talks and see demonstrations on mountaineering, camping in
snow, and on life in general in the high mountains. Calisthenics prescribed in FM
21-20 gave way to ski exercises specially designed to build up muscles used in skiing
and mountain climbing. The Mountain Training Center, such of it as was at Camp
Carson, was going to be ready.

•.•"

And on 16 November Pando was ready--or ready enough. In a combination rail
Mountain Training Center left Camp Carson
the entire
and private
truck,
Divide to Camp Hale, as Tando was now called,
acrosscar
theconvoy,
Continental
and proceeded
158 miles away iy road and 9,500 feet above sea level.

__

23

Training Center will long remember that first
Mountain
original
of the All
Survivors
problems connected with moving into a nearly comthe many
at Camp Hale.
winter
pleted post were multiplied tenfold by climate and location.

21.
:4"(22.

23.

WD ltr

(R) to CO MrC,

History of MrC,

26 Aug 42,

sub:

320.2/6 (Mtn)(R).

Mtn Tng Center.

compiled by G-2 Sec, I.PC, June 1943.

MWC Special Orders (SO)

A light snow had fallen

314.7/37 (Study No

56, Cp Carson, Colo, 10 Nov 43.
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previous to the troops' arrival, hiding the trash, debris, and mza
work, but It

of a sir'o

turned the streets Into a .quamleof slush, which concealed the

a

al

that soon began to puncture G.I. tires. No theaters were ctpletednor clubs for
men or officers; there was no entertaiment on the post whatsoever, and furtherore
there
was ne
off it, as Loadville van Immediately placed off limits for zilitar7
personnel
by Colonel
Rolfe. Week ends were restricted to twice a month, because of
the transportation problem; at other times no mne was allowed to leave the post for
ay but emergency reasons. The cap had no facilities for laundry and cleaning, no
gasoline, restaurants, or even a guest house for officers' ladies. The mnch-talkedof housing project for nonconissioned officers' families, so stroogly recsmnded.
by one of the boards, failed to mterialiie; the nearest sanctioned place was
Glenwood Springs, seventy-two miles away, arl the comissioned officers' families
soon filled that up. Caop Hale becam known as "Cam Nell" during the first grim
weeks of occupation.
Then, little by little, things began to Improve. The snowfall grow heavy enough
for skiing, an. regular training begn. plus recreoatioal skiing m Sun".
The hth
Cavalry arrived. from Ft. Meade, S.D., and began finding out the difficulties of using
horses in deep snow. On 26 November 1942 the lst Battalion of the 86th Infa=Ur was
activated under coand of Colonel Cook, former executive officer of the 87th.
landpicked men from the ranks of the National Ski Associatiln began to flow into its

ranks--high school staro, college men, all young aon of far-above-average abilities.
Quickrly an eavrit d oo
grew up in the 86th,, much as had grom the year before in
the 87th, from which the 6adres had been dranm. As his exoeutive officer C0 01
Cook chose Maj. Henry J. Nsqton, just back frca Cood an.A General Staff School,
and a veteran of the 87th on Mt. Rainier. Both
learned their skilag the hard
way, but they went through the course like any other am in the outfit, and soon were

.",m

-

able to lead. their men down any slope. What was =ore iportant, froi actual experience, and sow of it sad., they came to urlerstand the cider' a point of view and incorporated. it into their training. Their mon appreciated this, and
Morale
their
shot
skymard. The 86th rapidly assuied the reputation of a "crack outfit."24

On 5 December 19k2, Colonel Rolfe was prooted to the rank of brigadier general.
On 26 December 1942, the advance guard of the lst and. 2& Battalions of the 8th
pulled into Cam Hale, just off the Hunter Liggett maneuvers, where they had acquitted themselves very creditab"y indeed, impressing numerous high-ranking observers
with their uniform. ability, offlere and men alike, to carry heavy packs and negotiate rugged terrain for days on end without a cceplaint. 2 5 The long weeks of training
on Mt. Rainier had paid dividens, though not exactly as had been expected. Practically all the expert skiers were* imidiately drafted for instructional purposes, and
a ski school was set up consisting of over three hundred men and officers. The problem that General Rolfe had faced on Rainier of having to teach com.tssioned officers
with noncomissioned instructors or even privates was autcomtically solved at Canp
Hale. Mny of the old 87th men had gone to Officer Candidate Scheol and had been
returned to the Mountain Training Center, at General Rolfe's request, as second.
lieutenants. These officers were now available for instructing officer classes, aend
others were put as supervisors in charge of nonca sstiored officers. Cooper Hill
and the four practice slopes with their rope tows soon were running eight hours a
day, six days a week. Military ski qualification courses based on the previous
year's findings were set up, and the result was entered on the man's service record..

-

24. Conversation of Rlit Off with Lt Col vuhn Hay of the 86th Inf, Jan i44.

25. WD ltr AG 353/77(Mtn)G!CT to Or MPC, Cp Hale, Colo, 13 Jan 43, sub:
Observation of Tests and Fld Exercises of Units of the MPC at Huntei-Liggett Military
Reservation, Dec 1-18, incl. M'C 354.2.
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Thus did the Mountain Training Center get its start, imon the snowdrifts and unfinished buildings of Pando. The problems were annoying but not insurmountable. One
of the toughest was that of giving basic training to new men two miles above sea level
in a Colorado winter. The dirt-floored, concrete-walled. training halls, one to a battalion, included a 50-foot .22-caliber range for marksmanship training during winter
weather.2 6 These proved a great help, but there was no substitute for firing on the
range, where driving snow numbed the hands and face, and practically obliterated the
target. Time after time General Rolfe begged Army Ground Forces not to send him raw
recruits, but there was no satisfactory way to stop them, and the men kept coming direot from induction centers.27 This meant postponing their mountain training three
months or else combining it with their basic training, neither of which was a good
solution. Furthermore, the basic trainirg had to be conducted in echelons, as the men.
trickled in. But it was done, and done well, as the records of the 86th later proved.

In January 1943 Colonel Cook left the 86th Infantry for duty in North Africa as
mountain adviser, and Major Hampton assumed cw-nd. In May 1943 tho lt Battalion
was expanded into an infantry regiment, with Colonel Thomas, formerly chief of staff
of the Mountain Training Center in cocind.2 8 Colonel Thomas took over the regiment

in April 1943, leaving his "post as chief of staff.

Other minor problems in connection with the new cmp included the pal of sootIN
which hung over the flat valley during the winter months. Belched Into the still,

subzero night air fr,• a half thousand smokestacks, sheltered frm the wind by high
mountains on all sides, this chocolate smudge hung low over ocm day and night, scat-

tering soot particles on everything, and coating the men's lungs with its grit.
Troopers began developing a rasping cough that had already been known amon the constructors as the "Pando hack," a cough that shoot: the whole frame and left the trooper weak and water-eyed.

*"

*
.
.

Soldiers called it

"Pando-monIa."

Added to this was the very

thin air, necessitating heavier breathing than usual, plus the extreme dryness of what
little air there was. A nsty sore throat condition soon developed that had the medical staff working overtime. Sick call was long, those f1rst few months; but men graiually became accustomed to the conditions. It was discouraging, however, to watch the
layers of soot darkening the snow, as train after train of heavy freight chugged its
way through the camp, pulled and pushed by three giant, smol locomotives. For Pando
bad one of the steepest grades in the country-o4 percent--and iso less than three huge
engines were needed to boost the trains over the Continental Divide into Leadville.
The need for social outlet, as previously predicted by the VIII Corps Board, soon
loomed large on the trouble chart. Officers and men alike grumbled at the .ss restrictions; no one could leave the post during weekday e7enings. Clubs and recreation
centers were slow in building, and when completed tbty failed to offer much diversion.
Many minor fixtures went unfinished or unrepaired for months at a time, despite re"peated requests from the Mountain Training Center. Traveljinmg radio and stage shows
shunned Camp Hale, fearful of its high altitude. A request by the Mountain Training
Center for their own Special Service officer was refused by Army Ground Forces. 2 9
Men were disappointed at not being allowed to wear any of their distinctive mountain
clothing when on pass.

...
*

Nevertheless, Camp Hale was established, and the mountain

"troops were on their way.
"V.

26.

Memo (C) of Lt Col Avery M. Cochran for CG AGF Sec, 12 Feb 47, sub:

on Hist Study No 24, the MrC, AMF 1946.
27.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col Gordon Dawson, Jan 44.

"28. MrC."
MWW Sch314.7/49
& Tng Center
CG AGF, 10 Mar 47, sub:
24, "The
(Studyitr
No to
24)(C).
29.

Rpt

314.7/47 (Study No 24)(c).

MWC itr to OP:A&F, 25 Mar 43, and lot ind., sub:

210.31 .(Mtn).

Comments to Study No

Request for Sp Serv Off.
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The ultiate objective of the Mountain Trainiln Center was never uado clear.
All that Colonel Rolfe knew when he was called to Camp Carson In August 1942 was
that a "test force" of speojally. tralnd mountain soldiers ws to be established at
Pando that winter, with his former reginent, the 87th Mountain n•fantry, as the
nucleus. This installation uas known as the Mountain Training Center.The Mountain Training Center headquarters vwed its training on its past mc Mt.
'Rainier, on that of men in the outfit with mountaineering experience, and on the
over-all war situation Itself. If a casual observer had dropped in on Camp Hale

during the winter of 1942-43, and asked the first trooper he met just what his
training mission uas, the answer would have been, "Learning how to fight in the

mountains."

If he had eane further and questioned the 0-3 or the cminding

general himself, he might have been given a more detailed statement, but the basic
answer would not have changed. The broad gonerality of aiseson, was in one sene
a handicap in the early paes
of the Mountain Training Center. As General Rolfe
put it,
"We don't know whether we'll be sent to Norway, Russia, Burn, or the
Italian £lps--and each area presents different problems that dammniultra-spectalIzei
training. It is physically ipossible with the time and facilities on band to tra:,
men for oombat in all theme areas . We'll have to go ahead on a comproMise tlisis".
All the infantr7 regiments were taught skiing, and a snall percentage, minly
the weapens platoons, learned snowshoeing as well.
The signal Company-and 10 percent
of the supporting units also got ski training. The rest got snowshoe Instruction
and practical experience In living in the snow, both above and below, timber. The
artillery worked their mules into the snow as far as they Yould go--belly depth was
the deadline, and not an inch deeper--and then experimented with over-snow hauling
methods on sledges and toboggan.
Extensive tests were carried out by the G-3
Section and the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board on over-snow motor vehicles.
Through it all ran the confusing counter-pattern of basic training in'the 3pist of
a highly specialized mountain fighting program.
One of the first
things that had to be done by the G-3 wva to modify ý' .maining
directive of Arn
Ground Forces so that it could be used by mountain troop_•
Sent
throughout the Army, this vas supposed to. be used by mountain troops as well as
flatland soldiers. Maj. Jefferson J. Ir-.n of the Mountain Training Center 0-3
to aountain usape.
For the Mountain Training Center as originally set up had the
training mission of a corps. T'hey even had the sam training tests, and were in
charge of the traininfof the troops, directly under headquarters, Arny Ground
Forces, in Washington.

1. Irormtion memo (R) by Gen Clark, 20 Apr 42, sub-:
320.2/1(Ht Tre) (R).
2.

(1)

Mountain Troops.

Conversation of Gen Rolfe with Hint Off, Mar 43.

314-.7/53 (Study No 24) (C).

(2) Rolfe memo.

3. AGF ltr 353(52)Tng Dir-MGCT, 19 Oct 42.
4.

Conversation of HRit Off with Lt Col Gordon Daweon, Yeb

42

44.
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AT-2 8 TOWING A LOAD ON A TRAIL, TRAVEFSflG A STEEP SLOPE.
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!4~B-RS OF THE PACK ART]ILLERY ON SNOWSHOES DRAGGING PART OF THE 75dM PACK
SPECIAL HARNMMES WERE DEVELOPM THROUGH SUCH TESTS.
HOWITZER ON A SLFI)GE-.
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TIHE, ELIASON MOTOR TOBOGGAN TESTED ON MT. RAINIER . THOUGlH SPEEDY ON 'PACKEDSNOW)
THIS M.ACHINE PROVED UNSATISFACTORY IN HEAVY POWIM.
IT WAS LATEER
REPLACED BY THE M-28 AN~D THE M-29.
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A staff was set up almot identical with that of a regular Anfantry division.
Therein lay oe geat weakness. There were not enough mn to go aroa&- in the ME
headquarters to oarry out the dual Job assi@2ed them of supervising specialized
mountain training an, regular Infantry training at the saw time.
The success of the so-called test force under aenera2. Rolfe's 0ind
depended
on its training. Beonure the nuaber of experienced military porsonel vas lIaivt.,
the oof,
, of chief of the training section and that of executive of the Mountain
and Wintez wcaTfae Board were held by one officer, much of whose time and interest
were devotid to experimentation with snow vehicles and other itemo of equp•pat.
This offt,-.er had worked in Alaska with dog t4ams and snowshoes, but ho was Inexperienced in training large foces In mountain operations.5 No officer of the
com~and had had any experience of that kind. in the opl•non of observers "at out
from Washington, an adequate program encompashing normal besic and uait training an
well as special training in winter skills was not set up, 6 a deficiency which became
apparent during the field exercises held in February 1943.
Headquart+ers, AGF, required a test of a battalion in the fleld.7 Gmeral Rolfe
selected for the purpose a battalion combat team comprising the Headquarters ani
Headquarters Compan and the 2d Battalion of the 87th Mountain Infantry, supported

by a battery of the 99th Field Artillery Battalion (75-ma Ebb Pack), and bi attached

Medical, Quartermaster, Signal, Antitank-Antlaircraft, and Engier units,0 and
ordered a two-weeks field exercise. The test force was to take tie field in the
Homestake Mountain area, twelve miles from Camp Wle, at an elevation of over fl,ooo
feet. The tactical re UirGment was to hold a defensive position just below tbh peak
of Homeatake Mountain (:3,500 feet), and repel ra ds by a platoon of evaW ski-troops
aginst bivouac areas and l'nes of c,'municatIon.7he exercise was initiated on 4 Feijruary. It vas midwinter in Colorado, and
the troops moved into blizzard conditions with high winds, he&v• snow, and the
temperature
at 100 below zero. On the first day's march in and up from the truckhead on the Leadville-Tennessee, Pass Highway, a "continual procession of stagers•
was returning to the rear." 1 0

On the first day 25 perceat of the troops became

5. Polfe memo, incl 1.314.7/53 (Study No 24)(C).
6. (1) Memo of Maj Walter A. Wood for A~ofS G-4, AG", 2{(.Feb 43, sub: Rpt on
Exercises Conducted at MTC, Cp Hale, (C) Feb 1-12, 43. 353.02. Hereinafter referred to as "Wood memo." (2) Memo of Maj John L. Tappin for CofS, AGF, 17 Feb 43,
sub: Obwns during Visit to the MTC, Cp Hale, Colo, Feb U-12, 43. 353.02 (C). Hereinafte- referred to as "Tappin memo."
314-.7.'... (Study No 24) (C).

Copies of these two documents are filed in

7.

Rolfe memo.

8.

Wood memo, "General SituatIon."

9.

Rolfe memo, in,,l 1.

10.

.

,

Ibid.

Tappin mamo, par 1, a (6)
46?
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casualties fro

frostbite, euhaustiom, an

sicksMs

part to fear of th uknown. 1 1

attributed in lar

which the obsevers present
For the period of the ezeroise

the medical offioer of the Center.reported 260 osslt•es fro nturfl oaues, or
about 30 percent of the camd.J
The first dr eliminated most of the ±uezper
am, and occo theo ffectly[em had established tbums"Yem in the UtVOus azm, *rocaticon lagroved rapld1y."-L- But Jn view of the •lnogsty of the feaze to cope with

••

th eleaents, the tactical olerolop was
and the rmader of
eanoellsd,14
the test,
which lasted until 12 Ffor,
we
deted
to
porfeata
miethods
.1soe
(
am
lping,
recommtissnce, and "in Second, loomilng U. live and mo
une winte~r oona~tlton."15
whic
•a
clothing, equipment, and methods of su
This permitted a tomet of traiin,
had been a priam,_
objec of the exercise. Tests of air supply end air reoslsance were U00610 On 10 Fobrusz7 the FA battoi7 fired on, the open alaos~ of lostake Mountain above timber "with Sta
accursay and effect," d1olo4(idna an avalanche
"which would b•,ve destr-oyred an force passin or encamped bonesth."17 -4

The rxrcise
bat
obwentd by twh reprisenwitativese of roop.
Tnd
Foreos, Mj.
John L. Tappin from G-3, and He4. Walter A. WocA from G-A. Both officers were
s kiers, arid both went tbrovel the oermmlo with the troops. The wer acompnid&.A
by Mr. Minot Dole, Chairman, an&Mr. John 3. P. Naorgeu, War Depautmnt Cmaultaunt
of the National Ski Patrol System. In their reports they extended thefr observations
to cover the basic problm of the whole experiment In mountain tralnlz* as It ma
being conducted at Camp hI..
In eplaation of the breakdowns in the fF.A exercise
they all empausiLed the severity of the weather, the unresainos of the aroom for
the test to which they vwe put, and the excsvNie 10alt they bad to aan or &mag;18
The AI observers found the mainess
to be due In part to •e alsesent to the
Center ofam not pbyloally qualified for m tain tmtninug,• a
to the presence
In the units used of recent rocruits, nev to the m•onat1• , so,w,
*old, "ondl-tioned neither physically nor mentally for this rigrwus serrle."o
But h AIth

;

_

1.
(1)
il.
pr1• a (6)and ().
(2) Woo emo, "Obs," pars• •ad .
(3) Ltr of Minot Dole to Col Ridsl' Cwaither, G-3 Sec, AIW (no date), sub: Obhs
made at Cp Halo, Colo, 1?ab 4-13, 19I13, paws 2 =Ad 3 d. 3l14-7/7(C)(StidkrNo 2k).
(4) Ltr of John or14n to sam (no date), gub: Visit to Cp Rai, Cco, Feb i-12,
1943. Ibid. That fatigue and feor wer chlefly %wvponlsleVan ver•fied by the fact
that about two-thirds of the strgglers returned to duty the nXt day. T1apyi uWo.
par 1, a (11).

12.

Ept of ITC

and ntallatios
tsee Rolfe memo).
13.
.

to CO X•C, 17 Feb 43, svub:

argec

on ianeuvers.

354.2 (MNT).

Critiqv

This figure i

Tappln mrs. par 1 b.

~1. Tarpitn no,

pr- 1; D~ole mmo, par 2.

15.

Tapplu ma, par c.

16.

A ,uli report on au. tUsee test# in in the Wood am.

"inTappin amo, par
17.

of Nedlcal SerViceos
coafirm6 by Col Rolfe

Tappip

5.

For the air •upply tents

a"

ýAerisl

below, Chapr VuT.),

par• I d

-mo,

""13.Tappin swo, par I a (2); Wood- ama, Osn, par 1 e; Dole ramo, par 2;
-

mors,• =m, par 3 c.
19.

Tappin mec, per 2 d; WotA somo, "Obftg" par a.

20.

?Tppi ieno . p r 1 .

(i

4)..
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observers also reported serious deficiencies In the preparation evean of the zor
experienced men for the ordeal to which they were subjected. They had not been
sufficiently trained in cross-country skiing, suovsho•ng, or n
pin. 2
Their

.

clothing and equipment were, in general, found to be satisfactory, but they had not
been adequately trained to use them. 2 2 Major Wood s.ported that abouz half of the
men had been issued special item of equipment, including the mountain tent, tho
mountain stove, and nsoe
cases the sleeping bag, for the first
time the day before
the exercise bega.
About half of them had received no training in wiater camping,
and aone of them were conditioped for cAam1ng in mountain snow, after sleeping inii"
heated barracks at Camp Hale.2

"

Officers then on duty at the Mountain Training Center have since pointed out
extenuating circumstances, Zn addition to the inexperience previously amntiload.
According to this testimony they were aware that the program of training was not far
enough advanced to prepare thi men for a field exercise in midwinter. They were also
aware that errors and hardships would occur because many of the enlisted men had not
completed their basic training.
It was Impracticable to make up a special task force
composed only of the experienced troops. Yet it was necessary to conduct the
exerclsee.25
In his attemt at diagnosis at the time Major Tappin referred to the problem
previously mentioned that almost all the ranking officers of the Center had to learn
mountaineering in winter as they vent, while experience in winter, mountaineerin was
confined to the Junior commissioned officers, the noncoamissioned officers, and the
ranks. Skill in military tactics end skill in mountaineering had not yet betn effectively pooled. Ihe effect on morale ias bad. The skiers and experienced mountain
enz loet confidence in the training progma when they saw their officers flounder in
cutdoor r--ters in which they were themselves skilled by long experience .26
The
rvers immediately conferred with General Rolfe on local masures of
correction, and Mr. Dole and Mr. Morgan both reported that General Rolfe understood
the conditions and was disposed to welcome assistance in finding solutions. Obviously
some of these were beyond his authority, as for examnple, his desire to admit only
recruits who met special physical standards and to exercise control of the return to
the Center of OCS graduates so as to increase the proportion of junior officers
experienced in mountaineering .27
General McNair's cozAnts were contained in a letter to Goneral Rolfe, dated 11
.March, with which he forwerded the reports of the two AGF observers:2 8

21.

Wood memo,

22.

Tappin memo, par 4 a; Wood memo, especially "Obaes," par a (I).

23.

Wood memo,

24.

Tappin, Wcod, and Dole memos.

25.

Rolfe memo,

26.

Tappin meno, par 8 d.

'Iec

ommendations," par b.

F'4

"Obans,'` par 1 b.

ncl I..
*

"27. Tappin memo, per 3, reporting acoference with Gen Rolfe While at Cp Sale.28. AGF Itr 333.1(C)CGCG)C to CG W~C , 1--Mar ~43, sub:
file 353.02 (C).
Copy in 3i4.7/53(Study No 214)(C).
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1. Recent observations Of activitie of your oOA ude by =abers of this he4Lqusrterz are foinarded for your inforiatioi an& such

action as you desire.
2.

a.

The winter training did not appear to Ie adequate to cen&I-

ticn peromnel for marching and aneuvering wder conditions of extremve
cold and adverse winter veather conditions.
b . Members of units did not appear to have had sufficient ins1uctiot
in the use of special winter clothing and equipsat to obtain
thi AaximM value of their characteristics.
o. March discipline of units appeared slack. A high percentage
of the personnei fell out due to sickness, fatigue, frostbite, and fear.
d. Men were Overloaded to such an ex+,nt as to re.uce mobility
to a minima and cause nmncasuery fatigue and hard hip.
e.
In bivousc, uniformity of ano camping technique was lacking,
indicating a lack of prellninary Instruction.
f.
Training progras Indicated a lack of planning to provide
frequent overnight exercises necessary to properly condition ma for
W. Morale seemed lover tha.i should be expected due to an abnormlly high rartidity rate attributed to:

(1)
(2)

Smoke pall.
Altitude.

ý3) Lack of rcreational facilities.
(4) Lack of confidence in training progra.
h.
The large proportion of experienced woodsmen, mountaineers,
guides and trappers in the enlisted and lover coiesiooned grades provides
This source should be used to
an excellent source of teciinical knovledes.
the utmost in the de"lopment of instructional training technique which Is
founded on time-tested mountain and winter proce res.
Individual prejudice and theories appeared to have blamed
1.
many decisions of the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board. Fair comparison
had not been used in testing equipment and developing techniques.
J. Insufficient liaison existed between the Air Force unit Conduating air supply tests and officers of your staff. The result as an
inccxplete understanding of mutual probleme anid limitations in supply by
k.
excellent.

Artillery firing conducted under difficult conditions van
-

3.
It is recognized by this headquarters that your ccmand has
recently undergone a large expansion and that the entire project s in an
continuous state of development an& expansion. The coients in ti•ts letter are offered contructively. This headquarters stands ready to assist
in remedial action of any matters beyond your control.
.

4.

When General Mdcalr dispatched this letter he had been informd by Major Tappin's
Polfe intended to asig to full-time duty with the Mountain and
report that Genel

"WinterWarfare

"

Board the officer who had been doing double duty as Its exe-utive and
as G-3 of the Cenwer, replacing him with a new G-3.29 Three weeks before General

McNair's letter we sent, General Rolfe had initiated action for authority to raise

29.

Tappin memo, par 11, a.

Rolf, "has chand his (-3."
Obans during Visit to MTC.

On 24 February Gen McNair vae inforid that Gen

Note (1) silaed "L.ntz," AGY MHS, 333.1(C)Q(GKC, sub:
Ibld.
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30
the V 'sioal quallfications for mountain troops: it ms not granted until 5 jun..
Trainin in croes-oouay7 skiing, the importanc of vhioh had previously not been
sufficiently recopized,3 1 vas instituted, and Lt-. Paul Townsend., a New
land
champion skibr, vas assined its instruotor. 32 A study was made by G-4 of the articles
that
:
ad to be carried in the
ondivtduao soldiwr's pat k
with
a view to elirt
as many as possible and cutting down the veight of those that were essential. Leoturos and instructions on living outdoors In winter were given.

In May a reshuffling of officers vas effeoteA, followed in July by the institution of a new oranization for training in mountain and winter warfare. Major

Irvin suaceeded Lt. Col. Avery Cochran as G-3 in May. Colonel Lafferty us given
command of a battalion of the 86th Infantry, and Lt. Col.*dmun& Cumningam atmceeded him as G-2. Colonel Tillotson was shifted from G-4 to command of the 10th
Quartermaster, and ws replaced as G-4 by Lt. Col. Paul Burg..33
On 26 June General McNair vith a stalf party made a visit of inspeotion, and
was very favorably impressed. "The demonstration of training," he wrote, "was
energetic, vell-oripnized, practical, and excellent gpnerally. Officers and enlisted
non appea&d to be in excellent physical condition."Y General MoNair uas about to
put Into effect a reorgmization of training for mountain warfare. On 15 July, a
division--ths 10th Light Division (Alpine) -- cmposed (with few exceptions) of the
units of the Mountain Training Center, was activated at Camp Kale. At the sm time
the 71st Light Division (Jungle) vr-a activated at Camp Carson, and General Rolfe was
made its Assistant Comander. The Mountain Training Center,, gatly reduced in size,
was placed under the temoqrary conmand of Col. David M. Fowler who had been its Chief
of Staff. Brig. Gen. Lloyd Z. Joaeo, recalled from Amchitka in the Aleutians, uas
made comending general of the 10th Light Division, with Col. Frank L. Culin, who bad
comanded a regiment of the 7th Division at Attu, as his Assistant Comander. Colonel
Ruffner, who had commnded all of the artillery of the Mountain Training Center, was
desigated as the Division Artillery Comander. General Jones used the entire staff
of the Mountain Training Center, except Colonel Fowler, in correspondin positions in
his division. He made Lt. Colonel Paul 1. LaDue, whcm he brought back with him from
Amchitka his Chief of Staff. 3 5
A great deal of the trouble in early days of the Mountain Training Center lay

in handling Tables of Organization. The Headquarters Table of Organization called
for four captains, who as specialists in the'fields of skiing, rook-climblng, dog

zanaugemnt, end packing, were supposed to act as liaison officers and supervia. the
"specialized forms of training. Actually, these posts were never filled; the

"30. Ltr President of the Board, Eq 10th Med Bn (Mtn) to CG MTC, 17 Feb 43,
sub: Qualification Rqts for Mtn Troops, forwarded to CG AGF b let Ind, 18 Feb 43,
and approved by CO AGF by 10th ind, 5 Jun 43. mTC file 201.6/360-CIGCT. Copy in

314.7/18 (Study No 24) (C)
31.

Wood memo, "Recomendations," par b.

32.

Rolfe memo, incl 2.

33.

MWW School and Training Center L

Cf also Tappin memo, par 11 d.

'•'GAGF, 10 Mar4 7, sub:

Comments to

Study No 24, "The )M¶I," 314.7/49 (Study ic 24'1).
34.

June.

Ltr of Gen Mclailr to CG MTC, 12 Jul "3. sub:

Visit to MTC, Cp Hale,

g6

353.02/185 (AGF).
35.

See n 33 above.
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specialists never arrived. 3 6 This meant more work for the already overbdswd
Mountain Training Center Headquarters. The Mountain and Winter Warfare jDoard bad
no definite Table of Oz'anizatimn. General Rolfe was President but had little
tim.

for this duty.3(

In the Infantry regiments, the 87th had a Mountain Table of 0rganization which

was organioally sound, an&, in the opinion of G-3 10th Light Division, it was far

*• "

better than the later oe for Mountain regiments.J8 It consisted of some 3,200 mn
and about 800 animas, and was logistically self-contained, with its o(m orgonio
transport. The 86th had an ordinary "flatland" Infantry'TZ0, except for the fact
that it had jeeps for transportation instead of 2j-tcn trucks and weapons carriers.
Its whole setup was somewhat that of an airborne outfit with mountain training. The

99th Norweglan Battalion (Separate) had the ordinary inft :ay T/O.

Unfortunately,

there was no chance to ompare the various T/Ots in action, for none of the thive

regiments ever had combined training as a unit.

The 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, which came to Camp Hale frca Ft. Meade,
S.D., proved to be disappointing. Its men were to be the crack soldiers of the whole
Mountain Training Center--skilled alike in horsemanship, skiing, and rook climbing.
Instead, they were sent from Fort Meade because of their knowledge of horse., and
horses alone. They showed little interest in lea.-ning how to ski and in trying to
meter rock climbing. They were unsuited for training as a mountain reconnaissance
troop.
Lieutenant Borden, who had conducted extensive experiments in the Olympic
mountains with his Intelligenoe and Reconnaissance platoons from the 87th in the
year before, drew up a thoughtful and well-considered T/0 for the Mountain Reconnaissance Troop and submitted it to General Rolfe in April 1943. Shortly thereafter, however the reconnaissance troop was dropped from the Mountain Division
T/0 entirely.39

W1.

,•.'

Another handicap to progress was the lack of any Table of Equipment for the
snow vehicles. These tractor-type vehicles had been developed by various automotive
firms since the Mt. Ranier days in 1942, and were essential to the supply problem in
deep snow. Yet no provision was Ade for them in the T/B's. Colonel Cochran drew
up and submitted to General Rolfe a proposed T/00 for Headquartea
Ai Headquarters
Supply Company for a Mountain Battalion, using dog sleds, snow veh
and figuring
on the dehydrated Mountain Ration as his unit for weight. As he p
out, the
Field Manual 101-10 was practically blank as far as the Mountain Div
In was con-

cerned.

The supply problem for deep snow continued to remain unsolved as far as a

written TW for vehicles-vas ccmcerned. 4 O

As early as I January 1943, General Rolfe submitted a proposed T/O&K for a
Noi 'Ain Division to Headoquarters, Army Ground Forces, based en "a year's experience
wit- Mountain Troops and as a result of tests conducted." Briefly, the emphasib was

"36. Cocversation of HRit Off with Col Irwin, G-3, 10th Light Div, Feb 44.
"37. Ibid.
38. Ibid.
39.

Rolfe memo.

40.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col Paul Lafferty .and with Mr Stebor,

314.7/53 (Study No 24)(C).

civilian expert of Studebaker Corp, Dec

43.
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pla-,ud on flexibility, with small units operating indepenlently--iomething that
foreio
mountain troops had long ago learmed by experience.
He wanted the infantry
iivision to consist of three regiments of two battalions each, similar to the
Italian ani Goerman set-up. Both animals and one-fourth ton trucks were contemplated,
with each jeep carrying the load of three mules.
In cold climates and snow-covered
bterrain, snow mobiles werlbete substituted for animals and t27Auks. There vere to
be three squan s of twelve men
susch
in a rifle platoon, and eight men in the weapons

The 81 mm mrtar was abolished in favor of the 60 mm, thus giving more

squad.

mobility to the rifle company.
In.general, the number of riding animals was reduced,
because of the proved inefficiency of horses in mountainous country. Men and offlcers were to walk more and ride less. The artillery also had its aninals reduced
almost by half, from 803 to 550 per battalion. The reconnaissance troop was to be
equipped with jeeps, ani no horses at all. This was because "close reconnaissance
is performed by pack infantry reconnaissance platoons."l41

"._.
*

This pr.. osed T/O was subsequently adopted by Army Ground Forces in April 1943,
with certain ohanges, and put into effect as a Light Division Tio on 15 July 1943,
when the Mountain Training CmIter became the 10th Light Division:42 Of interest ifthe fact that the reconrnaissance trnop, on which perhaps the most research of all
had been done to secure the proper T/0, was omitted from the divisional troops
entirely.

'

Another matter that complicated the mission of the Mountain Training Center was
the designation of certain units as an Alpine Combat Team in April 1943.
Plans for
the invasion of the Aleutians were under way, and the 87th Mountain Infantry was
picked as the nucleus ef this combat team because of its advanced state of training.
Other units were to include the 601st Field Artillery. Battalion, detachments from
the 126th Engineers, the 10th Quartermaster Battalion, the 10th Medical Battalion,

the 40th Ambulance Battalion, and the 110th Signal Company.

.:.-

Pack transport was to

be provýded by a provisional Pack Company of the 87th Mountain Infantry, urder T/O

1.0_118 *43
This meant that the formation of a mountain division from the Mountain Training
Center would be far more difficult, since these uw !+s, which represented the core
of the whole setup, would not be available. Plans for training were rearranged to
meet this new turn of events. Then, on 12 June 1943, a new directive was issued by
Army Ground Forces.
This called for the redesignation of the Alpine Combat Team as a Combat Team,

Mountain Training Center.

It was still tD

=Si"

"the 601st

QC tho 87th.Miztal4. InuhAtr.7 and

Field Artillery Battalion, but the supporting units were changed.
They
were to come from units not stationed at Camp Hale under the Mountain Training Center,

and included the 680th Medical Collecting Company, the let Clearing Platoon of the
669th Medical Clearing Company, the 229th Engineer Pack Company, the 389th Quartermaster Track Company, and a detachment of the 133d Signal Company. 4 4 Shortly thereafter, these units were combined to form Tactical Group 87 and participated in the
attack on Kiska on 15 August 1943. 45
41.

MTC ltr

to CG AGF, I Jan 43, sub:

Proposed Table of Organization (T/0)

.-

.

MtDi'v. AG 320.3 MTC.
42. AGF itr 322 (8 Jul 43) to CG's, Second and Third Armies, MTC, AA Comd, 10
Jul 43, sub: Constitution and Reasgat of Units. 322, 10th Light Div, Cp Hale, Coo.
43.

AGF ltr 320.2/1-GMYSA,

44.

AG) ltr (R) 320.2/12(XrX-)-GNGCT, to CG MWI,

20 Apr 43, sub:

Org of Alpine Combat Team.

12 Jun 43, sub:

Org of Combat

Team, MTC.

--

45. Tab 50, Rpt of Col Roy V. Rickard, 21 Sep 43, Aub:
AGF Dissemination Branch 3-2.
32
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CHAP2ZE IV
PERSONNE PRP0L
.*.•"
*'.

The original cadre for the Mountain Training Center, as might be expected, came
partly from the 87th Mountain Infantry, veterans of a year at Ft. Lewis and. Mt.
Rainier. They supplied the men to staff the headquarters--clerks, typists, and the
like. Bat by far the great majority of the troops who were to do mountain fighting
came from the 31st (Dixie) Division at Leesville, La.; others came from the 33d Division at Camp Forrest, Tenn., and the 30th at Memphis, Tenn. 1

'

_.*.,
.__

•:._

The reason was this. At the time the Mountain Training Center was made up on
paper, the 30th, 31st, and 33d Divisions were short of certain units and were being
temporarily used as replacement pools to furnish cadres. The Mountain Training Center needed cadres just then. It was unfortunate that these particular divisions
happened to father the first full-scale Mountain Troops. For example, in the 110th
Signal Conpany, over half the men had eventually to be transferred because they could
not take the cold climate, high altitude, and the rugged mountain life.

-.
.*-

If ever an outfit should have had the highest type of man both mentally and
physically, it was the Mountain Training Center. War Department Circular 206 specifically stated that "source units will select enlisted men for these cadres who are
suited for rigorous service in the mountains." Yet the cadres for the various special
troops were entirely unsuited to the rigors of mountain living. A weeding out process
began as soon as they reached Camp Hale and vent on continuously, with the result
that many training days were lost. 2 A rigid set of standards for the Mountain Troops
at the outset would have saved countless days of reshuffling and re-sorting.

,;

*

The work of the National Ski Patrol System continued unabated during this time
except for various periods when it was suspended by War Department orders because
current quotas had been filled. For example, recruiting was suspetded during the
summer of 1942 while the 87th Mountain Infantry was expanding into a regiment at Ft.
Lewis. Then on 27 August 1942, just previous to the activation of the Mountain
Training Center at Camp Carson, Army Ground Forces sent a directive to all replacement training centers stating that a survey would be made of each recruit's background.
If any man had the following civilian experience, he was to be sent at once to the
Mountain Training Center: mountaineer, north woodsman, trapper, lumberjack, skier,
packer, geologist, horseshoer, hunting guide, geographer, saddler aid. harness maker,
teamster, stabler, axeman, prospector, hard-rock miner, and timber cruiser. 3 The
emphasis was away from skiing, which had always been regarded with distrust by
higher headquarters as a "crazy sport." Now the emphasis was more on the "rugged
outdoor type." After four months of this, with mounting complaints from the Mountain Training Center about the inferior quality of itr new recruits, the Army
Ground Forces changed its policy. The !st Battalion of the 86th Infantry had just
been activated. Here was a chance for a good teat of the skiers.
On 29 December 1942, the Army Ground Forces telephoned the offices of Minot
Dole and asked the assistance of the National Ski Patrol System
in procuring two

1
X.. 2o06, See II.
320.2/5 (Mtn) (R).
2.

Inl I.,26 Jun 42, sub:

Activation of MTC.

This statement and others on the personnel pro',les at the

"on the author's observations and experience at Camp Hale.

3. AGF ltr 200.31/3(Mtn)GPCr to TAG, 27 PAg 42, sub:
Mt Units from RTCs.-.-.*
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thousand men with winter and mountain experience.

They were to be recruited in

ninety days. The USPS went to work. Questionnaires poured out of its New York
office to section leaders all over the country, who distributed them to all local

members and saw to it that local newspapers printed the details at length. Patrolmen made speeches at countless local gatherings. Soon the tide was flowing the
other way; the filled-out mountain troop applications were ccming back into the ASPS

*.•

,,._[;'%

office.
Those approved were passed on through cleared. channels into The Adjutant,.
General's Office in Washington and thence to the applicant's future reception centar. Approved applicants were in Camp Hale in ten days from the time they first
filled out their applications.
All these men were excellent mountain troop material. The 86th Infantry grew
almost entirely free National Ski Patrol System candidates, and their excellant
record in the Army speaks for itself.
Not only were these men skilled. in the ways
of skiing and the mountains, which in itself cut down the training time by one-half,
but they were smart, keen, enthusiastic in a job they had picked out for themselves.
The highest morale in Camp Bale was that found in the 86th Infantry.
Deserving of study in this connection is an intelligence rating of the various
units cdmprising the Mountain Training Center during the winter of 1943. The scores
of the Army General Classification Test, measuring ability to learn, are used as a
basis for cumparison.

Class

1
ii
III

IV&V

Grade

National
Average

5

86th Inf

130 up

9.5

13

129-3l0
109-90
89 down

27.3
30.5
32.7

51

6

Average of

3 Divisions7
(19 Oct 42)

28

5.5

loth Cay8
Recon Trp

5.3

1

24.3
33.1

22
36

37.-3

8

Two observations will make clearer the implications of the contrasts-presented.
in this table. To qualify for officer candidate school an enlisted man needed an
AGCT score of 110 or higher. It will be seen that 64 percent of the entire 86th
Infantry, or almost two-thirds, were potential officer material, and only 6 percent
were below the medium intelligence level of the entire army. The contrast with the
average of the eleven divisions is even mare striking.

!

4. Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col Gordon Dawson, Feb 44.
5. E. Donald Sisson, "Measuring Minds," The Army Information Dgs, Vol II
(1947), No 2, p 45. These percentages are based on scores made by all men processed

I

-

through reception centers before July 1944 (more than 8 million cases). Because
the boundary line between Classes IV and V was lowered in July 1942 from 70 to 60,
these groups are combined here.

*
•

'

"6. MTC ltr 201.6 GNYSA, to OG AGF, 27 Apr 43, sub: MGCT Grade Distribution.
~201.6 (Mtn) GNAGS.
7. Studies in the History of Army Ground Forces, No 5, The Procurement of
Enlisted Personnel for the AGF: The Problem of Qua3It,
p 8.
8.

rTC
ltr

201.6 GNYSA, to CG AGF 27 Apr 43, sub:

201.6 (Mtn) GNAGS.

'.

-;

AGOT Grade Distribution.
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Despite the difficulties in procuring Infantry soldiers of hie qji=lty,9
d.despite their lack of inducements, the Mountain Training Center obtained throu& the

National Ski Patrol System an exceptional group of sen.

Two out of every three was

potential officers, and the third•
n a potential noncomissioned officer. The War
"Department gave every oncouragament to Mr. Dole and hie associates, and cut all red
tape to the minimum.
The contrast between the results obtained by this method. an

the normal means available to Army Ground Forces in 1912 is mae

those obtained by

strikingly clear by

a ccoparison of the Classification scores of the 86th Infantry with those of the 10th
Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop (Column 4.) am. similar units, drawn chiefly froa the

31st Division.

The Signal, Engineers, C.xarterater, and Pack Artillery all had

.

their heaviest percentage in the III and IT Groups, and the 9Mth Infantry Battalion
showed its largest score in Group IT.lO

*

Difficulties did occasionally arise, however, in the administrative procedure.
A prospective fighting mountaineer vould be sent Into the South. Telegrs and
phone calls then ensued in and out of Washington. Sometimee the =-ter Vas

straightened out, but only after much delay and the expenditure of valu•able tim by
.

high govermuent official.s. There were periods, too, as in the suer
of 1942, when
all recruiting for the aountain troops vas suspended, and many civilians who vanted
to enlist-inen vho would have made excellent mountain troopers--chose instead to
accept cailhions in tbe Navy or in the Air Force, or merely to await indction into
the flatland army.

"Turning recruiting on and off like a spigot had many ill effects, for Lhe
Mountain Troops had. never been vidoly known or understood. uamg the civilian populace. All kinds of runors kept spreading: ".ie ra&ks are filled." "It is useless

.

"totry."

"You have to be a crack skier." Many valuable am v•re lost to'the mountain troops this way. Others found that their loc!Ll Any recruiting officer had
never heard of the Mountain Training Center, much les of Ca
Sale; still
others,
already in the Army, hopefully filed their applications for transfer to COV Sale,

then saw them languish for months in the "NiLi"

baskets on the desks of ccgaqu

comalnders.
Clearing up this trouble was Mr. Dole's chief ain during the buu

winter of

"1943, and, as usual, his persistence and application succeeded.. In March oC1943 the
War Department issued an official directive to the effect that enlisted men who
came to reception centers with letters from the National Ski Association requesting
assignment to the Mountain Training Center were to be sent to Camp ale without
-urther reference to the Adjutant General's Office.!1 A retired Army general told
As far
Dole "Mr.
that "in all his forty-five years he had never seen the like of it.
as I couid tell it resulted from the fact that the NO had played sqvsre, asked no
favors, and produced.."12

-

9. See Studies in the History of Army Ground Forces, No 5, Procurement
of Enlisted Personnel for the X
especially Sec 3, "Disadvantages of the Grond

•.

Arms in the Period of Growth."
10.

W•1

201.6 (Mtn)G
V.

ltr 201.6 GN•SA to OG AGF, 27 Apr

43, sub: AM

Grade Distribution.

."-G.

7 Apr 43), TAG to We. all Service Commnd~s, 7' Apr 43.
Wii ((AG
~11. (Study
314.7/35
No. 220.3)
24) (C).
12.

American Ski Anu

1944, P 54.
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Again in June 1943, with the redesignation of the Mountain TaInjug Center as
the 10th Light Division ony a tew irleks aval anxt
o nev'regiments about to need
men, Dole was once more given the uov-familiar request for two thousand qualified
men for the mountain troops. This was a tough assigrient; men with mountain experience are not numerous, and the last recruiting drive ha& just about scraped the
bottom of the barrel. But nov the experience of the past vas to prove a valuable

help.

Now also the National Ski Patrol felt justified in asking a few favors, and

they were granted. Army public relations officers obtained news releases from the
tr
ysveing Post cover
National Ski Patrol System. A thousand copies of the
featuring a ski trooper, were bought and used as recruiting posters; Lowell han"s,
CBS, and NBC made spot announcements; the Office of War Information cleared releases,
fnd t•.e Office of Price Administration granted additional gasoline to National Ski
Patrol System men, such as Herb Ruprecht who dressed up a dnum' Pv a mountain trooper,
stuck him in a jeep, and drove it around before 150,000 civiliani in the Chicago
Fourth of July parade. The same thing was done in Salt Lake City by Willis Petersen.
From the Quartermaster depot of Col. L. 0. Grice in Ogden came fifteen complete sets

of mountain uniforms for window displays all over the nation.

Once again the War

Department got its men.
There were other private organizations that gave substantial help. The
American Alpine Club, and more particularly, its secretary, Henry Hall of Cambridge,
was active in suggesting skilled climbers. Mr. John C. Case, president of this
club, gave General M1Nair training suggestions which were acknowledged to be he"pf--_I3
Membership in this club, however,, was comparatively small, and mangy of Its members

were over the age lihit for the Army.

.

the United States Forest Service, through Bob Monahan, in Washbington cooperat•d
by securing the enlistment of rangers, forest guards, timber cruierse, and other
troop proram.
recruits
whosePark
background,
contribute
dirontly
to the
fam
The National
Service could
contributed
its share
of men,
andmountain
mdn nationally
rangers, geologists, guides, trappers, and hunters ware aamon

the rank and file at

Camp Hale.
an also stimulated by variousnotion picture c.mpaulas vho sent
co Recruntin
g
i "shorts" of the
e mont aito nops owtreel and
photorraphers to Camp Hale during th
of
- " the
cmarin.ion
mountain troops in action for these troopa er had cargat the
as few other branches of the sage wrve sidnig averuge Amercan citizen
A eeme
w
tn,
but
Incfl
rre
*:h
l
were•ospular
ia
troopsf,"
as
th
in
the
"ski
more
interested
than was the War Department. Despite sympathetic public Interest, actual details

concernin

.

the mountain troops
b iwere liuetle known.

ad attended the mountaln troops from their inceition at
lack of publicity
e
Tho
s
Ft. Lewis, where the 87tho Mountain
I sas fantry
activated and nhare it spent its
feet an
Jaonier.
Their training area, a more105,,
first winter, trainaln on Mt.
con-

altitude might as well have been 5,000 miles up, so far as any publicity was
corned. Not a single line concerning the mountain troops or their activity was per-•
mitted in the national press for several months after war was declared. All over the
United States men of milit
competing in

skim off the

y age were signin
.re..,

up.

TheNavy and
) the

offering commssions bountifully.
..

mountain troops, in quiet oblivion, took what was left..

F.ces were
m.ile

the

•
-i

Scarcely a word of their activities leaked out through official channels to the
thousands of skilled man anxious to join but unable to obtain the requtsite informstion. -Mr. Dole In Now York did his best to sprea his questionnar around vhare

13. See

personal

Geera Mo ir

Itr of Mr. John C. Case to General Mc~air,

reply, 7 Jl43 317/0(Stud No. 2)(C).

16 June 43, and

'J'

56,

N.

.

they would be most effective.14 Repeated requests to Washington for news finally
brought the statement that the mountain troops were training under the Western Defense Cmoand$, and all official utterances would have to cane frcu that tightly
secretive source. This meant, literally, that nothing would be released, because of

this Cond's policy in iegarding the entire West Coast as a war zone, subject to
all restrictions ani.ceasorship. The only excoption to this strict rule came late
in the spring of 1942 when a small party ot newsmen and photographers frcu Seattle
vliusted Mt. Rainier camp . ta a carefully conducted tour. Little news raached the
great metropolitan newspape.ss of the Bust, however, until late .in the fall of 1942,
when the Mountain Training Center was activated. at CaOp Carson, Colo.
Here, away from the restrictions of the war zone, there -•
at last a chance to
send out same information on the rapidly growing mountain troops. A public relations
officer was instructed to prepere news releases to all the major newspapers in the
snow and mountain belt of the Unita& States, stressing the rugged training and the
need in the Mountain Troops for men with definite mountain experience.
These release@ were given publicity as fast as they were received.
Requests for more
dnd
moae stories, pictures, and feature articles were addreased to the Camp Carson Ielatices Office. Rsaio programs emanated from the newly established Camp ale, and
visitors from the press and screen came in numbers to the now famous Pando, 10,000
feet up in the Rockies.
The most ambitious and. far-reaching publicity was a full-length technicolor
nl er of r
Releasedr. urdr
the title."lountain Y•trf"
it attracted. many
goood recruits to the ranks. In an effert. zo tap the youth of the country at its
sources, the War Departaent permitted motion pictures of the Mt. Rainier training
phase to be shown throughout the United States to groups of young men who might be
potential mountain troopers--ski clubs, schools, colleges, the National Geographic
Society. Frcm coast to coast, more than seventy-five thousand persons saw these
films during 1943, and many of them immediately filled out the IMS application
blanks which were distributed after each performance.
Bit by bit, then, the public
began to discover the facts and figures concerning the mountain troops--vhat they
were doing and how to join them. Again the recruiting lists
mounted..

•

Contrary to widespr.ad public opinion, however, the ranks of the mountain troops
were not entirely composed of volunteers. True, many of the world's experts in
skiing and mountaineering had volunteeredr-en like Walter Prager and Peter Gabriel,
for exhale, both crack Swiss skiers and mountain men. Prager had won vary nearly
every sjor
ski event in Europe, and more recently had been the coaching genius
behind Dartmouth's great ski teams.
Gabriel, while an excellent skier, was best
known for his guiding skill on ascents of practically every major peak in the Alps.

Before joining the Army, he had been one of the leading ski instructors in New
England. A complete list
of former champions who joined the mcantain troops would
read like a roster of the Olympic Winter Games--Torger Tokle, Gordon Wren, Friedl
Pfieffer, Toni Matt, Paul DPtzoldt, veteran of mighty "K-2" in the Himalajas,
Nerbert Schneider, Dave Bkr..3r, conquerer of Shiprock, Luigi Foeger. There were
also representatives of America's great skiing families--a Bradley, a Meservey,
a Nunnemacher, and a McLane, " -b Liver-more, John Litchfield, and Percy Rideout.
There were also young men recently out of school--Cram, Crooks, Knowlton. Argiewicz,
and a host of others, equally specialized in the skills of snow, ice, and rock.

aN.

14.

N.

Copies of Nat'l Ski Asen Bulletins are file&in 314.7/54 (Study No 24)
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But these men,. numerous and imposing as the list

LV..

would imply, were the excep-

tion not the general rule; they made up only about 21) percent of the entire outfit.l5
The bulk ofthe personnel, as stated earlier in this chapter, were transferred through i•egular Army channels.
Some came without 1ny desire or, qualification
on their part--men from the South, from, the plains of Kansas and Nebraska, and, in
one instance, from Mexico. All these men had to be taught the .fundamentals of mountaineering by the experts who had volunteered through the National.Ski Patrol System.
Many of these neophytes did not measure up to the rugged standards required of the
mountain troops and had to be transferred after a short while, the time and effort
spent on them being in great measure wasted. Many were found to be unadaptable to
the high altitude; others disliked the cold and snow and ice. To them, Camp Hale
was little
better than a concentration camp.
Others caught the entuasiasm spread
by the volunteers and took to their new life with zest.
There was no
So it was a cui-ious mixture that made up the Mountain Troops.
middlg group. Men either loved the life of a mountain trooper and strove hard to
perfect themselves in its difficult skills, or hated the entire setup violently and
Ther33 l~tter would point 'out, vehetook no interest in the training whatsoever.
mently, that they hadn't asked t: be mountain troopers and they directed all their
talents towards effecting a change to some more pleasant and less arduos assigunent.
Major Tsppin's report on the February 1943 maneuvers made this point:.t)
Many enlisted men have been received who are physically unqualified for
this type of service. . . . Tho need for personnel with certain physical
qualifications should be recognized and plans originated to secure this
type. . . . Recent recruits, new to the mountains, snow and cold . . .
were conditioned neither mentally nor physically for this rigorous service.
As a result, they were being taught to hate it.
To understand this misallocation of personnel, ignorance of the problems involved on the part of the officers in higher headquarters must be taken into accounc.
The mountain troops were so new that few responsible persons in the top brackets
realized th' highly specialized personnel required. and the training involved. An
additional fault was the" lack of any physical standard specifically required for the
mountain troops, in spite of persistent requests for such by General Rolfe.
As a
result, anyone who could pes6 the regular Army induction physical tests was likely
to find himself routed to the mountain troops.1 7 Moreover, when the official directive went down through channels to all Army units authorizing the "green light"
in transfer of men to the Mountain Regiments, many a unit comnandor leaped at the
opportunity to rid his ccmman& of the "eightballs," and considered their going good
procedure and definite good riddance. It was a not uncommon Army practice, but it
impeded the healthy growth of the struggling Mountain Troops.
There was a distinct shortage of one particular type of personnel--skilled
rock-climbers and blacier experts.
At one time, in the spring of 1943, there were

not more than twenty men in the ontire compleuent at Hale .who could qualify as Instructors in these fields.
This tiny nucleus was the cadre, as it were, the instructcrs of another slightly larger group who in turn could be expanded as a true
instruction staff, under the direct supervision of the few experts. But the
15.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col Gorlon Dawson, Fob 44.

16. Memo of Maj Tappin, G-3 AGF Sp Projects Br, for CofS AGF 17 Feb 43, sub:
Observations during Visit to MTC, 4-12 Feb 43.
353.02 (C).

L

17.
Ltr 10th Hed Bn, Op Hale, Colo, to CG MTC, 17 Feb 43, sub: Qualification
Requirements far Mtn Trs, and 10 inds.
AG 201.6/3604GNOCT.
See also Chap XIV,
bel1w.
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shortage continued. Paradoc~xically the mountain troope lack]ed mountaineers. There
were comparatively few civilian mountaineers in the entire Uni+ed States, Some of
superb in their field, -,fre above the age requiremehte of the
these, while still
Army; others had been snapped up by different branches of the service early in national mobilization, since most mountaineers have wide experience in mrn fields.
z Sstem,, whou the War DepartDespite the heroic efforts of the National Ski Patrol
ment finally began recruiting these experts, the well was &?.ost dry.

i

I

An effort was made to secure the nation's few remaining moiwtain climbing exOn 20 April 1942 Colonel Rooks wrdte as folperts under a "Junior Officers .an."
lows to AGF Personnel Division.
Practical knowledge of alpine technique in our• nation is confined to

A

It appears imperative that those skilled
a very few individual sportsmeu.
and exparience mountain climbers be drawn to the test regiment as Junior
Same of these individuals have already
Officers to the extent practicable.
been lost to the Army by ccomission in the Navy and Air Corps.

. . ...

This plan semed a good one to General Clark and van subsequently approved .by
General McNair. A form letter was prepared for distribui.oa to various organizations asking that their members be notified of the Army's plan to recruit moun-

tainsering experts as jlunior officers with the mountain troops.

recommended men would be given three months bf basic training, sent to an officer
school in Infantry or Field Artillery, provided they passed the necessary
candidate and
physical
mental requirements, and on being commissioned as second
lieutenants,
Those under thirty would go with ccmbat units;
sent to units of the Mountain Troops.
those over thirty would remain in this country as specialized mountain iistructors.

The original quota of fifty men was raised bcnry as sopr
number, anT the following orfanizations were subAestey

•

:

Under this setup,
___-.__

sft

l Forces to an unsrco.ted

as a potential reservoir:The

American Alpine Club, the National Ski Association, the Forestry Service, the National Park Service, the National Geographic Society, and the American Geographical
Society.1 9 Form letters wbnt out to these organizations, and names of qualified men
began coming into Army Ground Forces in small driblets. Results were disappointing,
however; men who volunteered on this basis would often become sidetracked or lost in
the maze of a-my administrative channels. Actually so many new officers came into
Camp Hale from other sources that the Mountain Training Center was soon far overstrength, and the plan was cancelled in April 1943.
I.

There were other personnel problems. The high altitude and. severe cLimnate of
Camp Hale made a period of acclimatization imperative, lasting as lQng as six weeks
in same cases. Many men were physically unadaptable no matter how long they were
kept at an altitude of 9,000 to 10,000 feet. Also, there was no strict adherence to
this acclimatization x-egime. Newly:.-arrivtd recruits were forced to unload heavy
crates from box cars, to shovel a couple of tons of coal, a day or sr .,"'er their
arrival at the nearly two-mile-high camp. Even as late as the sumer of 1943, a

v'.

K<"
%.-

battalion of the 85th Infantry moved out to a three-week bivouac in the area of Gol&.
Park (9,000 feet). Many of the men had been bank clerks and white-collar weTkers in
at the end of
New York City the week before. Three of these men went to the hospital
2
Army.
the
from
the bivouac period and were given medical discharges

of Tng Dv AGF for Pere ;)iv AGF,
Div.18.
(Mtn).
Div. 320.2Memo

:-:•
v

19.

4 Apr 42. sub:

Memo (C) for CofS ANF, attn G-1, 29 May 4.2: sub:

Offs for Sp Type MW

",

Junior Offs for Mt uTts.

(R).
31411/2•3

"*

20.

Conversation of Hiot Off with Lt Col Gordon Dwson, Jul 43.-
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One of the major problems, and cue that ra-etined unsolved, vas the difficulty
of getting rektings and prrmotions for the ski and. mountaineering inetruc~ocrs. Genon M4t. hainier,
er-al Rolfe recognized this as early as 1942, during the ski training
21
Yet nothing van
where field officers were belrng taught daq after day by pri-iates.
done In Washington to ramedy the sit ~Ation 4.espite repeated attempta by Genere.73
Trinn
Ro&lfe. On 9 October 194~2 et letter went out to Washington fr±3 the Xoti
Center, requestin~g an allotment of raitiligs for climbiag and sking golden In mountami units. Army Ground Forces returned it with zhe query as to wbethwr the ratinge
could be given to men brought, in especially for this purpose, or to privates. already
in the Table of Organization. Seven monthsa and. flve indornements lat~er, during which
It was explained that world-famous experts were already In the ranks of the Moratain.
Training Center, serving as instruc~ors and guides in the rank of privates, Army
~Grc":'id Forces let the whole mattor drop 'with a happy sigh on 29 April 19i43, on the
gounds thst matters should wait till the Tables of Organization for t it 10th Light
Division were published, when "further consideration of appropriate grk* inindi~cated." 2 2 But the "Altvation of the 10th Light Division three months later failed

to solve the problem.
Sothcughout the winter, spring, and summer of 1943, privates f."rat cas

h

~formerly made instruction in skiing ann. mountaineering their life work--men with

vwrld-wide reputations and mat.A~ng salaries--continued to teach enlisted men and
officers the intricate fundanmentals of skiinj in the mil~itary manner, of negotiatirg
~severe and dangerous rock and pitches, veering only a narrow white band. of adhesive
tape on their jackets and parkas to show for their skill and experience. Washington
did not seem to recognize the fact that a man who had devoted his life to becomning a
ski.lced ±n;wtructcr- In mountaineering andA snoweraft vas as much entitled to a techccupany7 ty'pist. There was not one of
nician'e rating as vas the conp~any cokrth
these men wh.3 would not heve made exce.-llent plat.oon sergeants or higher. Manyv d~id
beg to be relieved of .hL-r~hankless task of Instructing in order to win line pramoticne in their cznpanies. But tbey were needed too much out an *ýLe slopes, on the
school cliffs. And out there they renalw2dvwhile their larn gifted bvit far acre
fortunate comrades ranked thto steadily7 by doing less important jobs, but jobs which
had definite atatus on the established, and Inflexible Tables of Organization.
Because of a feeling that justice had not been done to men who had eagerly
volunteered for an outfit badly in need of them, morale dropped. Men who had ames
in full of enthusiasm gradually became embittered and soured by a system that pun'shed thcse it should have rewarded. These men did not exp'.sct an easy life -- a Sun
Moere were a few of these co-called "Sunday akiersR
Valley vacation in the Army.
they were soon dropped by the vayside. The men ofU
but
holiday,
a
for
up
joined
~the mountain troops who volunteered through the National Ski Patrol System were, real
skiers and, real mountaineers, with years of exprience behind them, ready and wil-ing
to tak.-- all the physical hardships that necessarily form part of the daily7 routiue
In the life of a mountain trooper. All they ever asked was a fair chance to advanice
with thu line soldier.

~24)

21.
(C).

(1) interviow of Riot Off with Gen Rolfes, 7 Jan 44(2) Rol's =emo. 314.'7/5, (study Noe 24') (c).*

314'.7/28 (Study Ito

22. MXTltr tc CG AGF, 9 ict 4'2, cub: Request for Alt nf'Rat~dng
H't Units. 3,20.2 (XTn).
and Skiing Guidea' ir,
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There were othw sides to the picture, of cotL-se. The men (those who had
volunteered) keenly enjoyed just being in the mountains, being able to go off on

old jaunts aund mountain climbs into the bazk cc'untry on Sundays and veek ends.
They liked tLe equipment, which, with sace exceptions to be discussed later, was of
en exceptionally high quality. They liked their fellow-soldlers, m•ny of vhom they
haa kuncn In pr~war 1ays, and an unusual coraderie grev up among the vo.Lnteers.
But as the winter i 193
9
drew to its close, the opinion became more pronounced
among volunteers and transfers alike that someone in Waehington had bludMered. For
the general morale, and In turn the state of training, was far belov expectations.
And this -as mainly traceable to a policy which had. been slow to recognize the need
for trained personnel, and which, when It had. secured them, proceeded to penalize
the
men who were helping the mountain troops to grow. The personnel protlm vas
stillvery
unsolved.
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the mountain troops.

Army Ground Forces,
their own training

-

lo sef

nA it was left larglyl

issue

w

directive on monatain tra

to JEC Redurter

f

the

Staff to formulate
A

policy.

across
ran Trainiag
Troops
enterre
of their specialized
C several
~ ~~~Because
Mountain
to the
s werenature the M1oun•tan
where AGY directivn inapplgcable
-Intance
eps,an exercise In highe altitude and detper sumi took threemta of
o
proterm. For
Btain training , with attendant.t
.
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tnterferean byd cold eafther, was
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uc•rtson In the
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field.
"G directives were made for standard equipmnt, not for the special •er
which were not part of the
of the Mountain Troops. Much was predicated on =to
was available close to t]e cemp for n•"ll c,
MIC organic setup. Little terain
In golng to and
large unit training. An average of three hours daily was consum
While this was overcaor in part by camping out, it could not
from training area.
be done by unsoclimatized am.
AGF dfrsctives did not provide for skiing, mountaineering, cold weather ceoping, care of clothing, meintenanoe of advance equipment in
Furthermore their directives were proextreme cold, or allied winter operations.
dicated upon thi asoue
tion that a unit would receive all its mn at one time for
training. Aotually, the recruits kept dribbling into Camp f" , at the rate of frcm
tars military
three men to one hundred man a day, with frcm a week to threo
experience. 1
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On 2 January 1943 the MrC headquwatres issued a directive on training to the
...
cuanding o~ficers of .- ll its unite, outlining the basic winter and montrAn training program.
Briefly, it consisted of the following: forty half-day periods of
"ski instruction, ranging from nasnclature, drill on level sma, uphill technique,
cross-country wort, and the various downhill phases to and including the stm.
Christiania, so that "the beginner will be taught all technique of skis needed to
enable him to travel quickly and safely over ruWadd snow-covered terrain with a
military load." Each of the forty periods was to include a foar-y-five-mimate arosscountry run, during which instruction in this technique va•s to be emphasized.
At the end of each week the atudents were to be graded and the classes readten classes,
Justed. Rucksacks weighing 10 pounds vere to be worn during the first
20 pounds to the next ton classes, 30 pounds to tha third ten, and 40 pounds plus
the rifle to the last ten classes. This training vas deiignated for members of the
Pack Artillery, the Quartermaster Battallon, the Signal Corps, Antitank and Antiaircraft, Ordnance, Military Police, Headquarters and Staff, Mountain Trainlng
Center, the 87th Mountain Infantry, the 99th Infantry Battalion, and the let Battalion (Reinf) of the 86th Infantry. There was to be a military ski test for all
Snovshoe training, consisting of six
students at the conclusion of the courses.
two-hour periods, was to be given to all troops in the Mountain Training Center.
1.
"One of the difficulties experienced heretofore," wrote Gen iA:Nair on 7
July 1943, "is that such men fzperienced mountainoerg trickle in so slowly that
Personal ltr of Gen McNair
the training prgress of units is retarded seriously.
to Hr John C. Casa, 7 Jul 43. AG? 353/101(Mtn). Copy also in 314.7/20 'Study No.
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Despite the lack of glacier ice anywhere in the vicinity of Camp Hale, plans

were laid for ar ice-clinbing school, to be conducted on the artificial glacier

Logo were cut and stacked

built by the engineers in lower Posolutior. Creek Valley.

on a stoop slope to simulate orevasses an& seracs, and then water paaed.• cogutantly
over them until a frozen, =an-=A~ ice cliff woulA result. Only & few ameof the
been built on a
87th actually received the trainin, because the "glacier," ha"
sohedule
training
The
sun.
the
of
rays
direct
the
from
melted
soon
slope,
south
bad called for instruction'to be given to platoons from the Infantry, the E ng s,
and the Signal Corps, in the use of ropes, ice-axes, ice-pitons, and crmqons.3
Twenty two-hour periods were to be devoted to this teaching, but actually, as
explained above, this excellent program was never thoroughly carried out. Later
in March ths north slope of Resolution Creek valley was similarly "glaciated!' with
more success by the Engineers, and t~is area was used, in conjunction with the 87th
rock climbing school, until mid-May.4
ambers of the Mountain Training Center were to-be trained in

In addition, all

the individual preparation of the Mountain ration. This highly specialized, dohydrated item required intelligent use in its preparation.

All units were to conduct training with the various types of mountain tents,
spending a total of twenty-four nights out in them, besides a total of four nights
out with a brush camp and an open fire, and two nights above timberline with a

snow shelter and a mountain stove.
Freighting the supplies over the snow was to be practiced by the necessary

"personnel of all units, with eighty-four hours allotted to work with the toboggans,
and ten hours ornly to be the operation of snow motor vehicles.

Engineer companies

vere to be trained in the installation and operation of all types of tranways

""

ýý A

*issued.
Fimally, during the over-night bivouacs and the cross-country marches, tbh
hygiene, march tebhnique, avalanche precautions,
subjects Wo be emphasized -ere trail
and bivoumcking In the snow.

-n 27 January 1913 and again on 12 February, )CC Seadquarters wrote to Army
Ground Fcrces in Washington giving their reasons for modification of the APF training direct!ve effective 1 Nove=oer 1942. General Rolfe had seen where it could not
be made applicable to mountain training, and after much work and research, he and

.

MaWor Irvin of G-3 drew up modifications of inTIrxros 1, 2, and 3 to the afore-

""
"

mentioned directive.

5

These included longthening the Individual training progr•.m

tfrou 15 to 17 veets, because of the acciimati-ation period, the 160 hours of skiing,
and the tine devoted to rock-climbing instruction, cold-weather cagping, and th.e
care of on'.!s. On inclosures 2 and 3 there was to be no modification of time.

'".

Cold weather and difficult terrain operations were to proceed concurrently with the
would have
unit schedule. Sam adaptation to mountain Tables of Basic Allowances
ani.al
emloy
to
modified
be
to
were
exercises
team
combat
Regimental
to be ae.,'n.
lnstea•. of motor transportation when oncossaw .6
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3. bi~d.
-4. Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Coll J.

LD-vin, Feb 44.
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HiC Rpt, 2 Jan 43, sub:
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In general, the training of the Mountain Division, as stated by General Rolfes,
was to be in con. imity with that of the regular Infantry Division., with special
adaption to mountain terrain and winter conditions.
Specialized training in skiing
snowshoeing, mountain climbing, and the like was to be carried on concurrently with
other training.
As the seasons changed,, the rp.ture of the training chaged. with them. When the
warm Colorado aim had melted tke snow from Cooper Hill by the end of April, rookclimbing classes were set up on the hundred-foot cliffs at the east and of camp.
These were ideal2y suited for the traini".
and as meAy as. a hundred men at a time
could be taught the fundamentals of elementary rock scalIng., use of basic hand-aMlfoot holds, rope work, belayini,
use of pitoqs, and rapelling. A school was organized under Lieutenant Patterson, and. later, Captain Woodward., with members .of the
87th Infantry and the reorganized 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop as instrutors..
Training consisted. of a six-day period., two d",s of which were spent on the rebuilt
artificial glacier. At the end offthis time the men took a thorough practical test
and those who qualified. were certified as Military Mountaineers.
All the NOC staff
officers were required to take the course, at the rate of an afternoon each week.
Approximately fifteen men from each company of the 87th Infantry, and the entire
10th Medical Battalion were trafte!. during the spring. Then, as it became apparent
that more apace wao needed*, in Augut, the school was move& down to. the cliffs
along Homestaka Creek, about three miles north of the camp where a battalion at a
time of the 10th Light Division, auccessor to the Mountain Tr•aning Center, was
trained for a total period of nine weeks. After much debate and delay on the subject, the results of the Military.Mountalneering tests were entere In the men's
Service Records, followg the precedent set in the case of the Military Ski
Qualification tests.7

An icg-climbiza school was also held on Mt. Rainier duhrg Sotember-9Y_3. for
about 150 officers an& enlisted. men of the three iAt4i•
regimens. Memers of the
loth Reconnaissance Troop and the Mountain Training Group were instructors.
Sup,)rvision of training was difficult to start with because of the difficulty

of travel. It would have kept the entire G-3 staff busy full ti= just maki
the
rounds of the various peaks and. valleys. The ski instruction was left more or less
to the few officers of the Division Ski School, and it was not well carried- out.
In many instances the prescribed number of men from units other than Infantry would
simply fail to appear for ski instructton. The instructor would dutifully report
the absentees, but nothing more would be done about it. The various regimental
and battalion camnanders apparently considered skiing and mounno
aineering of sepondary
importance to the regular training, and the efficiency of the special training
classes suffered thereby. A lesson was learned from that winter's experience, hovever. When the 10th Light Division was organized, General Jones made It very clear
to the regimental coaianders that they were directly responsible for the attendance
and supervision of their skiing and mountaineering classes. 8 Absenteeism dropped.
to zero.
Special training was also conducted. along experimental lines with dogs,

the men whimsically termed the "K-9" detac•ment.

which'-.$.•.

*

Ranging in breeds from Belgium

Shepherd to Alsatian, these dogs were trained in an intensive course at Front Royal.,
Va., along with the men who were to handle them. Same of these dogs were schooled.
to be missengers, in which case two men were allotted to one dog. This dog learned.
strict obedience to each of his two handlers, and learned, to recognize their scent
over bare rocks and In deep snow. He would then shuttle back and forth between

W

7.
This account of training procedures is based. on the author's experience
and observation at Canp Hale.
8.

Col Irvin, in conservation with Hist uff, Feb 44.
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these two men, carrying messages.

one man as the master.

Others were taught to be sentry dogs, ohbeyig but

These dogs were savage and were trained to leal at the throat

,

of any persou who approached other thia that master. The messenger doo were used
with great sucoess in the tactical problums of the 85th, .86th, and 867th Mountain

Infantry Regiments.

'This particular typb cf dog could make speeds up to thirty

miles an hour over packed trails, and even in doup snow they moved faster tham a
man. In the February tactioal exe-cises the 87th Mountal Infantry, these dogs
proved that they could travel uver unfasiliar terrain, day or night, at the rate
of three-fourths of a mile in six mimntes.
A third type used by the Mountain Training Center wa the sled dog, a breeod of
husky from Alaska. CaM Hale was fortunate in having an
its personn-el several.
men from Admiral Byrd's Arctic expeditions, and they experimented with these dog
tems under the direction of the Executive Officer of the Mointain end Winter Warfare Board.' After several months' experimentation with som dog team from Wornlancet, N.H., and Rimini, Mont., it wao ooacluded that the use of sled dogs for
military operations was not advisable; fam tb
a=1w -f tm"a "24 = -- coked

:-

+z*aka1I anct were"nWta1aT~IaVe In muftiaient nmpbers to sqgplv~su Arimyuit of any

"tactical size.9 Bestor Robinson had
report of equipment. (See Chapter I.)

-[

opinion two yhisars eolier in •i
The moos en~
end .sant d
wre reaeote

also as being uneooniumioal of liersutanl, rgýýt

dcogs.

Major Irvin drew up plans

men -beirgneedar

to care for twentyr••

•

for a pfoposed dog ompany Table of Organizatio.,

to Te attached to the 10th Light Division, but it was disapproved by the Aray Gro•nd
Forces and the matter was dropped.10
On 27 October 1942, only two months after the activation of the Mountain Training Center, it was requested that Army Ground Forces allot Special Field Exeroise
funds in conmection with the specialized nature of mountain training. An allotwnt

of $15,000 was grante,,. him for this purpose on 2 November.

uses for this money were as follows:1-1

.

-

Some of the contemplated

1.
2.
3.
4.

Constructing an artificial glacier.
preparing a rock-climbing instruction area.
Targets (faeT)1 for ski patrols.
.1'2-caliber -fles and a-mi tion for firing 75--mu pack 1. itzers indoors.
5. zurchase of materials for constructing log shelters on mountaei peaks, far
training ski patrols in defense of a mountain line, Swiss method.
The glacier and rock-climbing areas were constructed, but fall targets and log
shelters for ski patrols never materialized. They would have ocntributee. greatly.'
to the combat training of the ski-equipped units.
One of the unique features that doveloped out of the trairiing under the Mountain
Training Center was a Mountain. Obstacle Course, which combined all the features of
the regular obstacle course plus the more advanced elements of mountaineering , It
was moderately difficult, the main trouble being the high altitude at which it was
run--nearly 10,000 feet. Man who bad passed the regular Mountainearing Course were
required to run this for the record, at least once, and most of the Headquarters
staff went through it at vasious times. The n-+ificlal glacier, alraady described.

9.

*AG
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Rolfe memo.

.-.

314•.7/53 (Stuy No. 24) (C).

10.

Conservation of Blot Off with Col Irvir. Fe,

11.

mOC ltr to cG AGF, 27 Oct 42, sub:

-44.

Request for kjE FWi's for )Me.
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Almost frmther inception the Unte Sttes onti troop weecllp
for a variety of s-caltraining
missions In various parts of the world. As early
as 15 .4pril 194C a atall
of tive enlisted men and two officers, Capt4•dn lerges-ty
and Lieutenant Woodyard, left the 87th Mountain Infantry at H.. Rainier for Sun
produced . _?er the direction
Valley where they acted in sa
win~ter training film
of Mr. Roland of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Written in collaboratia. .,th NMj. Destor
Robinson of the Winter Equipment Section of the Qu•artermaster C1
*e In Wasinto,.
beven films were made on the following subjects: "Ski Safety," ".;k- Y Camping abo-e•......
Timberline," "Snow Campin in Timber,* "Ski Firs.Aid," *Ski Mountaineering," "Ski
Eqluipment," ex~d "Ski Sled." Becauae of bad weather and poo;. mono conditions at that-..
late date, filming lasted till
aid-June, after which time the Mountain Troopers V61.-m"
to Hollyod for the interior scenes.
Captain Lafferty remained in Ro11yoo until

••••- •
Q -'•F.•.
-•
.
.:
_

C-.':..
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;
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••

mi-Augut to suprise the cuttin aud ediin of the r---, whic were rele.ased;••:
r.bout a year later....

:

-,.
Because of the mild climate on the lower slope of W. Rainier, where teffe•
tures rarely fell to zero, it was Impoesible during the winter of 1942 to test adoquately the many :Ltems of winter equipment to the satisfaction of the Quartermaster
General's Office in Washington. Accordinglr, on 13 Ma 194c' an expedition of eighat
of the
men left Paradise Lodge an Mt. Rainier for a two weekw I trip to the sumt
14,408 foot peak, never before successfully climbed at that time of year, when, becauee of rotting snow and lea, crevasse conditions are at their worst. The mission

•

lo this group was to test winter equipiment under extreme conditions of temperature
and altitude. The personnel vere carefully selected and given complete physical
examinations previous to the trip.-

.- •.-:
"-"-

Led by Captain JTackman of the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board.. the party included Lieutenant Townsend, second-in-commn; Lieutenant Jay, Meteorologist and
Photographer; Sgt. Ralph Weise, first
aid amn; Cpl. Peter Gabriel; whose years of
experience as an Alpei ine iovaluable;
Cpl. Charles Bradl,
radio opera-

''•'-",'
.•:..,'

tor; Cpl. Eldon ý,tzger, a veteran mountaineer; and Pvt. Paul Notes.

.-.-

.-

-"
,.
;.

'...
"'•"

:'

A large asecrtaent of deyd.iated f-ds, experimental leep.ng b
cga,
stoves,
footwear, other types of winter clmthing, and tents werelts
ed on the trip, .-so
quoroateyted
Catemsthat
ofckminter
interetonto thxteel
oftepourter
tor
much duffle,.many
indeed,
it was
live ,enis
use saisalution
andotw offti
.
men
froC one of the"
companies of the 87th as porters t-. "etck-pack vhn equipam at up to the base camp at
10,000 feet. Even so, each
iin of the
men in the eipeiition cartied loadr ofn
At base camp, the porters left them.

From here, the party reconnoitered routeso

to the sfmmit for five daos before proceeding higher, packin tyheir loads in shifts
toq theigh camp at about
81
,00 feet. Fbam here, the successful assault on the
t
summit was made. Bad
teither forced their return to their tent camp after a few
Led te y I~untin
Catain.Takmanof
ad
WiterWarfre Rard thepart
in
hours, durol
which time a biizzard se t in, obscuring tyeir tre .ekd . Their trail

Smarkersu
*,"-."
".-.u."..-,'
"
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short willow
wants ".e."."."in-cominnd'
, were blown awaye. and
the expedition
coulhwall have
Lie"utenant
T-w.end
Lieutenant£.
Jay,'•M. teorologist -'..''..'
and
It
not
be,
thfor
Corporal
sabriels
superb
whidance.years"
A few
Weise.-'.-'
firs aid''.-'man;..'
""l.'-,.." Pete'rGaril
whose."".
.o".
f'

Bended
csastrously
had
'""L-'"""""*
"-'.'."er
Sgt.'Ralp
more
fe lpent
at
exereceasaray
Apiegud

the it00
i-foot
vase cdrp,Cpl..
concluding
the tost2,
proved
invaluable.t,.,•.•-,..,;
Charles"".'
"

and
tthe•oera J."

.'.--'''.....
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~party returned to Paradise lodge 25 May 19h2. The resulting mass of notes was latar/..,.-,"GlWashington.A
o
g
o..ae
i
f,
1.

Ltrp 8fth 4t Inf Regt, Ft Lewis, Wash to CG Alme, 20 Jun
t

Rains Test
u Expedition.
wsr

2, sub:
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"The trip van aot without hazard. There was alvaws the danger of a,.l_.i-.- ,
-nd twice the party had narrow escaper from hidden crevase-es.
R!es,
ice-exam, arl
crsmponD were used continuously above 10,000 feet, while skis were employVI below
that level. The effects of e0treme altitude were noticeable on both men und equipnent; individuals would becaoe drousy and lose ener&-, and the mountain stoves failed
to function properly above 10,000 feet. These gave off dangerous monoxide fumes,

*

poisoning the men who did cooking inside their tents. This deadly 0as very nearlY
defeated the expedition. A radio consultation with a doctor at the loase cleared the

.

~

~

matter up in time.
Among the major lessons learned from the trip were the following:

At altitudes

over _*)n. q feet, and In zero weather or colder, men need nore sugar to keep warm

San. elr.et"-.
T" t-t. , .;kl,

*-,

*

Each man was consuming three-quarters of a pound a day at the summit.
sectional, designed for One, two, or four men and held together with
.•.
, -uvved
entirely unsatisfactory, despite the fact that it had been accepted
as
.,
issue by the Arm.
It was crowded it frusted up badly on the 1.'side,
"and wc.-st of all, the zippers stuck or broke and werm extremely difficult to handle
with bare hands.
Air mattresses were an easential item to protect the bNd from the
cold snow above timberline.
Cooking t'mas were doubled because of the necessity of
melting snow for water--in the case of prawvdr snow, time was trebled--this added to
the total fuel consumption to be reckoni:d in ierms of weight carried.

'

Pack boards were fcund to be the azswer for carrying loads in excess of 50
pounds, and surprisingly enough, contrawy to popular opinion, it was found possible
to ski with heavy loads on them if the weight was properly distributed low on the
back.
Canvas gaiters proved most unsatisfactory, icing up so as to be useless.
Three-foot w!liow wands painted a bright orange, meant the difference between life
and death as trail
markers above timberline.
It was found that these shuuld be
placed at a ma;:imun of 120 feet apart. The food on the whole was excellent, and
later became the standard mountain ration. Tea was favored over coffee, and cocoa

;

.

*

-

2
was the most popular of all.

"As was

the case with many of the reports of the Mountain and Winter Warfare

Board, Captain Jackman's report became sidetracked !.n Washington, and only a very

"-*

few of his carefully considered recommendations were used.

Colonel Rolfe wrote a

personal letter of commendation to each member of this expedition upon its conclusion. The letter, dated 25 May 1942, was as follows: 3
As a member of the Mt. Rainier Expedition, I wish to commend you for
-our part in this military mission, thereby contributing to the success
of & military party of eight men who reached the summit of Mt. Rainier,

;
---

elevation 14,408 feet, never before done at this time of year.
.

Your ability to carry on at high altitudes and under adverse conditions for a period of two -reeks is a credit to the United States Army
and the 87th Mountain Regiment.
Examples of this nature build up a-

"..

"Esprit de Corps" of any unit and a atandrrd to which all others hope

"toattain.

;-

. ,

Immediately folwi..g the Mt. Rainier trip, P_call came in from Washington fo:".
Captain Jack, an and Corporal Gabriel to report to Alaska for another expedit'.on on
a larger scale. The Air Forzces and the Quartermaster Corps were Jointly sponsoring
a test expeditio- to the eun
rit
of Mt. McKinley, highe-t peak in North America.

2.

For details see Capt Jac1•an's

I

reporc

-..

- -'-

-'"

cited in note 1.

3. Pers ltr of Coa. Rolfe to Lt John Jay and others,
file, Col Rolfe.
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Commendation.
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The Air Forces wanted tests on emergency equipont for fliers in frigid areas, and
tests on dropping supplies by air une- winter conditions. The Quartermaster Corps
was still
trying to perfect its arctic clothing and equipment.
Tim, as alwamw,
was
fast running out. The tests hed to be ctrncludod in time to place the orders with

the zanuf.cturers for the next winter's
.iney
issue.
high, offered the best possible nrtic

•

4

in Alaska, 20,200 feet

Mt. Mc

and alpine conditions in midsuwar.

Colonel Grice of. t)e Quartermaster Corps, asked tho assistance of the American

"*-•

Alpine Club, and a large party was quickly orgenized, led by Lt. Col. Frank G.
Marchman, Quartermaster Corps, ,ith Cajt. Robert H. Bates as second-in-co
nd.
The final selection comprised a fine blend of experienced army men and trained
mountaineers.
From the American Alpine Club, in addition to Captain Bates, came
Mftjor Wood, veteran mountaineer and a member of the American Geographical Society,

Sterling B. Hendricks, Terris Moore, and Einar Nilsson. From the krw Air Forces
came Bradford Washburn of many years' ncperience ir Alaska's mountains, Capt. Harold

4
,/

*j.

.
-

-

.

.•

Lund, Lt. Paul Hanson, Sgt. William Muzser, and Pvt. .i.)iam Goddard. Army Ground
Forces sent Captain Jackman and Corporal Gabriel. Capt. Jack Bollarud represented

the Medic.l Corps, Lt. Waldo Elmer the Fignl Corps, and Colonel Marchman and Captain
Bates the Quartermaster Corps. Capt. E. 1. Gibson of the Royal Canadian Army, an
experienced mountaineer,
completed the party.

....

and Fl. Lt. Peter Webb of the Royal Canadian Air Force,

The main group, preceded by Wood and Washburn, left Fairbanks 15 June 1942 and
proceeded slowly up the forbidding elopes of Mt. McKinley, using the Karstens Ridge
route. Through a combination of ground and air reconnaissance, areas were reconnoitred to determine what items could best be tested *here.
At ths Middle Test
Area, ten thousand feet high, the party split up into smaller units for testing purposes.
Every type of terrain and weather was available for this, from marshy muskeg

at the base, to the higher levels where the wind-packed powder snow was found to
maintain an even temperature of minus 17 degrees.
The Air Force was hampered by
lack of available planes because of the Japanese invasion of the Aleutians shortly
"after the expedition started, but managed to parachute in many supplies, thu easing
the loaC
iarried on each man's back.
To qu ýe from Capcain Bates hi"melf:,-:

-

In separate groupa we tested equipment up the southwest fork df the
Muldrow Glacier, and up and down the main part of the glacier. Rain, hail,
snow, F.s well as the wind, provided sufficient variety. . ..
Men let
themselves be soaked o the skin to prove the value of water repellant
materials, and at other times shivered to learn the minimum temperatures
"atwhic;h climbing boots, sleeping bags and other items could be used. At
on- period, two of us, to our great disgust, were unable to walk for five
days, so energetically had we tested some special boots. But the skinned
feet definitely served their pwupose, for information was relayed by radio

.'.
": "
-

"to Washington that changed the design of the boots and saved many men this
winter from equally painful feet.
The Middle Test Area taught the members a great deal about the stronc and weak
points of their sleds, snowshoes, skis, ropes, ice-axes, stoves, and siL..lo gear,
but it was necessary to go to t...e High Test Area to get the extreme cold necessary
"for testing the tents, sleeping bags. and spicial clothing. A high camp was established at 17,800 feet on the Harper Glacier by Washburn and Nilsson, where the
nightly temperature, even in July, averaged minus 22 degrees.
On 22 July 1942 the

surmit was reached by Moore, Bates, Washburn, and 'Nilsson, and again on the next
4.
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day by Hendricks, Jackmn, and Webb.
highest peak since 1932.

r.

It was the first

asaent of North America's

Back at the base camp a few days later, each man wrote .up a detailed report of
the items of equipment tested by him, and the whole was =ondensed into a ccoplete

.

Sumry which was flown back to Washington along with samples of items which had
shown strain or wear, or failure of material and design. The results were incorpo-

.*.

•

rated into the equipment changes for the following vinter.5
Meanwhile, back at Ft. Lewis, another project wva under way. An urgent need
had arisen for the quick development of an over-snow vehicle that was light enough

to traverse deep snow, powerful enough to transport men and draw cargo sleds, and
smal ienough to be carried in a transport plane.

.

-

Studebaker Corporation volunteered

"to tackle the job, and in six months h*d produced a unique tank-like machine that
*

seemed to be the answer.

wait for winter snows.

It

had to be tested, however, and there was no time to

6i

Thto Columbia Ice fields in the Canadian Rockies held powder

snow a.11 tCe year round, but they had always been regarded as inaccessible to wehices. The •7th Mountain Infantry supplied a detail of men to build a road up outo

*

.' -.

this ice field and supervise the testing of these vehicles during the summer of 1942.-"

The whole expedition numbered about fifty men and three officers. Colonel
Tillitson, S-4 of the 87th Mountain Infantry, was in charge, with Maj. louis Malow
as Medical Officer. For his Executive Officer bq chose Lieutenant Townsend, just
returned from the elght-man Mt. Rainter expedition. Red tape vas cut to a minimu.
Studebaker underwrote all expenses, provided all the equipment, and the Army Ground
Forces secured all the necessary priorities.
In a few days the mountain troopers
had sat up ý ba.e camp at the snout of the Saskaichewan Glacier, and were building a
-. a point where the new Jasper Highway ended.°
road onto the glacier ice !'

N

The Canadlans had soid that it could not be done, but within two weeks, with
the aid of bulldozers, dynamite, sweat., and ingenuity, the detail from the 87th had
constructed a road 8 miles long across crevasses, and streams and up glare ice to an
advance camp in the powder snow area high on the ice field. Six-by-six G.I. trucks
with chains on all their wheels were soon roaring up the glacier ice with supplies,
"and the tests were carried out for several months, resulting in the evolut .o. of the
Cargo Carrier T-15, later redesignated as M-28 and its successor, the M-2).
Great
credit should go to Colonel Tillotson ..nd Lieutenant Townsend and their men from the

".

.

'
"
,:-'.-..4.,

"="

87th, not only for a difficult job well done, but for exemplary conduct %rhichhas
instilled in the Canadians a lasting admiration for the fine character of the United
States mountain troops. How well they worked is evidenced by the following letter

Y

7
from Prig. Gan. Raymond G. Moses, G-4 WDGS, to Colonel Rolfe:

The detachment of the 87th Mountain Infantry Regiment which you sent

to Canada to operate the camp and to assist the Studebaker Corporation in
testing snow equipment was perhaps the finest group of soldiers it has.

ever been my pleasure to work with. According to Colonel Tillotson's
statement, this was not a selected group; if this is tha case, then you
are indeed to be congratulated on the state of the reg.ment which you
developed.

,.

5.

Ibid, p 8.

6.
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Colonel Tillot~son did an excellent job in arranging the very cmp Licated preliminaries with the Office of Scientific Research and Development, the Studebaker Corporation, and the Canadian authorities. He
established and maintained on, of the most attractive camps I have ever
visited. He cond~uctea Uis affairs in such a~ way that great credit was
reflected on your troops and on American operations in aeneral.

4.

I went especially also to comnd Lt. Townsend who took charee when
Col. Tillotson left. in spite of his youth and lack of previous experience, I knowe of no one who could have done the job better than he in continuing and closing cut the camp. He is a very attractive young soldier;A
I would be delighted to have him in my commnd if I had the right sort of
job for him. . . .
During the summr of 1942, also, an experiment in the use of horses in nountainous terrain *.as conducted in the Olympic Mountains in Washington. Lieutenant
Borden, in cxmgnd of the Iz-telligence and Reconnaissance Platoon, led his men on
horsesa on a two weeks' trip over very rough ground in the Olympic National Forest.
The results proved conclusively that the animals were far more a liability than an
~~asset. They had to be led up the rocky trails over half the timeý,anti were -namble to
negotiate the fallen trees, windfalls, and boutlders that blocked their path. Their
large bulk gave them an easy silhotiette~hard to conceal and practically impossible
to camouflage above timberline. Furthermore, trips had to be planned with a view to
camping within range of grating areas for the ani-ls, otherwise excessive loads of
forage had to be carried. Lieutenant Borden'sa report concluded:8

*
*
*

In general, it would seem that mountain reconnaissance could be better
accomplished without the use of horses. In the Olympics, where the ground

pethtIs rough and slopes are steep, and
*

-

-
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to 2amp Hale by truck the next day.
Once again it vasnlearly
demonnimalas In the mountains can be more of as liability than an asset. 9
PL

in fCctober I ,L2 ten officers and sixteen enlisted men uere ordered from Ft.
ew
l
-r'*rs

%

v-t- to Camp Edwards. Mass., an mountaineering instructors. From there
wore sent to Lincoln, N.H., where for two weeks, under the direction of Lt.
-St;Utly. they trained a r-oup of one hundred officers and noncommissionod offl!, the '6th Division in the fundamentals of assault rocl ,.limbing and elementr
t-

t -_r; mirtainoeri..g.

The -- aneee had received their regular mi~litary training, but

thIq rn,.ut.ain work vue ent~.rely new to them, and they took to It enthusiastically.
Ar. ther hundred men and officers were trained the follov~ng two weeks, after which
to Camp Edwards, and the two hund-t.zd newly-trainea men
t!me they al1 went bk
t.4.ght the rest of th- Division, under the supervision of the instructors from Ft.
Lev- . As training aids, they erected and used wooden climbing walls similar to
those used by the 87th at Ft. Lewis.
After two weeks of this instruction, cold
weather prevented any more outside work. Thu =)untain troop instructors then turned
tc the subject of winter warfare and gave a series of lectures, using samples of
-!-,thing and equipment to demonstrate their points.
No actual field instruction was

given however.

oc

- :.

.

Or 15 November 1942 the inutructors were ordered to Camp McCoy, Wis.,

to train the 2d Division in winter warfare.

10

At Camp McCoy, Lieutenant Stanlev'o group was augmented by about twenty more
:•f icers and eighty enlisted men from the Mountain Troops, under the command of

Captain Wiki.r. Here they spit up into smaller groups and dispersed to various old
Pr(" Camps in the upper Dart of Wisconsin and Michigan for individual and =all unit
training in skiing. snowshoeing, and winter camping.
After six weeks of this, the
groups reassemtle• at Camp McCoy for d'vision maneuvers in the deep snow and bitter
zold of Wisconsin. On the whole, the training the men had received proved most
satisfactory. Despite the fact that practically the entire 2d Division was composed
of Teyans who had seldom seen snow, the men learned rapidly and well. Captain
Wllkner had wisely 3oncentrated on cross-country skiing only. In six weeks' time
they were able to ski 20 miles a day with heuvy packs on their backs, and to sleep
•ut many nights in 30-below-zero temperatures without suffering undue ill effects.
The "weasels." as the T-15's developed by Studebaker were called, proved most usefuln this maneuver, where they were used by the hundreds. Their great enemy was
stutmps, hidden under the surface of the snow, which occasionally ripped the bellies
and tore the tracks from these sturdy little
vehicles. But for general over-snow
travel, the "weasels" left the Jeeps and trucks far behind.

'
.%...

-.

7'J7
'

The plan of using the mountain troops as instructor teams for regular line outfits
seemed to be gaining favor with the War Department.
In February 1943, another
team was sent to Buena Vista, Va., to train other divisions in assault climbing.
For two months this work was carried out, and carried out well, as their students'

combat performance later testified.

Major Jackman, assigned to the Special Projects

Branch of G-3. AGF, Washington, supervised this training, as he also did the 2d
Division winter training at Camp McCoy.I 1
Then, in June 1943, came the call that every mountain trooper had been waiting
for. The 87th Mountain Infantry was alerted and sent to a port of embarkation.
For'..
a month they practiced amphibious training at Fort Ord, Calif., then sailed for the
Aleitians, and ultimately, Kska. As the world knows, they missed the impanese by a
few hours, but their mountaineering skill stood them in goof stead on the steep and

9.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col J.

J. Irwin

Feb

.
.

'j

44.

10.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Gle:, Stanley, MTG,

11.

Conversation of HIst U"f with Lt Col Paul Lafferty, MTG, Feb 144.

Dec 43.

"

'

-. r2 °

forbidding terrain of that island, and they earned high praise from the Commanding
9fficer of Combat Team 8 7 .12 The Ccinnding Officer of the 3d Battalion 86th Infantry accompanied the troops as an official observer and
ant a report back to Washington. 1 3 Their work done on Kiska, tk
87th returned o the States in October, all
the qualified ski instructors going to Canp Bale, and the remainder to Cam Carsom,

.

Co10. 1 4

Meanwhile, the Dominion of Canada was feeling the need for Mountain Troops to
defend its mgged western coast-line.
At the s~igestion of Mr. Case, President of.•
the American Alpine Club, General McNair ordered two observers frou the Mountain
*["

Training Center to attend a three weeks' course in Militar. Mountaineering.
The
area chosen was the Little Yoho Valley in-British Columbia. From a line infantry
outfit of the Canadian Arm,
the Prince of Wales Rangers, 150 ma and officers were
chosen for the experiment.
The instructors were civilian members of the American

.

and Canadian Alpine Clubs. all expert climbers, but not all skilled instructors.
Lieutenant Bradley and Captain Jay of the Mountain Training Center were sent as the
*"
-.

-.

-

American Army observers.iD It was th-ir opinion that the experiment wea a step for.
ward for the Canadian Army, but that the use of civilian instructors was not desirable for many reasons.
SlatlakaYati•4ng vas being conducted by the United States
Mo-untain Troops on 176 re efficient scale with Arm instructors at Camp Hale and
elsewhere.
The Virginia Bock Climbing School had proved so successful in the spring of
1943 that another detail was sent from Camp Hale to the West Virginia Maneuver Area
at Ell-ins, Wu.Va., in July 1943, to teach assault climbing on a larger scale.
Thirty-

two men and three officers of the 10th Reconnaissance Tro.

"'•'-.+••

(Mechanized), under the

command of Lt. Hazel E. Link, set up a full-scale, high angle rock and assault

climbing e--hool at Seneca Rocks, near the Shenandoah Natior-.l Park in West Virginia.
of 180 men and officers vent through the courses every two weeks on the
icrumbling
faces of these crags. Six men and an instructor constituted a

"An average

class, andreach four or five classes were under a supervisor.
Schedules called for
everything from easy basic rock scrambling to extreme tension work with pitons.
Particular stress was laid cn the rigging and use or'assault ropes and pulleys.
Each group made two tactical night climbs on strange rock, and as a conclusion, put
on a full-scale assault demonstration before ranking War Department off icers.
Among the lessons learned from this school, were the following: "airly large
groups of pre-toughened men can be taught high-angle rock work safel, nd efficiently
in a regularl. organized school. Nylon ropes are the best all-round lines for military scalinr.
Nailed mountain boots of special design are not necessary for this
sort of work, the regular iszue G.I. cord-soled shoes being entirely satisfactory.
Instructors should not be kepb on this type of detail for longer than three months
without relief; severe mental and physical strain becomes evident after such time.

"12.
""negotiated

"

•

-

.
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,,The fac~ility with which the 2d Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry Regiment

the difficult terrain
personnel for operations in
"Rickard. "Occupation of KJska."
13.
Tab 50, Rpt of Lt Col A.
"fld

proved beyond a doubt the value of specially qualisteep rough terrain." Tab 50, Rpt by Col Roy V.
" G-2 Dissemination Div.
(Rpt dated 29 Aug 43.)
M. Cochran, "Occupation of Xiskr," 13 Sep 43. In

-.

AGF G-2 Dissemin.stion Div.-

""

14. Movement Ordirs 402, 14 Dec 43; 394, 9 Dec 43; 388, 3 Dec 43; S 0, 18 Dec
43, Ft Lawton Staging Area Eq. 87th Mt Inf files.

-

15. Copies of Capt Jay's and Lt Bradley's reports are depositad in 314.7/22
(Study No 24) (C).
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In October 1943, details were sent to Pine Cap, N.Y., 6 and Camp McCoy, Wis..
to give winter warfare instruction. The Italian campaign was irader may at this
time, and mountain troops were badly needed. Twenty offi.;ers were flown to Italy
from Cawc Hale to give instruction in mountaineering on the spot, along with Italian
Alpini. 1 1 And five officers plus ten enlisted men were sent as far as Syria, in
November 1943, on an undisclosed mission of mountain -arfare for the Britiah.18 The
mountain troops of the United States were gradually puttinq their training to use.
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16.11,
)SO Hq

Op T,

Op Hale

0o.,

"15th Hq Sp Trs, Cp Hale, Colo, 27 Oct 13.

6 Noy 43.

220.3, 210.3.

Ibid.
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17.

SO 241, MO.TC,
OQp Hale, Colo, 22 Ont 43.

18.

SO 42, 15th Hq 6p Trs, Cp Hale, Colo, 14 Dec 43.
E2

(2) so 2,

Ibid.
Ibid.
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CHAPTER VII
DEVELOPMENT OF M(ONTAIN AND WINTER TACTICS

Ever since their earliest begirning, the Mountain Troops were concerned primarily with training. Tactics were necessarilv relegated to a very minor role awaiting the day when the troops would reach a state of training that would qualify
them for special mountain and winter operatica.

-

Certain fundamentals in tactics do exist, and have been used by foreign mountain troops for many years. Basically they can be reduced to the following: Seize
and hold the ridges and you cEznd the valleys in between.
Strike with speed and
deception at the enemy 's lines of counication and supply. Prevent him from tak-

ing the passes.

*"verted

".-

"*

.oi

These are the cardinal missions of any bod~y of mountain troops.

The Mountain Training Center did not develop any tactics of its own. For its
unit and combined problems, the standard flatland infantry tactics were used, conto mountain use.
This conversion did not always prove successful, but there
was no mountain manual to follow.
FM 31-15, "Operations in Snow and Extreme Cold,"
the nearest thing to a mountain manual, gave little
help. No attempt was made to
write a manual of tactics along these lines. As General Rolfe put it,
'"Ve're got
to learn to walk before we can run." Training had to come first,
and it proved such
"a large problem that no time nor room was left for its military successor, tactics.
Mountain troop officers were sent to the Infantry School at Ft. Benning, Ga., and
to the Command and General Staff School at Ft. Leavenworth, Kane.
Although there
was little
emphasis on special operations (in mountain, jungle, or desert), the
"basic principles learned, when applied to mountain and winter warfare, were equally
sound but were more difficult of execution. The unit proficiency tests up to and
including the battalion were based on the assumption that friendly forces held the
ridges with the result that the actual troops maneuvered in the lower parts of the
valleys. This was done because of time and space factors.
All commanders and
troops of the Mountain Training Center were cognizant of the fact that "he who holds
the ridges is the master of all below." 1

• -.

-.

V

-.

.

.

*.

Avalanches are a potent weapon. Ten thousand Italian mountain troops were
wiped out in one battle alone during the last war by a Gurman-instigated snow slide,
and 40 percent of the mountain troop casualties in World War I were due to avalanches alone. The Pack Artillery of the Mountain Training Center brought down a
tremendous avalanche from the side of Homestake Peak during the winter of 1943 with
a few well-placed shells. A mountain lake at the base of the cliffs was all but
obliterated by its terrific force, demonstrating what would have been the fate of
any enemy caught in its path. But the Infantry, whose mortars are ideally suited
to this particular type of mountain warfare, failed to exploit it.

-

.*

training was given in the recognition of notential avaFurthermore, little
" avalanche victims.
lanche slopes, and none at all in the technique of resc"
ns into Alaska for the
Major Wood, an expert mountaineer and leader of two expe.
American Geographical Society, commented briefly on this -.L-k of training in his
report on the February 1943 maneuvers at Camp Hale :2

1
MWW Sch & Tng Center ltr to OG AGF,
314.7/49 (Study No 24)(C).
24, "Tihe MTC."

2.

Comments to Study No

10 Mar 47, sub:

Memo (C) of Maj Walter A. Wood, Jr, for G-4 AGF, 20 Feb 43, sub:

Exercises Conducted at MIC, Cp Hale, 1-12 Feb 43.

Bpt on

353.02 (C)
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Training must incl.ude a knowledge of objective dangers of terrain. An example Is afforded by the action of men in setting out to retrieve parachuted loads which had grounded on P potentially dangerous snow slope.
These men were recalled at this observer's request. Two days laier the
avalanche was easily brought down by artillery fire. To have pexmitted

retrieving the loads might have cost the lives of all concerned.
Winter camouflage was for a time noglected. While the equipment had been
whitened to blend with the snow, includiDg experimental canvas covers and whitewashing of rifles, camouflage discipline could have been improved. Ski tracks are
one of the easiest of man's signs to spot from the air. It Is sometimes possible
to keep concealed in timber or in the shadows of ridges. However, the tactical situation may require movement of units in multiple columns where conoealment of trackv
might be impossible.
The same principles apply to =Low vehicle tracks which leave
uxmistakhble imprints for the h4,"h-altitude observer, be he on the ridges or in a
plane.
In defensive positionr
-v concealment of tracks Is impracticable, elaborate means of deception may be ,., oyed. The use of white cloeting and eqaipment
vatages when the unit Is operating in timber
to blend with the snow has its •.
to v-.ve white to blend with the snow or olive
important
more
is
it
Whether
country.
drab to blcnd with the trees is a moot question. A study of the photoraphs on

pageL

and

will illustrate the point.

-

•,

.
4:

PP---1 I:M
.

The building of warming fires by

troops is a decision for the comiander, who must decide whether the troops are in
more danger of freezing than from artillery or aerial bonbardmezt.3
Because of training requirements rnd changes in personnel, training in night
fighting was limited to the ski trooper during the first
winter. This required
completion of Individual training a&.scre tactical instruction. The troops had not
reached that stage, and it was difficult enough to train these iien to ski and maneuver by daylight. Yet it is at might that the ghostly white camouflage Is most
effective, and the silent, motion of skis on soft snow most valuable in Its element
of surprise. The Finns are mauters of this night technique, and, the Russians also
learned it--through hard experience.
Night-time likewise hab xlways proved the best
period for travel over dangerous snow and glacier ice; the trooper finds his footing
firm and safe at night when the terrain is frozen hard, 'nd the danger of rock and
snow avalanche is at a mini=mn.
T7e assault climbing schools in Virginia and in
West Virginia gave adequate practice to the troops bound for Italy, but the Mountain
Training Center at Camp HaLe cont'sued to train for the most part by dayllght. The
tactics of mountain and winter warfare continued to be subordinated to training.
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From the start, the problem of air support and air-ground coordination for mountain troops was a difficult one, and the problem remained far from solved. Indeed,
nearly all the few cases where attempts were made, the results were so unsatisfactory that those in charge soon dropped it.

"
.-

•
.

Basically, air supply of mountain units- is arz tmportant factor because of the
.

difficult terrain and the independent missions of the mountain troops, which neceesitate their operating as small isolated units for days at a time. Despite the snow
machines, despite the mules, eventually all supplies reach a point where they havo
to be back-packea by the men themselves if they are to reach their destination. The
mountain troops do not have any Table of Organization for porters, as do many of tht
foreign armiea.
This means that great parts of the combat troops have to be used, at.
porters, and this in turn decreasca their fighting power. Supply by air would seem
to be the answer.
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Experiments of this kind have been very sketchy and none too satisfactory. Th-:
let Filipinc Regiment has been successfully supplied by air during the Hunter-Liggett,
maneuvers of 1942; but it was in the lower Coast Range of California. In the Febrary 1943 maneuvers at Camp Hale. supply of ground units wa" effected by +,, r-h4,j
transports of the 50th Wing, lst Troop Carrier Ccimand. Three missions were flown
from a base at Peterson Field, Colorado Springs. The first
mission involved resupply of a battalion with rations, ammunition, skis, and'.rifles.
Thirty-two delivery units were dropped and sixteen were r'ecovered within 24 hours,
Ten grounded
on a potentially dangerous slope and were never retrieved. The second mission was
performed to replace loads not recovered in the first.
Although flying conditions
were difficult, all loads were gounded within 100 yards of the recovery party. The
third mission was made as a test of the possibility of delivery without parachutes
representative equipment in deep snow.
Some mountain rations, .30-caliber ammanition, water cans, and collapsible skis
were dropped with standard 24-foot rayon parachutes, blue, red, yellow, and green in
color. Some of these chuteu were caught in wind currents and landed on inaccessible
avalanche slopes, later being covered with slides. The majority were recovered.
Items which were dropped free, that is, without parachutes, were mountain rations,
5-gallon gasoline containers, field telephones, wire, rucksacks, snowshoes, and
skis. These were dropped into 5 feet of snow at llO miles per hour. A few of the
skis suffered uroken tips, but on the whole, the soft snow provided excellent cushioning, and over 90 percent of the articles recovered were in satisfactory condition, Lack of mutual understanding by air and ground units of each other's problems, toget'.er with inclement weather, prevented more extensive air-supply
operations.1

"In another experiment, two miles of wire were laid by air from an L-1 in two
A CG-4 glider, carrying a T-15 and driver with two mechanics was successminutes.
fully flown from Colorado Springs and cut loose over Turquoise Lake, where -t effected a safe landing at 95 miles per hoar on a packed runway covered by five inches
newly fallen snow. Despite repeated requests from Camp Hale, however, no more
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conducted because glider crews and towing p3anes were
experiments of this kind were
2
lacking at Peterson Field.
Throughout the experiments, technical difficulty of radio oneration in
tainous terrain limited the effdtiveness of communications between air and
The reports of the fourteen men and officers of the Air Force indicate that
Homestake Lake area was most difficult because uf the high mountains rising

mounground
the
on all

sides with a 70-mile-an-hour wind blowing at the summit. The second area was more
This part of
open and, with a wind velocity of only 15 mi3'.s, was easier to handle.
tne experiment proved quite successful.3
The effectiveness of the experiments was also hampered, as pointed out by Major
Tappin and Major Wood, because of poor liaison between the Air Forces and the Mountamn Troope.
'Lack of mutual understanding by air and ground units of each other's
problems together with inclement weather prevented more extensive air supply operations," commented Major Wood, and in his recommendations he urged the necessity for
closer cooperation between air and ground in matters of air supply. The exercises,
according to his report, "demonstrated a failure on the part of both air and ground.
officers to understand the necessity for a thorough rdalization of each other's
problem-, "h.
Signal panels were used on one day only, and then just in the form of an arrow.
No attempt was made to use the Air-Ground Liaison panel codes. No attempt was made
to us-me pyrotech-c1.,
fpr
unit
or aircraft identification, or for indicating a dropCaptain
ping point. Lights were not used for ground-ear intercomunication.
Fletcher of the Air Forces concluded that eupply and resupply of the mountain troops
by air in the winter was practicable, with the following limitations: visibility
ehould not be less than two miles; ceilnr. ;s should be high enough for safe navigation in valleys and passes; weather should be clear, with wind velocities not greater
than moderate to light. He strongly recommended that "effecti7e liaison be established between the ground units and the supporting units; that the study of supply
by gliders be continued so that problems arising may be solved before operating in
the face of the enemy; that ground forzes be familiar with the use of air support,
especially in the operation of the Troop Carrier Command." He further urged that
"communications and signal operations cannot be over-emphasized, and the location
and identification of ground units be given intensive study by the troop currier.'
command.
A system should be established whereby aircraft (,an deliver to a particlar unit, its immediate needs.
Svch a system would prevent delive ing supplieEs
already on hand,

>

or the delivery of too few badly needed supplies. 5

2. MTC ltr to COG Peterson Field, Colo, 27 Mai 43,
let ind. MTC file 353.2.

sub:

Glider for MTC,

and

Second Air Spt Cmd,
Ltr Sedalia Army Air Field, Warrensburg, Mo, to COG
3.
Colorado Springs, Colo, 10 Mar 43, sub: Tr Carrier CmO. Aircraft Opns in N.P' Ma-

neuvers.

MTC file 452.

4. Wood memo, "Performance of Supply Mission," par d (1); "Recommendations,"
'Major Ford E. Williams, Commanding the 2d
par f. See also Tappin memo, par 6 c:
Provisional Mountain Training Squadron, 2d Air Support Command, was a most coop.rsative officer, with much experience in the mountains, being a native of Colorado.
Major Williams reported difficulty in obtaining from the G-3 necessary information
concerming the exercise In order to coordinate his aircraft."
o.

Ltr Sedalia Army Air Field, Warrensburg,

Colorado Springs, Colo, 10 Mar 43,
vers.
M_'3 file 452.

Mo, to CG Second Air Spt Cmd,

Tr Carrier Cmd Aircraft Opns in NC Maneu-
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It. was evident that the limitationr
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on flying in the mountains made adequate air

supply impossible except in the fairest weather, a condition that does not in winter
occur more than one-fourth of the time. General Rolfe tried to set up an airborne

-W

.

supply platoon in the quartermaster Battalion, but on 12 March 1943 Army Ground
Forces informed him that the formetign of speoial units for the purposes of supply
0
It looked as if the mountain trooper would
by air was not favorabl•- considered.
have to get along with what he could carry on his aLready burdened back for same
time to ocoe.
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they tutored about one hundred .men iu the lore of rock mountaineering. Many of these
men were already qualified climbers, but others were not, and all received the same
course in order to insure a uniform teaching standard. These men then split up into smaller groups and began to handle the steady flow of recruits that cme mainly
from the 86th Infantry, the 126th Engineers, and the 10th Medical Battalion. The
87th had its own rock climbing school, trairting the greater number of its men before
they left for oversea duty in June. The MIC Climbing School lasted five full days
for each class. During the mumer of 1943 about one thousand men were run through
the courses avd had a statement to that effect entered in their service records.Headquarters .taff officers were trained in a faniliarization cours' which Included
four half days.
of the shortcomings of this tralniug was the lack of actual practice in the
field to supplement the concentrated class teaching. Men would go through the course
in a week's time then let the newly-acquired skills lie idle, in both brain and mumcle. Some forgot as quickly as they learned. All would have benefited from several
weeks' maneuvers in t•he mountains. whe~re they could have utilized their mountaineer
training in actual practice. But the demand upon the units for eontinual basic
training made it difficult to have extended training in the high mountains. However,
the 86th Infantry established bivouacs near timberline for a week at a time over an
extended period, and conducted their unit problems along the ridges.
Other schools of a unique nature essential to the Mountain Troops were held.
The G-3 conducted a sertes of night lectures on the use of.vinter equipmnt such as
the rucksack, the mountair. tent, and snowshoes. This instruction in the use of specialized equipment, succeeded as well as could be expected in an indoor class. It
was obvious, however, that experience in the field was the real answr.
A school for the drivers of the T-15, or "weasel," vwa conducted by civilian
nreexperts from the Studebaker Corporation in the winter of 1943. The course
peated during the winter of 1944 for the M-29, successor to the T-15. This covered
"themaintenance, repair, and operation of the vehicle and prnoved to be moat valuable,
"for
only men who were certified from this course were allowed to operate the machines,
and this cut down the number of mechanical failures apreclably. 3

"The G-3 Section and the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board conducted a trailbreaking and over-snow freighting school in the Homestake Peak area, to teach men
this necessary part of winter warfare. It lasted two weeks and was under the direction of Corporal Wilson, a veteran snowshoer. Approximately 160 men from the
various infantry regiments were trained in the art of lashing loads on toboggans, the
proper use of snowshoes for trail-breaking, and related phases of this york. Perhaps
the only fault of this school lay with the toboggan itself, which proved unsatisfactory as a means of drawing loads. Reports frm the 87th and elsewhere indicated that
in deep snow and on steep g.ades it was more practicable to break the loads up and
In addition, the men yith polar experience favored the
carry them on a man's back.
and these were used more extensively and more
over
toboggans,
of
sledges
the use
successfully in the later months. Other minor" schools included a two-week course in
fire fighting, conducted for a group of ccmpany officers by the District Forest
Ranger in the spring of 1943. It included practical demonstrations in the field of
the latest methods and equipment. The Artillery particularly benefited from these
classes, foi their shells were constantly a menace to the tinder-dry national
forests. 5
3.

Con-efsation of Wf t Off with Mr Stebor, Studebaker civilian representative,

Dec4 3.
4.

Interview of Col. 0. S. Rolfe 12 Dec 47 with AGF Hist Off.

5.

Annex 1 to KIC Daily Bulletin 90, 15 Apr 43.
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The Engineers ran a short course in mines, demolitions, and booby traps, consisting of two evening lectures, followed by a ha3f-day lecture and demonstration In
the field. Not unique to the Mountain Troops, this course vas deemed vital by Washington in view of the increased use of these insidious geaponh by our enemies. It
was vell run, and men soon became booby-trap conscious.
The G-2 Section ran a month's course in the interpretation of aerial photographs
for about sixty officers and men of the Intelligence Sections which covered the very
latest developments in aerial photography interpretation, including vectographa,
using the special footlocker of equipment supplied by the Military Intelligence Center at Camp Ritchie, Md.7 The regiments also held their own Intelligence schools on
a small scale, giving instruction on some of the more obvious Intelligence matters,
such as the uniforms and equipment and the customs of enamy countries. This in-

struction was sometimes misdirected; the 87th Mountain Infantry, for examiple, spent
months in their intelligence 6ro s, studying the Germn Army and language, then
were sent to fight the Japanese.
Back at Ft. Levis in the summer of 1942, Colonel Rolfe set up an equitati~n
school for the officers of the 87th Infantry, consisting of two hours a week in the
drill ring, conducted by Capt. Wendell Poulson, formerly of the 115th uavalry. AT,
that time it was planned to have a 1 officers mounted. This school was satisfactor7
for teaching the fundamentals of military posture and gait, and even included JuWps
about 2 feet high. It concluded with a graduation exercise through thick forest
trails at high speed.. 9
There were also troop schools of the kin to be found in an infantry division:
a school on "Combined Arms and Services,"' and, the "Artillery-Infantry Team," conducted nightly for officers by various nmbers of the related branches. In addition,
the regiments conducted their own troop schools for junior officers, stressing the
fundamentals of small unit troop leading. All these night schools had one big drawofficers of the line outfits. A full
back, especially in the case of the Junior

dey's work in the mountains had usually so exhausted the men that they were unable

to pay close attention during the evening hours, and they very often fell asleep
from sheer exhaustion, despite their conscientious efforts to stay awake. As a result. the Mountain Training Center gradually dropped most of its night schools, with
the exception cof the 86th Infantry, and concentrated on classes during dnty hours
only. The rise in morale and efficiency testified to the wisdom of this move. 1 0

6.

Tng Memo 35, 4rC4 y 43, sub:

Demolition Tng.

Ibid.

Arrial Photograph Interpretation.

7.

NEC Tng Memo 38, 17 May 43, sub:

8.

Conversation. of Rist Off with 8taff Off, loth Light Div, Feb 44.

9.

Inte~rview of Blst Off with Capt Woodward., NM,

10.

10 Jan 44.

Ibid..

314.7 Hist file.

Interview with Col 0. S. Rolfe by AGF Riot Off, 12 Dec 47.
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One of the many handicaps to the training of mountain troops was from the very
start the almost complete lack of training literature on the subject. Outside of
1P 31-15, "Operations in Snow and Extreme Cold," the shelf of military manuals was
practically bare of anything dealing with mountain warfare. Bare also were the files
of training films, film strips, film bulletins, and training aide in general. For
over a century and a half the United States Army had been engaged in flatland fighting. Its General Staff was tropic-minded from years of training in Paama., Hawaii,
and the Philippines.
abruptly.

The enlargement of training to Include mountain fighting cam

Files were available, however, on the activities of certain foreign mountain
troops, both allied and enmy,
These were utilized. As mentioned in Chapter I, one
of the first steps taken by the Quartermaster General's Office in Washington in 1914was to enlist the services of Adams Carter, a ski-mountaineer of International fame.
Retaining his civilian status, Carter began writing military tranalatioma of all the
pertinent documents about mountain warfare that were available. There vas a quantity
of material.
During the long years of peace, the War Department had accumulated through its
military attaches and other sources, a mas of reports on the mountain troops of
Germany, Italy, France, Switzerland, Norway, Finland, Sweden, and Russia. Some of

this information, as was pointed out in Chapter I, proved of little use to the United
States because it dealt with entirely different types of terrain and transportation
problems.
But a great deal of it proved most valuable, especially on the individual
equipment, technique, and training of the mountain trooper. Carter's translations
were sent to the key participants in this new movement in the United States Army.
One of the directives given to the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board in its
activation order of 15 November 1941 was that "the Board should formulate, develop,
and recommend changes in mountain and winter warfare doctrine and training literature as now prescribed in the various field manuals. 1 During Its three months' stay
on Mt. Rainier from 13 February to 28 May 1942, the Board attempted to Sather material for a mountain and winter warfare
nual but was handicapped by lack of personnl.
Sufficient data were collected for a chapter on ski training.
Most of the data for this future Mountain Troop manual were derived from two.Te
publications.
One of thea, 1lnual of Ski Mountaineering, 2 was prepared under the
auspices of the National Ski Association of America and under the direction of its
editorial committee, which consisted of Lewis F. Clark, Alex Hildebrand, Dr. Joel
Hildebrand, Richard M. Leonard, Einar Nilsson, and Bestor Robinson, who subsequently
gave invaluable aid in assembling correct mountain clothing and equipment for the
Army. Included within its 135 page. were chapters on body warmth, equipment, wax
and skins, water, food and cooking, technique of travel, camp sites, shelter, camp-

.

"ing, snow formation and avalanches, compass and map, first aid, transportation of
the injured, and the ski-mountaineering test and its interpretation. This last

chapter, as Mr. Robinson said in the preface, was written partly "to create as a
national military asset a personnel reservoir of skiers competent to travel and live
on tbh snow.
It is easier to train a skier to be a soldier than to train a soldier
to be a skier."
1. WD memo, 15 Nov 4!, sub:
let Bai Reinf.
320.2.
2.

Constitution of 87th Mt Inf Reg and Activation of

Published by the Univ of Calif Press,

1942.
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A few months later, in the spring of 1942, the American Alpine Club put out its
Handbook of American Mountaineering, written by Kenneth A. Henderson with the assist-

ance of Terria Moore.)

Concentrating strictly pn the mountaineering phase, the

editor anm-unced that "with Europe cut off, it was the first handbook to deal ape-

clfically with American mountains and American conditions. Because of the need for
speed in the original production cf this work to assist the United itates Army in
its plans for the training of Mountain Troops, the preparation was largely the work

of a single individual." Others who assisted In its preparation were Dr. Charles S.
Houston on medical affairs, Walter A. Wood, Jr., on map reading and the use of the
compass, Thomas D. Cabot on horse packing, and Salvatore Pagliuca on mountain
weather. A well-written, comprehensive book of 240 pages with May helpful sketches,
it included discussions of rock terrain, ice and snow terrain, dangers axd rescues,
camping, cooking, equipment, personal hygiene, map reading and the use of the compass, mountain weather, sledging, horse packing, use of the airplane, photography In
the mountains, comnunications, and the mountains of the Western Hemisphere.
From these books, and from the rough notes and data that were coayiled during
the winter of 1942 on Mt. Rainier, the G-3 of the Mountain Training Center began
working on the final manual during the fall of 1942 at Camp Carson and Camp Hale.
Pvts. Stumirt Dole and David Brower spent severm. months working on this project
under the supervision of Captain Woodward. They succeeded in compiling for submission to Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, chapters on organizational equipment,
mountain rations, mountain marchee, avalanches, military skiing, first aid in the
mountains, transportation of casualties in mountain country, mountain medicine,
mountain weather, and aneroid barometer. These subjects were deemed most important
at the time; others were left for a later date. The list of proposed chapters has
not been completed.
The state of affairs attending the preparation of the manual is indicated by

the fact that when several proposed vghaptere were sent in to Headquarters, Arwy

Ground Forces, for approval in September 1942, a letter came beck asking who had
first place. On 26
Training Center to write them in Lthe
authorized the Mountain
requested refpding the
Ground Forces wrote: "Information -.
September 1942, Army

and nature of the directive by which the Mountain and Winter Warfare
organization
to preparing a manual.. There is no record of such a directive having been

++,-.Board

Issued by this headquarters."•

°':

Somewhat taken aback, the.Mountain Training Center searched its files and replied by indorsement that their directive had its origin in a War Department letter
This was the original directive
of 15 November 1941, AG 320.2 (4-I0-41)MR-M-C.
setting up the MountaLn and Winter Warfare Board, as the Mountain Training Center
pointed out. 5 Army Ground Forces said no more on the subject, and work on the
manual was resumed.
During the winter of 1943, Lt. Montgomery Atwater took over the job of putting
the manuals into shape, and worked revising several chapters. In June 1943 Lieutenant Atwater left for Kiska with the 87th Vountain lz-antry and the work was taned
over to the new Mountain and Winter Warfara Board, concurrent with the dissolution
of the Mountain Training Center and the activation of the lOth Light Division. At
that time, only two chapters had been officially approved by Army Ground Forces.
Aftur that date noth~ng more wat done, with the exception of some further work on

3. 'Published by Houghton Mifflin, Cambridge, Mass.
4. AGF ltr 46l/i GI(QT/17126(g.tn) to CO
and Winter Warfare.

I=i..

5.
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TCC,26 Sep 42, aub;

Manual on Mt

tthe aneroid barost.vr chapter 'by the Mountain and Wintcr Warfare Board. Nothing
more came out of Washington on the subject. After three years of experiment and

development,, the mountain troops were still operatilza without an officially sawctioned field manual.

The uazml1s that were developed for its use continued to lie

untouched in various f llw.
.

Am the result of pra•tical experience in the field, several changes were recommended, by the Mountain Training Center for FM 31-15, "Operations in Snow and
Extreme Cold." On 23 September 1942 Colonel Bolfe submitted a list of recommnded
revisions for this anmal. In a letter to Army Ground Forces, the following suggea7
tion vas made:
It is believed that the manual should be rewritten to cover the conditions in the many .ossible theatres of war that mast now be considered.
A manual written to cover dog sledding on the ice pack in Norton
aound is going to be m:isleading as a guide to dog sledding in the Mountains of the Yukon. The Eskimo enov-hou*e technique is useless to the
Indian inhabiting woods where only powder onow can be found. . . . Appendix maps should be included to show areas where a particular technique is
most effective.

*-"
.•A

suggested outline van enclosed,, which listed the various techniques of olothlo,

marches, transportation, and camping for the northern voods, northern plains, tundra,
mountains below tinberline, alpine terrain, and arctic.
A brief stzme'y of the suggested revisions and changes Included the following:
Mukluks shoulO never be worn till the temperature drops below zero, and am should
stand on sticks when warming their feet by the fire to prevent wetting the footgear.
The Indian moccasin is superior to the EskI= ijkluk for nowshoeing. Pyramidal
tents are too heavy for the use of highly mobile troops without heavy transportation.
Whistles should be made of plastic; bugle mouthpieces mum-. be-carried in the pocket
to keep them warm. When living in the open, the beard around the mouth should be
kept short with clippers. The whisk-broom I a val-mble rtiole for removing snow
from clothing ard equipment. Before going to bed in a temporary shelter heated by
a fire, the door of the shelter should be opened for a sufficlent time to cool off
the shelter. This is necessary as a person getting into a sleeping beg itt a wram
room will sweat and dame the sleeping b•g. Zven in the severest cold the nose
and mouth of the sleeper should be uncovered to prevent suffocation. The hands or
feet should never be dipped in gasoline or kerosene, as the temperature of the
liquid may be far below zero, and vill result in instant freezing of the parts
Immrsed. Travel should not be attempted in a blizzard or when the temperature is
below 40 degrees. A fire can be made on deep snow by placing a mat of green logo
on the snow for the fire to rest on. Gasoline stoves should never be left burning
whi13 the occupants of the tent rest as they may fall asleep and die from carbon
monoxide poisoning. When moving a hot stove with the ski mittens, a little snov
placed in the palm of the glove before grasping the hot object will prevent tbe
leather from being burned. Dog teams need l o have the trail broken for them in soft
snow, preferably by a man on snowshoes a day ahead of time, thus allowing the trail
to harden over-night. Toboggan bottoms should be waxed to prevent icing. Leather
binding should not be oiled, but waxed insteid. Snow placed over a hole in the ice
will keep the hole from freezing solidly shut during the night. )uzzle covers
should be kept on all rifles until in the imediate presence of the enemy.

6.
7.

Conversation of Rist Off with Lt Col J. J. Irvin, Feb 44.
ADF ltr 461(1W 31-15)-GWQT/16608 to CO MTC Cp Carson, Colo, 16 Sep 42, and

lot ind, sub:

FM4 31-15.

ICC 461.
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These recommendations were based on practc1 experIewe and were submitted to

"-:•,Arm

Ground-,

Forces in an effort to W~ing the imanal up to date.

The use of mountain equipment and cold c;iather clothes was not restricted to
the Mountain Training Center, and it became necessary for some sort of manual to be
issued on this subject In order to prevent illness and casualties, and dawage to the
equiWnt, when used by untrained troops. Many cases of frostbitten hands and feet,
damaged tents, sleeping bag3) and other special equipment were reported from the
Aleutians, where the men had not teen properly instructed in the use and care of
special winter clothing. To remedy this situation, the Office of the Quart•reaster
General in Washington put out two training ciroulars on the oare and use of coldweather clothing, listed as Training Circulars Nos. 36 and 37, 19 March 1943. well
illustrated and well uritten, the latter included sections on basic principles,
body clothing., footwear, handvear, headgear, and instruction.

"Training Circular No. 36 covered mountain and cold weather equipment,

It

included sections on skiing equipment, snowshoes, the mountain Ice ax, oliabing
equipment, sleeping equipment, cooking equipment and food bag•, packing equipzent,
and miscollaneous equipment. This was another excellent palmhlet containing infornation gathered-frou theaany tent expeditiona of the previous thre years, plus the
knowledge of several experienced nountaineers and skiers in the Office of the

Quartermaeter Generar.
On 20 May 1943 the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board submitted a list of auggestions to the Special Forces Section of the Quartermter General in Washington
regarding a proposed manual on cold weather operations. Many of. the Ideas su-ibitted
asted from Lt. Col. Restor Robinson. They Included lashing the rifle stock f rmly
_ainet the bodi tf%prevent injuries when falling on skis; carrying skis vith bottom
opvard to avo
aerial observation when carrying white skis "shouldered" over bare
ground areas, traz..ni!g "taff•Ic scouts" to precede the ski-colmbs and seave as
3uides at obstaole to indicate several routes that could be used slmultaneously.
'o reduce column lev--t, which are abnormlly extended when are
n
mounted -on skis,

"

-d.riosod

*.rsai then up Into several shorter columas, moving on

m- dl routes, with radio commucation when practicable, and a preoscribed asemb•l
The subject of training film has already been partially covered, but a brief
review may be given here. In the spring of 19#1, when the reports from the various
experimental ski patrols had *one to Army Ground Forces in Washington, it became
apparent that in order to train a larger ski force the next winter, it would be
necessary to have an adequate training film on military skliin.
The date VMs late;
winter snows were fast melting all over the United States. Only .in a few scattered
mountain areas was there sufficient snow &W suitable terraln to produce such s
film. One of these areas was Sun Valley ski resort, located high in the Sawtooth
Mountains near Ketchum, Idaho. were, durtin the month of May 1941, Luteenat
Woodward and a selected group of eight enlisted men from the 15th Tnfantry Ski
Patrol at Ft. Levis worked on the production "Busic Principles of Skiing." Otto lang,
Austrian ski instructor, acted as technical advisor; the filming was done by a professional crew from 20th-Century-Fox studios in Eollywood. The film stressed tne
lessons learned in that first
winter: safe skiing, controlled turns, balance while
carrying a pack, meticulous care of equipment, rapid first-aid measures. Released

in the winter of 1942, as No. 11-168, it proved to be one of the most Valuable films
that has ever been made for the Mountain Troops.
8.

1NW
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These reocommendations vere based on practical experience and mere submixted to
Army Ground Forces in an effort to bring the manual up to date.
The use of mountain equipment and cold vwather clothes we not restricted to
nal to be
the mountain Training Center, and it became necessary for now sort of
to the
daemge
and
ee,
casualt
and
illness
issued on this subject in order to prevent
equipnt when used by =ntrained troops. ManHy caes of frortbitten hands and feet,
damged tents, sleeping bags•, and other special equipment were reported from the
Aleutiana, where the man )Md not been properly instructed in the use and care of
special winter clothing. To remedy this situation, the Office of the Qwrtiumster
General in Washington put out two training ocirulars on the care and use of coldweather clothing, listed as Training Circulars Nos. 36 and 37, 19 March 1943. well

*

illustrated and well uritten, the latter inslued sections on basic principles,
"body clothing, footwear, handwear, headgear, and Instruction.

Training Circular No. 36 covered mountain and cold weather equipment. It
anowshoes, the mountain Ice ax, climbing
included sections on skiing equipment,
equipment, sleeping equipment, cooking equipment and food bags, packing equiaent,
"andmiscollaneous 'euipment. This was another excellent pamphlet containing information sathered from the many test expeditions of the previous three yaws, pius the
knowledge of mevoral experienced mountaineers and skiers in the Office of the
Quartermster General.

*

On 20 May 1943 the Mountain and Winter Varfare Board subaitted a list of suggestions to the Special Forces Section of the Quartermaster General in Washington
regarding a proposed amnnal on cold weather operations. Mony of. the ideas submitted
stemed from Lt. Col. Bestor Robinson. They included lashing the rifle stock fIraly
agaIt:•, ;he body to prevent injuries when falling on skis; carrying skis with bottme
ur Ad t4 avoi', aerial observation when carrying white skis sahouldered" over bare
traming "tiaffIc scouts" to precede the ski -olmns and serve as
ground -s;
guides a. o'istaolee to indicate several routes that could be used simultaneously.
lan lengths, which are abnormlly extended when m are mnonted on skis,
To reduce
the Board . coinded breaking them, up Into several shorter oolsve, moving on
paral l routes, with radio scomnication when practicable, and a prescribed assembly
The subject of training films has already "sen partially covered, but a brief
review may be given here. In the spring of 1941, when the reports from the various
experimental ski peWtrols had come to Army Ground Forces in Washington, it became
apparent that In order to train a larger ski force the next winter, it would be
necessary to have an adequate training film on military skiing. The dato ws late;
winter snows were fast melting all over the United States. Only .in a few scattered
mountain areas wa there sufficlent anow and suitable terrain to produce such a
film. One of these areas was Sun Valley ski resort, located high In the Sawtooth
Mountains near Ketchum, Idaho. Here, during the month of My 19•1, Lieutenant
Woodward and a selected group of eight enlisted sen from the lth Dfantry Ski
Patrol at Ft. Lewis worked on the production "Basic Principles of Skiing." Otto Lang"
"
Austrian ski instructor, acted as technical advisor; the filaing as ione by a pro""
crew from 20th-Century-Fox studios in Hollywood. The film stressed the
Sfessional
lessons learned in that first winter: safe skiing, controlled turns, balance while
carrying a pack, meticulous care of equipment, rapid first-aid measures. Released
in the winter of 19112, as No. 11-168, it proved to be one of the most valuable films
that has ever been =de for the Mountain Troops. 9

8. 14WW Dd ltr to QCO, Sp Forces Sec, Wash, DO, 20 may 113, out: Suggestions
for Manual of Cold Weather Opns. WC 461.
9.

Interview with Col. 0. S. Rolfe by AGF Hlit Off, 12 Dec 117.
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As the months passed on snowy Mt. Rainier. and the 1st Battalion of the 87th
Mountain Infantry carried on its experimental training, the need arose for further
films on subjects such as ski safety, ski mountaineering, and the use of Laountain
equipment. Scripts on these subjects wera prepared in Washington in the Office of
the Quartermaster General, under the close supervision of Bestor Roblnson, who had
now been commissioned a major. Sun Valley was again chosen as the site, and
Lieuteuiant Woodward was again placed in charge of about ten enlisted men from the
87th, all excellent skiers. later Captain Lafferty joined the group and acted as
Liaison Officer, working with Mr. Roland of Metro-Goldwyn-Ma4er. The complete list
of films made during this three-month period was as follows: No. 7-677, "SU.
Equipment"; No. 7-678, "Snow Camping above Timberline"; No. 7-679, "Snow Camping in
Timber"; No. 7-680, "Ski Safety"; No. 7-681, "Ski Safety--First Aid and Emergency
Repair of Equipment"; No. 7-682, "Ski Sled"; No 7-683, "Ski Mountaineering."
Other films included the training film on "Mountain Climbing, Rock and Ice"
mentioned in Chapter I, and several commercial "shorts," rost ambitious of which waV
the Warner Brothers' technicolor production, "Mountain Fighters," mentioned in
Chapter III.

Among the valuable training aide, and certainly one of the moot oitraordiar,
was the Mountain Obstacle Course on the cliffs at tha east edge of famp Hale.

,''

Classes were held daily on the 100-foot cliffs, culminating in a test run over this
alpine obstacle course. Other aids included the 7,000-foot-long T-bar ski llft at
Cooper Hill, four 500-foot rope ski tows, the1 0 dirt-floored, heated training halli
for field training during inclement weather.

Routine training eids included three bayonet courses, three grenade courts,
two gas chambers, one rifle range, three machine gun ranges, three antiaircraft
ranges, one pistol range, one landscape target range. 1 1 The bayonet targets were
poorly constructed, rapidly deteriorated in the severe weather, and lay idle and
useless after the first few months. One of the ski slopes, "A" slope, served by a
rope tc, was placed directly behind the rifle range, so that it wan never possible
to use it while firing was being conducted on the range. Again, a great deal of
delay and trouble resulted from powering the 7,000-foot Constam lift oh Cooper Hill
capecity was less
with an undersized, second-hand motor. As a result, the lift's
than it should have been.12 These were some of the troubles encountered in the use
of training aids in .the Mountain Training Center.

10.

Ibid.

11. Memo of Maj A. M. Cochran, Sp Tng Sec, Tng Div, AGF, for CG AGF Jun 42,
sub: Rpt of Inspection Trip to Pando, Cole, and Recommendatiom) for Tng Aid Constructlon for the Mt Div. ?.lC 353.012.
12.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col J. J. Irvin, Feb
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CHAPTER XI

MOUNTAIN AND WINTER WARFARE BOARD AND DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT
The activities of
lountain and Winter Warfare Board were so inextricably
tied up with the develoi -it of equipment that this chapter will be devoted to both,
despite the fact ,;.at the -joard existed both before and after the Mountain Training
Center.

_

"°'.
".

As p, Lnted out in Chapter I, mountain and winter warfare demands many types of
specialized equipment, most .f which were unknown to th, United States Army iu 1940.
and
crampons,
piton hammers,
ropes,
boots,
climbing
as moun.•air.
item:
ice E.such
•s, were
nieeded for
sunmer
mountaiLn
work.pitons,
Winter-time
called for
skis, snowSshoe
ing
of •
"-

.

rohai: climbers, ski trousers, ski boots, parkas, goggles, rucksacks, sleep,tento
d-,i the likte. At a-12. seasons the mountairu trooper needed rations
it d31y.ra.t
nature. All th. za items were available in small quantities

and e•
.a q"-,lit. 3
m!tLifeed.
Vi ;
volume -as anothu.

' civilian sporcn use, but few of them could be adapted to
3tantial changes and ImprovL.•onts.
Producing them in mass
.m that then h-7A to be solved.

it was to tL
these initial equipment problems, and to assist the Army in
getting tarted, that the Equipment Committee of the National Ski Association was
Pformed.
None knew better than they that a -iountaineer's very life depended on his
having the proper equipment at the proper tint'-- and a mountain soldier who died
from exposure, or from injuries due to a fall, was just as much a casualty as one
killed by the enemy.
Accordingly, the Equipmen.t Committee, headed by the energetic
Bestor Robinson, i-•nt to work with vigor. The results achieved have already been
described in scme detail in Chapter I.
Suffice to say th'-t much credit is due
these volunteer workers for the rapid advance by the Ameri an Army into a military
field which they had heretofore left practicea.A3
unexplored. Whatever may have
been wrong with the personnel or the training, the standards set by the mountain
-nd. winter equipment have with but few exceptions been consistently high. In the
orinion v' army experts, no other army in the world was as well equipped for mountain warfare as the Mountain Troops of the United States.1
With the establishment of the let Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, at Ft.
Lewis on 15 November 1941, came a directive from Washington activating a Mountain
end Winter Warfare Board, whose purpose was to "test" and develop mountain and
winter equipment, formulate, de-31op and recommend changes in mountain ar.t winter
warfare doctrines," and write a ; ual on mountain equipment and tactics
general.2
The President of the Boaard was L-onsl Rolfe, who was also Commanding Officer
of the lst Battalion, 87th Mcantain Infantry. Majur Tlllotson was a supervising
officer in charge of Quartermaster mat-rial; Captain Jackman was Test Officer;
I ieutenant Jay was Photographer and Meteorologist, and. Private McKee was Clerk and

Recorder.

.

The Board e~s set up was too small to operate efficiently.
Colonel Rolfe was
fý_ too busy with his camnand duties to do much more then glance over the reports
prepared for his cignature by Captain Jackman.
Lieuterant Jay was occupied with
taking pictures of the experiments as well as making weather observations three
1.

Interview of Hist Off with Capt John Woodward,

2. WD ltr AG 320.2 (2--10-41) MP-M-C,
Inf Mt Bn and Activation of 1st Bn (Reinf).

15

Nov 41, s,.u:
320.2/33 inf.
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times daily. Major Tilloteon spent a great deal of time shuttling about the country
"obtaining supplies. The result was that Captain Jacinan and Private McKee were working up to eighteen hours a day, seven days a week, trying to get their tests done
and reports written in time.
One great disadvantage of the directive se'sting up the old Mountain and Winter
oard was the lack of any authority for the Board to conduct its own tests
Warfa--i
and improvise its own expedients directly in th.e field. All it could do was test
Experimentation and
those items that were sent to it from the techrncal services.
improvisation by Board members was frowned. upon.
On 30 January 1.943 Colonel Rolfe wrote to Col. Alan W. Jones of Operations and
Training Division, War Departnn• G-3:3
The divective of 15 Ncveniler 191,1 which creates the HWWB does not give
the President discretionary authorit'.r to direct the alterations of items of
equipment for experimental pux-pces. For example, the present -rucksack was
designed by a civilian with no thought of the amunition carried in the back
pouches of the belt. The gas mask was designed to be worn with the infantry
pack. When worn with the rucksack it is forced farther forward than was
intended. Jackman believes that he can redesign the bilt,
rucksack and gas
mask cariier to form a suitable cambination but I nesitate to authorize
him to make the necessary alterations until I have authority to du so.

.

Such authority for discretionary powers vested in the Board to alter,
purchase, have made, or hire the necessary goods and services where I can
get them would be very helpful. If I wait to obtain these things through
the regular chaAnels there is a loss of valuable time an. efficiency.
This was not authorized. Much valuable research was left undone because of a
policy that relegated the Board to the subsidiary role of tester, rather than
originator.
Yet it was the Board which was in close3t contact with the troops and
had the fullest understanding of their problems.
Despite this limitation, some improvisation did take place.

During the summer

of 1942, Major Fletcher, a veteran of many years with pack mules in Panama, began
experimenting in an effort to improve the Army's methodsof loading the animals,
which to him seemed deplorably inefficient.
Until then, four chests of ammunition
and one gun, dismounted, were all that could be carried by one mule. Under Major
Fletcher's guidance, a new system was devised whereby eight ammunition chests could
be carried on e single mule, and, in addition, the machine gun was installed in a
mounted position, ready for instant action. This was a tremendous improvement, and
reduced by half tshe number of animals necessary for transport. Great credit is due
Major Fletcher for this invention and also his improved method of packing mortar
ammunition.
As was the case with so many similar improvements, these became lost
in channeis in Washington, and have never been officially adopted, but they served
the 87th Mountain Infantry Regiment well, and would be of great value to any mountain unit.

LBecause

of the insufficiently trained personnel allotted to the Board itself,

Captain Jackman was forced to "farm out" many of the experiments to units of the
let Batta ion, and rely on their verbal and written reports for conclusions, a not
Lack of dark-roc facilities on Mt. Rainier or even at
too satisfactory procedure.
Ft. Lewis, made it necessary for films to be sent to Washington, D.C., for development, a process which required four to six weeks for the finished pictures to be
f'et1ned. As a result, the re~orts were either late or unaocompanied by the necessary

3.

Rolfe memo 314.7/53 (Study No. 24) (C).
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II
photographs, or both. Partly because of this slow transmiss2on of test reports, and
partly because of the skepticism with which the reports were viewed when they did
arrive in Washington, the Board's progress was discouragingly slow.
The items tested by the Board during the first
three months on Mt. Rainier included ski wax, climbers, innersoles, radios, over-snow motor toboggans, incendiary
candles, and similar items which various small manufacturers sent in to them for teast
in the hope of landing a contract.
Also tested were the more important items--the
clothing the mountain trooper wore and the equipment that he carried on his back-these were tested and worn by the soldiers, although the reports of the tests were
4
not written up until May and .:.-e.
John L. Tappin from Army Ground Forces came out to Mt. Rainier in early April
1942 and surveyed the situation, along with Major Robinson of the Office of the
Quartermaster General. His subsequent report to Colonel Walker on 12 April 1942
stated: 5
; * . crucial items are not being tested by the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board.
They have to be secured through depots;, and. long delays result. None of the following items have yet been tested: Skis, ridgetop
y'orsus flat, laminated, folding, different dimensions; Poles, laminn'ted,
metal; Ski Caps; Binding, safety; Snowshoes, q'iick use, bearpaw; Sleeping
Bags; Tents, lightweight; Stoves, lightweight; Evacuation Equipment.

"*

As a result, the Office of the Quartermaster General began speeding up the
transmission of essential test items to the Board, and plans were laid for a "test
expedition" to the very sumit of Mt. Rainier in order to "obtain the rigorous
climatic conditions for a proper test." This trip has already been described in
detail in Chapter VI. Many tests were carried out during this two-week trip, and
much valuable information learned.
But the report was again held up by lack of
photographic facilities, and its data largely nullified in the skeptical Washingtcn
atmosphere.
If it advocated that a certain i'.m be dropped as unsatisfactory or
that another item be approved as standard wichout changes, very often the exact
opposite action would be taken in Washington. 6
For example, the Board conducted extensive tests of three types of skis during
the Fainier Test Expedition, under the direction of Lieutenant Tuwnsend and Corporal
Gabriel, two recognized experts in that field. The Northland ski was found to be
excellent eand was reconmended for standard issue. Yet the following winter the new
Northland ski model hasd been so changed by specifications set up in the Office of
Quaa'termaster General that it was practically useless, and eveýn dangerous, so otiff
and heavy was its manufacture. 7
The Rainier rest. Expedition also had ample opportunity to test the Tent, Ski,
Sectional, developed by the Office of Quartermaster General, and found it unsatisfactory on many counts.
It was too small, its zippers failed to function properly
in cold weather, it was too heavy, and It frosted up badly inside. Yet 40,000 of
irnterview of AGF Uist Off with Col Rolfe, 12

.

Dec 47.

5. Memo of Capt J. L. Tappin, for Col Nelson M. Walker 13 Apr 42,
g:,ess Rpt of MW19B, Ft Lewis, Wash.
334.
6.

Conversation cf Hist Off wi• Msj Paul Townsend, lIdG, Sep 43.

7.

Thid.
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these tents were manufactur'ed before the production was finally stopped late in the
spring of 1942, after other unfavorable reports besiles the Board's had begun to pou
into Wachington. 8
Also as a result of the eight-man test expedition to the summit of Mt. Rainier,
the Board advocated thct the canvas gaiters be eliminated because they iced up badly;
that the ski cap remain unchanged as being most satisfactory; and that cocoa be ineluded in the rations because of its nourishment, popularity, and easy preparation.
an inferior model copared with the
Yet the next year saw gaiters back on the list,
previous yeaa; ani the ski cap was radically altered to a most unserviceable design.

____

II

Theae were a few of the troubles that beset the Board in its early days. Part
of the fault lay in the fact that Colonel Rolfe was not only President of the Board
9
but was in camand of troops. In his own words,

'

higher authority objected that I as President of the Mountain and Winter
Warfare Board, would often maize a one-man decision. What could I do? On
I had to
the Board I only had a recorder, a tester, and a photographer.
make one-man decisions and write a lot of opinions myself. But Washington
always claimed that the only way to run a board was to sit around a table.
T guess they
and reach a 3-2 decision like the other service boards.
didn't like my arbitrary rule. . . . Many of the officers who reviewed

wur experiments had been at some time moantaineers on their own, bad made
some valuable experiments of their own, and therefore felt that they were
experts in placing their opinions against tests by thousands of troops.
Colonel Anderson, the present board president, has the right idea.

He got

'

'

.--

7
'••;•*.

out a directive which exempts the head of the board from tactical comnand"
of troops. My conclusion is that it is impossible to conduct tests adequately and attempt to command troops at the same time.
The work of the Board tapered off immediately following the return of the troops
from Mt. Rainier in June 1942, and it remained less active until September 1942, when
it moved to Ccmp Carson, Colo., and was attached to the Mountain Training Center,
later moving to Camp Hale in November 1942.

Colonel Cochran was made Executive Di-

,.

..

-•

rector, in addition to his regular duties as G-4 of the Mountain Training Center.
Most of the test work during the winter of 1942-43 at Camp Hale was concerned with
over-snow motor vehicles. The Studebaker vehicle, known as the T-15 or 'Weaeel,"
proved the most successful and its successor. the Studebaker M-29, is now the
standard over-snow vehicle for the U.S. Army.9a,
Other experiments were carried on with sledges, toboggans, sleds, and dog teams,
resulting in the finding that sledges were easier to pull than toboggans, as all the
Polar expeditions had discovered many jears before: and that dog teams were unsuitable for mountain-troop use in high altitudes.lO

8. Interview of Hist Off with Capt John Woodward,
ý14.7 Hist file.

10 Jan 4]..

9. Interview of Hist Off with Brig Gen Onslow Rolfe, 7 Jan 44.
(Study No. 24)(C).

31i4.7/28

9a. See AGF Study No. 34, The Role of AGF in the Development of Equipment.
Chap
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became evident that the findings of the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board were

lacking in ju&iciousnoss. Major Wood, visiting Camp Ha> " an AF observer,
out in his report of 20 Fe•ruary 1943:11

pointed.

The present bias towards one type of equipment to the exclusion of
others =%at be eliminated. No single item will perform the task for which
it is desigia& better than another under all conlitions. Flexibility must
rule. Cases in point are as follows:
(1)

Orders issued cancelling suggested test of relative
merits of hauJig loads on skis versus snowshoes.
Relative value of toboggans versus sleds.
Mechanized transportation versus pack animls.

(2)
(3)

The ski-versus-snowshoe
test was cancelled by the Mountain and Winter Warfare
Board.
During
the
tests
of
equipment
the Board,
because General
of limited
staff
personnel, certain items were unfortunately by
fs~vored
over othersMcNair
covered

4

this in his letter to General Rolfe on g. March 1943: "Individual prejudice and.
theories appeared to have biasad many decisions of the Mountain and Winter Warfare
Board. Fair comparison had not been used in testing equipment and developing

techniques."11 2

-.

On 1 May 1943, the Mountain and Win-.er Warfare Board vas directlq-unaer Army
Ground Forces with Colonel Anderson, formerly of the Field Artillery Doard, in
charge.
Sections were set up for SignaL Artillery, Infantry, and the like, end the
personnel of the Board was expanded considerably. A full-time photographer and. a

dark room were included..13
Fron then on, the progress of the Board improved noticeably.

Colonel Anderson

insisted that h follow-throueh be made on all reports, and the time-lag so evident
in the early days of the Board was soon eliminated.
Practically all testilg was
done by the Board members themselves, and the entire Board voted on each item up for
discussion. The days of the "one-man decisions" were over. With the expanded
personnel, work was done quickly, and reports with photographs developed on the
spot soon began flowing back to Washington promptly and efficiently.
One of the most important tests conducted by the new Board was the adaptation of
the 4.2 chemical mortar for mule transportation. The hangers were built by board.
members right at Camp Hale, tests were made, ana. reports with photographs were submitted to Army Ground Forces, where they were approved. The Chemical Warfare Service
immediately
adopted
as standard
not only
the hangers
Board
regulations
pertaining to the
service
of the pieca
for inclusion
In but
the the
fieldl
manualsa.
This weapon

••••+

has a very potent projectile and is ideally suited to4 the use of mountain troops,
now that the transportation problem has been solved.1

11.

Wood memo.

12.

AQF ltr (C).to CG MTC,

314.7/53 (Stud~y No. 24)(C).
ii Mar 43, sub:

Hale 1-12 Feb 43.
Inspection Trip.

353.02.

13.
(1) AGF itr (R) 334/l(Mtn & Winter Warfare Bd)-GNGCT(ll-I0-42) 1 May4 3, sub:
Establishnent of Mt and Winter Warfare Bd.
334/1.
(2) Rolfe memo.
3114.7/53 (Study

No. 24)(C).
AGF ltr (R) 334/1 (WW3)GWCOT(ll-4O-42),

14.

Winter Warfare Bd.

1 May 43, sub:

Estab of Mt and.

334/1.
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Another Board. develolsont- wen a anger for packig the .50-caliber machine g=r
and mount on Phillips cargo pack nadle . Still another van the develoament of loading charts for an entire light divisiton. These charts shoved exactly where each
item of equV1Mnt should be placed vhen going into the field. and oered all meanrn

of tranrportation--ale, cart, sled-right on down the llnae5
the plywood packboard, reMlacing the heavier
ts Inlvd
Other kard d.ovo
and bulk].e"r Yukon packboard of wood am. canvas, vire layl
unit, man packed, an&
an outside cooking cavalry pack. This last item was based onmodifioatidns of a

liquid. fluid. burner Invented by a Warrant Officer Zk-ndy, working on the principle

4:

of a blov torch. Another deve1pnt for vhich partial credit vas due the Board
was the cacolet, a Stakes litter for evacuation of canualties ii I-te mountains.

Adapters were made for attachment to the Phillips

adW1e for muli

.ransportation.

Another t:ortant teat war to develop dry batteries for radio sets that vould
vurk in low temperatures, 10 to 30 degrees below zero. Other tests dealt with skis
for over-mow trmnsportation of light artillery, using data from Russian reports as
an aid.1 6
What proved to be me of the most lnortant items tested by the Board we the
Wa-. been
mountain ski boot vith rubber-cleated sole. For three years the kAr
trying to cut down on the vast amount of equipment that war necessary for a mountain trooper in battle. Footwear had alvays been a problem; ski boots without
climbing nails proved unsatisfactory for mountain cliabitM, and mauataln boots with
balled. up vith
climbing mail could not be successfully uned for skiing. The nle
damp now, dgqed the bind'g, end froze the wearer's feet. So two nets of heavy

boots had. to go into the mountain trooper's already'bulgfng pack.

Then the Office

of the Quartermrter General beard of an Italian boot with cloated. rubber soles.
There was only ome pair available in the United. States, but they secured it., and
bhd copies ad"e vhich were sent to the Board for test. These boots were teoted.
for nearly a year under Board supervision, in every kind of terrain and..,-uather.
The results vere sensatioxml. Not only van the new boot ocafortabls for hlkin,,
but it vias an excellent climbing boot and a good ski boot as well. Its rubbercleated sole afforded fine traction on rock, mnov, grass, mud., and even to a degree
on ice. Furthermore, iv proved to be the warnest boot yet developed for skding.17
Throughout their developoent, the mountain troops strgled continuously
against a major enqiy--overweight. For vhen the chips were down, when vehicles and
animal could go no farther, every item of equipment and food had to be carried
into battle on the back of the trooper himself, and somntimee it looked as if that
back would break.
.Maor Wood had the following interesting omments to make in this conection:

"Numerous cases of exhaustion (collapse and vomiting) occurre d during the first
three days of the exercises. . . . The pack must be lightened. A soldier carrying

83

pounds v134 be in no condition to go into combat after even a short march with
such a load.A.

15. Interview of Hilt Off with Col Anderson, ArC, 4 Jn 44.
(Study No. 2)(C).

16.

*

3ý1-.7/!27

Ibid..

17. Interview of HRit Off with Capt Jobn Woodward, MM, 10 Jan 44.
314.7/229 (S~idy No. 214)(C).
18.

wood.meo 3147./'53 (Stud~y No. 24)(c).
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An actual typical load as tabulated. b Major Woo,1, vt.
consisted. of the folloving: 1 9

surely exoesuive.

Lb..
1

Oz.
2

12

8
11

1 Bayonet

1

8

1 pair Mukluk@

1

1 Brush, M~tn4
cI
anteen
1 Climbers

2
I

1 Container, Fuel, filled

1

2 pair Adapters

2 @et Food. Begs (4)

I Bg, Sleepi

5

I set, Band, Contraction

10

4
9

Sicup
1

1 Davers, Wool
3 Handkerchiefs
"1Insole, Felt, Pr
"1 Laces, Boot, Ski
1 Mittens, Wool
1 Mittens, 07Or, iWhite
1 Pad, Insulating
1 Pad, Snowshoe, Pr.
1 Rifle, MH
1 Shirt, Knit
1 Snowshoes, ftergenay, Pr.

3
2
1

4

6
6

2
9

9
3k

2

1

1 Spoon
1

2 Pro, Socks, Artic

2 Pro, Socks, Light Wool
1 Pr. Socks, Wool, Sk
1/2 Stove, Mountain
1:/2 Tent, Mlountain

8

1

6

3
7

I Kit, Ski, mergency
1 Toilet Articles

1 Tool, Entrenching

2

1 Trousers, Ski, White

1

14ration

8

1
1

1 fess Kit
First Aid. Kit
3 Wax, s

*1

10
9

1 Undershirt, Wool
1 Ruoksok

--

It

2

6
2
2

1 Box, Match
1 Wýritlets

14

1 Knife, ki
1 Goggles
Amunition and Belt

2
8

9

4 oz.

84 Lbs.

TOTAL
uoointly put It,
suc

As TiM

19.

Ibid..

20.

TimLo,

"No other troops tote so ,wUi." 2 0

24 Ag 12, V 60..
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The Office of Quartermaster General was well aware of this. Through their
effcrts and research, sleeping bags were reduced from 12 to 9 pounds, stoves from
pounds to 1 pound. Tentage remained heavy because of the waterproof material used.
Thirteen pounds for a two-man tent was too much weight.
Men left them behind; they
preferred to build lean-to's or snow-caves on the spot, or Just unroll their sleeping bags on the ground. Nylon was scarce because of the need. for parachutes; 'balloon
If the waterproofing had been eliminated, severalL%,••_•
cloth was equally u~navailable.

a,

i

-•

'

•

pounds could have been dropped off, and the tents would not have frosted up with
condensed moisture on the- inside.
The Board rec nended several times that this
be done,
but it was unable ta convince the Office of the Quartermaster General.
The tents continued to be the most serious weight problem in the mountaln trooper's

.

rucksack.21

L'

Among the high-quality items developed for the troops were nylon climbing ropes,
lighter than manila and twice as strong; dark goggles specially treated to cut out
the ultra-violet rays at high altitudes; the one-pound. gasoline stove already
mentioned; dehydrated. rations of powdered soups, cheese, vegetables, and concentrated meats, averaging 2-1/2 pounds per man per day; mountain Jacket with a hood,
large pockets, and an auxiliary knapsack built into a pouch in back; and various
tyjes of wind-proof outer clothing worn over an inner pile warmer than fur.
in summing it

up, the development of the mountain trooper's equipment on the

whole has been one of the most encouraging phases of the program.

That it could.

have been better there is little
doubt; the old. Mountain and Winter Warfare Board.
suffored from lack of sufficient personnel and equipment, as well as from a skeptical
attitude in Washington. What was needed. most of all was a liaison officer fran the
Office of Quartermaster General working full time with the Board, and sending reports in directly by telephone and telegraph, not by slow mail through clogged
channels.
Then the process of getting information from the field back to the research laboratory would have been speeded up considerably.

•-"
•

,

V.

["

SI...-l

...................
.. .

21. Conversation of Hiat Off with It Charles .ka&dley, M1,

.

AiXg 43.
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CHAPTER XII
LIAISON

From the start, the troops of the Mcuntain Training' Center suffered from lack
of adequate liaison. The reasons underlying this situation were several. One partial
cause lay in the fact that mountaineering and skiing were something entirely
foreign to the United States Army. The General Staff Corps in Washington listed no
officers with oxperience in this field. The project had been given impetus by a
interest in mainConsequently, there was apparently little
civilian, Minot Dole.
taining liaison between Army Ground Forces and the Mountain Training Center.
Another basic handicap to effective liaison resulted from the fact that all the
specialized talent, all the technical skill and experience, was in the ranks. In
.91941 the highest ranking officer in the United States Army with real mountaineering
background was a captain, and by far the majority of world-famous experts in this
field were either privates or civilians. Few of the staff officers of field grade
or higher in Washington professed to know much about skiing and mountaineering.
Little wonder that liaison between Army Ground Forces and the Mountain Training
Center was limited to a few visits by Minot Dole, Major Tappin, Colonel Robinson,
"an.d1 Major Wood. General McNair did not visit the Mountain Training Center until
26 June 1943. He inspected the portable tramway of the Engineers, the Rock Climbing
School, the 99th Infantry Battalion, the lot Battalion of the 86th Infantry, arid the
609th Field Artillery Battalion. His report was highly laudatory of all thelynits
visited, with the sole exception of the 99th Infantry Battalion, which was not satisfactory in several aspects of its platoon proficiency tests. The report concluded
personnel for the [pack artilby stating that steps were being taken to obtain tall
lery. 1 Shortly thereafter, the Mountain Training Center was reactivated as the loth
Light Division.
The Air Forces set up an Arctic Training School at Mt. Evans, Colo., in 1943 to
teach its fliers how to survive cr ih landings in the Arctic wilderness. They borrowed some Mountain Training Center men and officers to assist with the program. A
few of these men were later transferred to the Air Forces, but others whom tne Air
Forces requested were refused by General Rolfe as being "not available "2

.

*

Of the foreign nations with whom the Mount-iin Training Center dealt, Norway,
Chile, and England head the list.
Colonel Dahl and Colonel Steneseen of the Norwegian Army, both spent several months with the mountain troops aa observers, and
Colonel Dahl
lecturud to the troops on their ewn experiences in the war in Norway.
was in command of the troops that were the last to leave Narvik, and Colonel Stenessen was an experienced mountaineer.

,'..

On 2 April 1942 General Marshall sent a memorandum to the -eputy Chief of"Staff,
asking if Norwegian ski instructors could be of help to the Army. He stated that
while in London, Ambassador Biddle had come to see him, bringing the senior Norwegian officer in Ent .ail, who had offered the services of several crack Norwegian
A query to the Commanding
ski instructors then teaching British troops in Iceland.
General of the Iceland Base Command on 9 May brought the information that the
United States Army which was stationed in Iceland had taken over all Norwegian ski
instructors for their own use, and none were available for use in the United

.
*.'.•1..e*".
..

1.

AGF ltr 355.02/185(AGF)(12 Jul 43)GNGCT to CG MTC,

Cp Hale, Colo, 12 Jul

43, Visit to MbC, Cp Hale, 26 Jun. 314.7/21 (Study No. 24)(C).
2.

Interview Hist Off with loth Light Div Staff Off, Aug 43.
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States.3 Other Norwegian visitors to Camp Hale included Col. Otto Meenther-&awe,
and Lt. Col. V. Ebbesen, both of whom came in the spring of 1943. Another visitor
was Dr. Vi.hjalmur Stefansson, famous Arctic explorer, who gave freely of his time
and knowledge during the winter of 1943, showing how to build snow houses, and
emergency shelters.

DR. VILUJAIMU. STEFANSSON DE1MONSTRATING THE CORRECT

WAY OF BUILDING AN IGLOO AT CAMP HALE
It was natural that Chile--a country ribbed with mountains nearly twice as high)
as our own, including Aconagua, a 23,000-foot giant--should send several officers to
observe the Mountain Training Center. Gen. Oscar Fuenteo and two other officers
from the Chilean Army inspected Camp Hale on 15 October 1945. Negotiations were
also initiated by the Chilean Embassy to allow a Captain Silva-Godoy to attend
"Mountain Warfare School" at Camp Hale, following the example set by other Chilean
officers who were attending the Infantry School tit Ft. Benzing, Ga., and the Armored
Force School at Ft. Knox, Ky. Unfortunately, no such "Mountain Warfare School" existed at Camp Hale; the Mountain Training Center wrote ba:.k on 19 March 1943 that
they would be glad to receive Captain Silva-Godoy as an observer, but he would only
bcnools which were being conducted there
be able to attend the regulor divisional
4
with emphasis on mountainous terrain.

.

From England came Brig, P. D. W. Dunn and two other officers to Camp Hale in
February 1943. They obiierved the maneuvers of the 87th Mountain Infantry, and Brigadier Durrn wrote a most interesting and valuable pamphlet on his conception of the
3.

Memo of Gen Marshall for CDofS, 2 Apr 42.

381 War Plans WDGSA.

4. 3d ind on MTO ltr -1O.2/)-GNYGA, to CG AGF, 19 Mar 45, sub:
Chilean Army to High 1t Tr Uniits. 335-.11/15 (Chile).
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proper uoa of mountain troops in modern war, copies of which vere diearzbuted to the
staff of the Mountain Trainin Center by General Rolfe.5
A certain amount of liaison was also maintained between the Mountain and Wintor

Warfare Board and 4+,g equivalent In the British PaWz

!I•

Command.

the Mountain and Snow Warfare

On 8 August 1942,, Army Ground Forces directed the Mountain and Winter War-

fare Board to exchange copies of its monthly progress reports with the British. 6
The "Barclay miesion,"

a group of British officers who visited Camp Hale in October

1943, in connection with training Scottish mountain troops, stated emphtiually that
better liaison was needed between American and British mountain units.7

"also came.

From Eng

a group of about sizty enlIeted men and officers in lovember 1943 to attend
a tbree weeks' course in the oporation and maintenance of the "Weasel" or M-29,. A
group of about twelve WEC officers flaw to Italy in the fall
of 190 to Insttruct
troops in mountain technique on the spot•

To Canada at the invitation of the Canadian Alpine Club went two !fC officers
in July 1943, Captain Jay and Lieutenant Bradley. They attended the three-weeks
Canadian Army Mountaineering S hool at Little Yoho, British Columbia, and wrote &

"rport for Army Ground Forces.

Also to Canada went lieutenants ThoMpson end Iccmis

in February 1944 to assist with the winter training of British troops at Jasp!.,-ý

Alberta.
%

5. NTC Unnumb memo GNYGC, 8 Mar 43, sub:
Mountains. 314.7/19 (Study No. 24)(C).'
6. AGF ltr
(NWW).
33.2/53
7.

Trps.

8.

to Pres, 14W,

8 Aug 42, sub:

Notes on Winter Warfare in the
Epts and Recomendations.

Conversation of Hict Off with Capt John Woodward, MG, Jan 44.
(1) NTC ltr

(C) to CG AGF,

19 Aug 43,

sub:

Rpt on Canadian Alpine Tng for

334.2/53 (MW Bd).

(2) 10th Lt Div ltr to CG ACF, 14 Aug 43, sub:
Club Course on Military Mountaineering.

Rpt on Canadian Alpine

_.kiA
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CHAPER XIII

MOUNTAIN TRAINING GROUP

~~After

•

the activation of the 10th Light Division on 15 Jui7.l9Y3,

the days of

""•I

Mountain Training
Center
were obviously
numbered.
It had
served
~ the~p
rpose--that
of giving
instruction
In mountain
and winter
warfare
to its
thoprimary
officers•

•"

!

and enlisted men who eventually were to go Into combat as the 1Oth Light Division.

Those
whobeen
remained
in thewere.-.
untain
Center,
transfers
account of
tion had
effected,
mainlyTraining
men unsuiteti
for after
tactical
combat,andonreorganiza-

•

either lack of military training or physical handicaps. They wore still excellent
potential instructors of mountain and winter warfare. The fate of the hundred odd
men and officers left in the Mountain Training Center on 15 July 1943 depended upon
whether or not another division was to be activated.
On 20 October 1943 came a partial answer. The Mountain TrainUS Center was
disbandedj effective 23 October 194*Ll In its place a mountain Training Group was
set up, to which practically all personnel of the Mountain Training Center was
shifted. Its job was similar to that of the old organization, but with this difference: more emphasis was to be placed on "instruction teems" of men and officers
which would be sent out to other camps to give specialized training to various
standard Army units. Also, the Table of Organization for the Mountain Training
Group provided for no cooks, no mess sergeant, and no supply ergeant. It was a
hybrid organization. Military training for the members of the Mountain Training
Group practically ceased; they were now a pool of specialists skilled in arm skiing
and army mountaineering, available on call at any hour of the day or night to perform jobs of this nature at any place.

___

.

-

.'-.
'-,.-.

The first group left for Camp McCoy, Wis., late in October 1943, to give winter
training to the 76th Division. Approximately thirty officers and a hundred enlisted
men made up this contingent, commanded by Major Wikner. For six weeks they gave
instruction in cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and winter bivouacking a
selected group of about one thousand 76th Division officers and noncommissioned officers. Lack of snow handicapped the program severely. Nevertheless, so well was
the instruction given that at the end of six weeks' time, their 76th Division
students were able to go back to their respective units and give capable instruction
to their own men, while the members of the Mountain Training Group stood by in a
supervisory capacity.

'

,6

Another group of MUG officers and men under Captain Woodward went to Pine Camp,
N. Y., in early November 1943, to give similar .winter training to the members of the
5th Armored Division. When work had been progressing satisfactorily here for about
a week, orders came through sending the 5th Armored Division overseas. This left the
somewhat bewildered members of the Mountain Training Group in the position of instructors without students, so they packed their rucksacks and went home to Camp Hale, 3
A third contingent from the old Mountain Training Center--about twelve officers
and twenty enlisted men--was alr3ady at Elkins, W. Va., when the orders came
1. Second Army ltr (R), AG 322.17-30 GMF, to CO MrC, 20 Oct 43, sub: Letter
Orders, No 1-12 (Inactivation of MUC). 314.7/24 (Study No 24) (C).

2.

1. ýrview Hist Off with Capt John Woodward, MTG, 10 Jan 44.

314.7/29 (Study

No 24) (C".
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notifying them of thebr transfer to the Mowutain Training Group.
It made little
difference in their status, however.
Under the coumand of Maj. Robert Works, they
had been conducting schools in assault climbing aince late July for the 28th,. 35th,
77th, and 95th Divisions. Roped climbing, belaying, rapelling, piton work, and even
the difficult tension ciltbing were successfully taugit in a series of two-week
classes, culminating in an all night "assault" up a 300-foot cliff.4 These four

I":
l

divisions, in addition to the 45th and one combat team of the 36th Division--which
had been trained similarly a year previously--and the 2d and 76th Divisions--trained

*

in over-snow movement in Wiaconsin--all had opportunity to put to actual use in war
the techniques learned from the Instructors of the Mountain Training Center. A
study of the accomplishments of these divis~lons will prove the value of even a short
period of mountain and winter varfare training for combat troops.rS.
The remainder of the Mountain Training Group strjed at Camp Hale, Colo., augmented by about 40 officers and 160 enlisted men from the 87th Mountain Infantry.
These men were sent back from Kiska because of '.heir special qualifications as ski
and mountain instructors. Unfortunately, they swanpod the small Table of Organization for the Mountain Training Group far beyond the saturation point, thus cancelling
any chances of promotion for those in the original Mountain Training Group. For examplej, over thirty aecond lioutenants were carried I.m an organization whose Table of

Orgi zation listed no second lieutenants at all.

.

,

It wae a situation that contrib-

uted tb a general lowering of morale.
At Camp Hale itself a strange administrative setup existed. To take care of
the-Avaious noudixi ion&m troops created by the conversion of the large (3u,000)
Mountain Training Center into the ttreamlined (9,000) 10th Light Division, the 15th
Headquarters and ma4gqarters,?etachment, Spocial Troops, Second Army., had been
activated on 23 October 1943.

,

Consisting of five officers and fifteen enlisted men, this detachment was
augmented to thirty-seven officers ans forty enlisted men to "provide total •prsonnel needed for mountain and winter Instructional teams." 7 One can Imagine the resulting confusion when the 40 officers and 160 enlisted men from the 87th arrived
out of the Aleutians and were attached unassiged to this already filled Table of
Or•anization.
Under Headquarters 15th Detachment were the Mountain Training Group, 10th
Reconnaissance Troop, 10th Quartermaster Battalion, 7th, 37th, and 38th Veterixary
Companies, 126th and 226th Engineer Companies, and 252d Quartermaster Laundry Campany. It was a heterogeneous group at best. The 10th Reconnaissance Troop and the
Mountain Training Group paralleled each other in purpose an& persomnel, and were
composed of expert skiers and mountaineers--two -%tactical pools of imztructors.
The other units were practically the same as might _ave been found in any flatland
outfit. Over these was the 15th Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, Special
Troops, Second Army, staffed almost entirely with officers and men brought in from
the Tank Destroyer Center, Camp Hood, Tex. And behind them, 1,450 miles away, stood
Headquarters, Second ArM.

4.

Conversation of Hist Off with Lt Col Paul Lafferty, NrG, Feb 44.

5.

MIW Sch & Tng Center itr

for CG A? 10 Mar 47, sub:

..

•.-....

•.W.

•.,

Comments to Studv 24,

"~The MrCf("314.7/49 (Study Ito 24) (C).
6.

No A-3357.

Second Army ltr

(R),

AG 322.17-1.5 GMM, 20 Oct 43, sub:

letter Orders

314.7/23 (Study No 24) (C).
Ibid.
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Perhaps the strangest situation of all was the position occupied by the loth
Originally formnd in September 1942 at Ft. Meade, S.D.,
Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop.
as a horse cavalry outfit, it was brcught to Camp Hale in November 1942 and given
winter training in the hope that it might become the Reconnaissance Troop for the
Mountain Division, able to operate equally well on horses, skis, and over mountains.

•

_

This did not turn out to be the case, as pointed out in Chapter III; the personnel

proved to be both i.r:pt and unwilling to learn the skills necessary for mountain and
winter warfare. Consequently, officers and men of the original troop were transferred to Camp Carson, Colo.) in the spring of 1943 and split up among various
Quartermaster pack companies at. that station. In accordance with the letter from
Army Ground Forces of 25 April 1943, these men were rplaced by expert mountaineers,
"and mechanized equipment substituted for the horses. 0 Captain Woodwar( became Comanding Officer of the new 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop on 7 May 1943, and the
"troop embarked on its new mission of teaching a standard procedure of military
mountaineering technique.
Throughout the suter of 1943, its officers and enlisted men taught rock-clizbIne to unite of the 10th Light Dfiision at Camp Hale.

|

In September fifteen officers

.

.

"amid men went to Mt. Rainier to give a month's instruction in glacier technique to

other 10th Division units. Ten more of the Troop's men went to Ft. Lewis to assist
in the production of a traAing film entitled "Personal Hygiene in Snow and Extreme
Cold."

"The rock climbing school wound up on 16 October 194.,

1

b-,

and shortly thereafter, a

refresher eourse was begun in the new snow of the high mountains around Camp Hale
for the ski instructors. Then followed the dispatch of winter instructional teams

*

"..-•

to Camp McCoy, Pine Camp, and units of the 10th Division at Camp Hale. A rock climb"ing detail of five officera and sixteen enlisted men were flown to Italy in December

"1943.

...-

Captain Jay became Commanding Officer of the 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop
on 16 December 1943, replacing Lt. Russell McJury. At this time a group of officers
and men from the Office of Strategic Services in Washington, D.C., arrived at Camp
Hale for a two weeks' course in skiing, and men from the 10th Reconnaissance Troop
gave the instruction.

V.',

This was followed by an assignment to teach the loth Medical..

",

Battalion of the 10th Light Division. Throughout the winter, when not engaged in
actual missions, the Troop went on long ski-mountaineering trips of from three to
five days' duration in the high mountains on all sides of the camp, including.aacent
of the second and third highest mountains in the United States. 9

The basic idea of the 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop was excellent, but the
name was unfortunate for a group of instructors in mountain and winter warfare.

Con-

..

siderable confusion was constantly arising as a result. Set up as a Cavalry Troop,
under T/O 2-27 (1 Marcb 1943), its ratings and equipment were all cavalry and unfitted
for use in an instructor oool of mountaineers. Motor sergeants' ratings had to be
Juggled among skilled skiers; platoon officers' bars had to be transferred to rock-

• .climbing

"-'

supervisors; and no one kmew what to do with the growing pile of .50-caliber

"machine guns, cavalry radio sets, and other tactical impedimenta that cluttered the
small supply rcom.
Efforts to change the name of the troop proved unsuccessful.

.....

..-.

On 13 May 1943,

the Mountain Training Center wrote to Army Ground Forces that "since al- men in the
*

jI.

8.

AGF ltr (R) 320.2/9(Mtn)GNGCT,

to CG MrC,

25 Apr 43,

sub:

Orga and Tng of

•.*.

.•

"Mt Units.
9.

*

9 Oct 43.

Hist of 10th Recon Tr (Mech), 22 Mar 44, Suppl to 10th Cay Recon Tr History,
314.'/25 (Study No 24) (C).
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troop are basically Infantry., authority ls requested to redesignate the 10th Cavalry

Reconnaissance Troop as the 10th Reconnaissance Company."

This request was disap-

proved on the grounds that the troop would eventually become the Reconnaissance Troop
for the new Mountain Division.l
Actually, when the Table of Organization for the
lOth Light Division appeared two months later, no provis i on whatsoever was made for
"reconnaissance element."

a

Relations with Second Army were confused. Apparently, Memphis did not understand the AG letter of 25 April 1943, which called for replacing the personnel of
the troop with "skilled mountaineers and skiers." To Second Arzy, "10th Cavalry
Reconnaissance Troop" meant just what it said, and they repeatedly sent letters to

15th Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment a't Camp Hale, demanding information as

iv

to why Infantry and Signal Corps officers were being assigned to the 10th Cavalry
Reconnaissance Troop. They also directed that tv. officers be sent from the Troop
to attend the Officers' Advanced Course at the Cayalry School, Ft. Riley, Kans.
These and similar letters kept coming in from time to time until finally Col.

'

-

"

Donald P. Spalding, Commanding Officer of the 15th Detachment, wrote a letter to
Arwr Ground Forces through Second Army, requesting specific information as to the
status and mission of the 10th Reconnaissance Troop.
"This headuarters desires information as to whether this organization is to be considered as a non-tactical
organization to be used as a pool of instructors in Mountain and Winter Warfare
Operations, or whether they will be trained tactically as a reconnaissance unit."II
A few weeks later Colonel Spalding received word through channels that the
matter was being taken under consideration, and the situation eaoed up suorwhat.
But the 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop still
had its troubles, one of which was
that it was used by 15 Headquarters as a kind of Headquarters Company, and from its
meagir roster of 62 men present fcr duty, it was forced to operate a motor pool of
50 odd vehicles and a supply room for 471 men, as well as fire the furnaces and perfom similar Janitor details for 15th Headquarters. .,cause of his geographical
proximity to headquarters, the Troop's commanding officer acted, in addition to his
regular duties, as a supply officer for what amounted to a battalion.
At that time, as a result of the culmination of much work by Colonel IA
,
Colonel Cook, and others in Washington and Camp Hale, a Second Arm order came
transferring the 10th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, "loes personnel akA equipnt,"
to Ft. Knox, Ky. The 7 officers and 142 widely-scattered men of the troop "Na
trarnsferred in grade and attached unassigned to the Mowutain Training Group.
Five
days later most of them had been transferred to Infantry units in the loth Light
Division, while those who remained (34 officers and 102 enlisted men) were assiged
new Jobs in a reorganized Mountain Training Group; with a Table of Organization that
included sections on skiing, snowshoeing, rocY climbing, equipment, and medical
evacuation. Their future, however, depended on what plans Army Ground Forces had, if
any, for training new mountain divisions, since the 10th Light Division was already
on maneuvers and about ready for combat. At any rate, whatever the future might.
hold, none of it concerned the Mountain Training Center. All that was left to it was

a history.

10.

MWC 1tr to CG AGF,

13 i-y 43, and let ind, sub:

Redesignation of 10th Car

11.

15th Eq Sp Tr ltr to CG AGW, 30 Dec 4A, no sub.

314.7/26 (Study No 24)(C).

12.

Hist of 10th Recon Tr (Mech),

Rcn Tr.

9 Oct 143.

•N

'

22 Mar 44, Suppl to 10th Caw Recon Tr History,

314.7/25 (Study No 24)(C).
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CHAPTER XIV
THE MEDICAL SECTION
No history describing ths activities of the Mountain Trainlng Center would be

*

complite without a summary of the accomplishments of the medical detachment of the
87th Mountain Infantry. When the first
battalion of that regiaet went to Mt.
Rainier for winter training in February 1942, 1t wee aoomenied by a Battalion
Medical Section of one officer, Capt. Louis Mklov, and two enlisted man. Their

evacuation equipment was so meager that from the start they were forced to improvise
and borrow from the local Park Service. The enlisted personnel were accomplished
mountaineers, fortunately, as well as trained National Ski Patrolmen. So, in spit•
of difficvlties, the troops received good field support. Ski injuries, of which the
percentage was 1, , were given prompt treatmsn.
During that winter certain special

"

items of over-snow evacuation equipment were tested dad rejected as unsuitable for

Army use.

Notable among these was a light rescue sled.

,:-..

This sled was a copy of one

used by explorers, hunters, and winter armies since the time of Nansen.
It is of
interest to note tha4 finally, thre years lator, users of this sled revised their
opinion and it cam into deserved popularity.
During the summer and fall of 1942 a detachment from the 87th Mountain Infantry.
was sent go the Columbia ice fields in Canada. Thetufhout the last two
Ionth
of y

this expedlition, the medical section, with the help of otera

p...;
•
"o...
.-

personnel, was able to

perform every classical mountain and Ainter evacuation exercise.1

Upon return to the States, many of the mu

Camp McCoy, Wis.,

L

who had been in Canada wre sent to"

to assist with the winter trainn

.

the 2d Division...'.@.

prograo

..

acted as adviser to the 24 Division Surgeon. Together they condcted studiese In the
vinterization of stand
davisions an well as experin
I the owe mo evauatio
of the winter casualty. Mush new ":uIpmnt includin t
Finnish pulka, or snobat,2
van bull'. id tested.
During this same winter the bulk of the work of the mountain winter evacution

.•.-:

proMedm was carried on by the 10th Medical Battalion, and the 87th and 86th Infantry

-

Medical Detachments.
Downhill toboggn rescue technique was perfected, and tests
were conducted at the request of the Army Ground Forces to determine the suitability
of =ch new equipment. 3

:-.

Throughout the winter of 1943, work went forward also on the Medical chapters,.-*.
of the proposed Mountain Troop manual.
Chapters were approved, with modifloations,,.
by Army Gromnd Forces for use at the Mountain Training Center on first-aid, evacum-

tion of wounaed, and mountain medicine.
manual is in an unfinished state. 4

.

-'.

At the time of this writing, the cmplete

1. A cuoplete record of this work may be found in the files of the Special
Projects Branch, G-3, AGF, Washington, D.C.
2.
Complete details of this work may be found In the report of the 2d Division's
records on winter training, 1942-4.3, and in the report of the medical adviser to the

Division Surgeon.
3.
Hq AG?.

353/1 Winter.

Results of these studies are to be found in the files of the iWW

4.

AGF 5th ind to CO 1TC on ltr 461-GaNR-2/23636(0-5-142).
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Another important york was also going on at the sawe time. One of the greatest
difficultie; in the development of the mountain troops vas alvays a lack of definite
physi•al standards . This allowed men to be assigned to mountain duty who should
never have left the lowland.s
When the let Battalion of the 87th Mountain Infantry
v&A activated, the gsne
'! belief in military circles, as repavted In the ArZ and
*Navy _Retsr vwas that "only men who possess the physical qualif~c~tions necessary
for wrrk at high altitudes and in lov temperatures will be selected for the battaliou."5 Actually, no special standard. were applied and men from every climate and
every valk of li,
were sent to the mountain unit, as well as trained skiers and
mountaineers.
The cold, the extremely high altitude, and the rugged work soon took a heavy
toll of these untrained men. The cmmanding general then had the problem of what to
do with the misfits, and how to prevent more from arriving daily. On 10 November
1942, Cglonel Gaither of the Special Projects Brans" sent the following memorandi1m
to G-3:0

It is believed from the experience of civilian expeditions that a
certain percentage of so-called average pereonnl will be seriously
handicapped when required to operate under real mountain conditions.
Principal among these limitations -W be:
(a) Inability to aoclimatize fully to mountain
altitudes.

(b) Inability to acclimatize fully to low
temperatures.

"(0) Inability to carry heavy mountain pack.
(d) "Mentil" acclimatization.
Recruiting offioer. have inquired concerning the advisabllity of
establishing qualification requirswnts.
It In therefore believed that factual consideration should be given
by appropriate medical officers of the Mountain Training Center to the

desirability of establishing smh standa-rads.
G-3 agreed, ana on 12 November 1943 a letter vent out to Colonel Rolf* at the
Mountain Training Center requesting that such a study be conducted by appropriate

medical officers to determine whether or not special qualification requirements

should be eetae•i1hed for officers and enlisted men desiring service vith mountain
troops. It was suggested that Section V of War Department Circular No. 155, 21 May
1942, "Qualification Requirements for Parachute Troops," be used as a guide.7
To study this situation, a board of medical officers was convened at Camp gala

on .7 February 1943, consisting of the following members: Lt. Col. HAr L. Berman,
10th Medical Battalion; Maj. Louis Malow, 87th Mountain Infantry; Capt. Frederick
Renteen, 10th Medical Battalion; and Capt. Thomas Connors,

87th Mountain Infantry.

It vas the conclusion of this board that "the physical standards proscribed for
Clue 1-A in MR 1-9 and in AR 40-105 are considered generally adequate for mountain
troops and should be rigidly adhered to in their selection. As a general rule, no
5.

Arm

d Nalvy

egister

1 Nov 194i, p 2.

6. Memo of Special Projects Branch AGF for G-3 AGF, 10 Nov 42, sub:
qualiflcation Requirements for Mt Tre. 201.6.
7.
Mt Tre.

.

ACV ltr 201.6/,6o-GGCT, 12 Nov 42, sub:

Qualification Requirements for
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limited serviepersonnel should b accepted for duty in the mountains. Bowver, it
is reommended that a board of officers, both medical and nonmedioal, be appointed
to consider the physical qualifications of selected limited service off10rese
and
enlisted men vho have particular skill for --- A- duty
who might
use at
aP a
training center, but not In a cobat diviseon."
The board also recmeded that a exiamm age limit of 35 years be set for
enlisted men, 'and 30 years for mountain artilleryn. These latter should be at
leaot feet, 10 Inohee In height, to facilitate packing on animals. Two ailments,
seoond
pee pleans and active syphilIs, were listed as disqualifying any ran
for mountain and vinter vork.9
These reoommindatons were approved by the Mountain Training Center and sent on
to Amy Ground 7orcee . That headquarters sent the report on through channels to The
Surg•s•
General vith an indorseamnt to the effect that "as a general principle this
headquarters is oilseed to the establislment of any speoial qualifications for particular types of duties." The Military Personnel Division and The Burgeon General
both areed that the present general and limited servioe categories ere sufficient,
and. if officers or men proved physically unqualified after dus trial. they should be
reassigned to other units of Army Ground Forces.
Back at Mountain Training Center again, the report vwa noted and Indorsed back
to Army Ground Forces asking for "authority to periodioelly report to your headquarters" such men as proved unfit for the mountains, but not to the extent that
they could be reclassified as limited servioeslO
The discussion vhich took place in Amy Ground Forces on this all-important
question i0 ,of Interest in viev of the popular misoonception, even among military
author..tise, that only selected personnel were being assigned to the Mountain Troops.
On 12 April 1943, 0-1, AGF, submitted the following memorandum to 0-3, AOF:ll
G-1 is In general opposed to preferential treatment regarding personnel to be assigned to any type of unit. It is fully realized, however,,
that the training and operational requirements of som units require
select personnel and cannot utilize run-of-the-mill inductees; such preferontial treatment has been authorized for parachute units and to a lesser
extent to the airborne troops.
The basic oommnication ultimately poses the question, "Shall mountain units be given special consideration in the assibnment of personnel?"
In other vords, seventeen months after the mountain troops had been offtoiall4
activated, and two years after the experimental mountain units had turned in their
reports, G-1 of Army Ground Forces had not yet made up its mind vhether or not
specialized personnel Vere necessary for mountain units.

8.

10th Mod Bn ltr

Requirements for Mt Trs.

201.6/36O-aNGeT,

17 Feb 43 and 10 Inds, sub:

Qftalification

31-.7/18 (Study No. 214)(C).

9.

Ibid.

10.

Ibid.

11.

Memo of G-1 AG? to G-3 AGF, 12 Apr

43.
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But the discussions of physical standards went on. Army Ground Forces sent
back a table of physical standards for mountain troops, with a list of the units
comprising such troops. Unfit personnel in those units were to be absorbed in other
units of the Mountain Training Center. To this, Mountain Training Center added a
ninth indorsement, asking for reconsideration of their previous request, and pointing
out the large number of "altitude" patients unfit for mountain service, who would be
fit for general service at a lover altitude. If merely transferred to other units
at Camp Hale, as Army Ground Forces recommnded, they would not be serving at a lower
altitude, and thus their altitude sickness would remain with them; furthermore, they
would be classified as limited service when in reality they were fit for. general
service at lover altitudes, in direct contrast to War Department directives.12

,.•for

Finally, on the tenth indorsement, Army•Ground Forces granted General Rolfe
permission to apply the reassigmnent tests to _41 units of the Mountain Training
Center. Men who showed definite symptoms of altitude sickness could be reassigned,
and no such men could be absorbed in-afy other unit of the Mountain Training Center
at Camp Hale. All men determined physically unfit for mountain work were to be reto Army Ground Forces, attention Classification and Replacement Division,
ported
reassigmnt.13
This was a great step forward in the struggle to eliminate unsuitable mountain
troop personnel, and at the time of this writing over one thousand men have been
reassigned since June 1943,14
Although by the end of spring 1943, the Mountain Training Center was eight
months old, its co, lement included no assigned medical Persunnel. However, in
June 1943, an offl.cer was added to the roster; a month later he was sent to the WeE'o
Virginia Maneuver Area to start the first United States Army School of Medical

Mountaineering.
With the establishment of this school, the Medical Section of the Mountain
Training Center came of age. Additional officers and enlisted men were added, and
the resu.t• speak for themselves.15
After the Evacuation School had been operating successfully for ten weeks., the
senior Mountain Training Center medical officer was assigned as technical advisor to
a training film project entitled, "Personal Hygiene in Snow and Eztreme Cold." This
film was photographed in studios at Ft. Lewis, Wash., the Signal Corps Photographic
Center, Long Island City, N. Y., and on Mt. Rainier. It is a notable addition to
the present series of training films.
While this film was being made, the Mountain Training Center became the
Mountain Training Group, under the Headquarters of 15th Detachment, Special Treoops,=

12. Memo of G-1 AGF to G-3 AGF, 12 Apr 43.
13.

10th Mad Bn itr

201.6/360-GNGCT,

tion Requirements for Mt Trs.
14.

AGF 201.6.

17 Fab 43 and 10 inde, sub:

%"
Qualifica.-

.•

314.7/18 (Study No. 24)(C).
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Conversation of Hist Off with Lt. Charles Bradley, Feb 44.

may be found
synopsis of the t)rpe of work taught in this school
15. A brief
•
.
in "A Practical Handbook of Mountain Operations" (R), prepared by the Office of the
Senior Technical Advisor, West Virginia Maneuver Area, Elkings, W. Va.

12.-....-Mem.,.•
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Second Army, and presently plans for the winterization of the 76th Division were
prepared. The work of the Mounttin Trainin3 Center was carried on under another

name.16
Au evaluation of t.he aotivities of the medical personnel in mountain troop
units may be uaeful. There can be no doubt that ncw variety of± special training
must be providod for medical troops about to en~ In mountain or flatland winter
operations. But the question aries., "What kind and how much?* Hkot every moldier
become a consummate mountaineer, vocijuan, snovuhoer, or skier?

of knowledge and proficiency be sufficient?

Or will a mini-

These are the questions that tad to be

answered before the large-scale trainiag of winter troops could be rational]

con-

ducted. The )•bliography of a paper enttled, "Medical Problems of ountain Troops$"
on file in the Office of The Burgeon Qenural, is recamended for thome who are
interested in the background of winter and mountaln ",-Aioal operations.17
Information from theso aourcee and f m-a p'atical experience heo Indicated
beyond all doubt that civi!V~n methods and training-rW-A rements are not applicable
to the Army without considerable modifications. Aotua3l .,
three types of training
programs were prepared and conducted. Uaoh program includod voodcraft or mountaineering, personal health, sanitation, first aid, and the care and evacuation of
oasualties. The presentation of each program was a separate problem demanding much
thought. Obviously, summer mountaineering in the Weat Virginia nountalva
a different technique from the winter operation in the high Ro*kioe, and
same token, a winter program for flatland troops would be unlik-o either.
there is aetl! confusion In sno quarterm, each problem icll be discuosed.

__

called for
by the
Sin*e

.

*.

in om e-

-

detail.

..16

WIIRT:

MOUNTAIN

In order to appreciate the problem of traini

men to fight in snow and cold,

the essential difference. to be found in mountain and flatland operations maut be
understood.

the b, ights

Although thi fundamental principles of winterization are the ei on

o-.
and the lowlands, their application mut change with each new eviro-

ment.
Mountainous terrain necessitates relatively sall unite, having conplete
over-snow mobility, and decentralization of ocmmand; while on flatland, winter
employment of troops will be more normel. In mountainoum regions all logistical
concepts must be revised to compensate for the retarded teo of activity. The

".

altitude and the rugged character of the land make speed a relative value.

-..
•"

C

ni--.--.

cation is poor and the problem of supply and evacuation exceed all others. LAdIvidual activity is such more evenuous. A mountain soldier mast be capable of
operating over any terrain, under any conditions imposed by weather or combat.
Although he ma have received hi. basic winter training in the foothills, he mast be
prepared to live in the high forests, and to travel over the bleak mnavy vaste"
above timberline. The months required to teach him the ultimate skills of winter
mountaineering may be wasted in a flash if he aake" a false move.

..
..

.-

16. A record of the MEG Medical Department'm experience with the 76th Division
during the winter of 1943-" will be found In the filee of the 15th It Det, Special
Trps, Second Army.
17. Further interesting note. on winter training Wy be found in the report
of a conversation between three MrC officers and the Aae't Charge d'Affaires of the

Soviet hbammy, Washington, D. C., April 1943.
were on file at Bt AGF.

At the tlim of this writing, notes
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FLATLANID

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that any soldier fit for combat

duty can be conditioned for flatland winter operations.
As compared with the -- untain soldier's, his mental and physical adjustment is slight. Although his aotivities mist be modified to provide for his personal health and safety, he will never
experience the degree of exhaustion common in high altitudes after effort. He mst
learn to use snowshoes or to ski, but most of the time these skills will not be used.
In most circumstances he will have the oompanionship of relatively large numbers of
men, and he can depend upon a fairly constant rate of supply. Although he may
encounter difficulties of weather and terrain, they vould not prove insurmountable.
In mountain warfare the medical soldier must be provided with the tools essenwinter mountaineering in addition to the basic toboggan sled, and M-28 or
-M-29. The flatland soldier has little
need for special evacuation skills. Provided.
he has basic over-snow equipment and traini'
and can keep the casualty warm, he
will be well able to perform his mission as a medical soldier.

"tialfor

SIDWR:

•v•iii•
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_

MOUNTAfIN

Nowhere, vith the possible exception of the jungles, is the evacuation of
casualtiee more difficult than in the Mountains.
In winter, when over-snow equipment is ava•lable, evacuation down steep slopes is quite simple, but vhen the
ground is bare, the casualty must be borne down the mountain by manpower.
However,

by careful route selection and by the judicious use of ropes and other mechanical

aids, the casualty may be brought to safety. Too much dependence must not be placed
on pitons, snaplinks, end the like, for they are not always available. Medical
mountain soldiers must develop stamina, initiative, and a determination that will
enable them to overcome any obstacle with whatever equipment they have at hand.
Mountain and winter training require the utmost from every soldier. If the curriculum is presented in a cold and dispassionate manner, he will
hebel against it. but
if he can be induced to accept this training as a personal challenge, his enthusiasm
will be reflected in his work.

*

.

*-

.

-
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CONCU1IOXE:

"

the

The medical aspects of 4 nter or mountain training for a division must be
closely coordinated with the u-aining of the division as a whole. Experience indicated that ten enlisted men and two officers are the minimum required for training
medical personnel of a division. The minim-m time required to conduct the
schedule listed are as follows: 1 8

.--

Divisional Medical Troops--Winter-Mountain, 6-8 weeks
ROT Medical Troops--Summer-Mountain, 2 weeks
Division Mc&dical Troops--Flatland-Winter, 6-8 weeks

-

*

,*.*..•..

18. Training schedules for the training inaicated above will be found in the
files of the 10G, 15th Bq Det, Sp Trps, Second Army, and in the organizations
already having undergone such training.
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CHAPTER XV

CONCIZ]SIOIS
lBefore an appraisal of the Army's experience with the Mountain Training Center
can be made, oognizance must be taken of the fact that the entire progran of mountain
training hinged on certain unknowns of which the most important was the strategio
plan, and therefore the military requirements behind the program adopted. It is
realized that if the requirements of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War Department had called for a mountain force to match that of the German Army it is not
unlikely that the obstacles and objections which compromised the program would have
been pushed aside or overrun, as in the case of the Air Forces, and the objectiveu
of the mountain-minded officers realized. If, on the other hand, the decision made
was that the need for mountain troops was not urgent, and such would seen to be the
case, it can be argued that the program adopted was adequate and would have met the
requirements if it had been carried out effectively. That it was not carri6d out
effectively was due partly to lack of support from above and partly to mistakes made
within the mountain group itself.
In the broad over-all picture another fact stood out. Besides strategic requirements, it was necessary to weight heavily the need for an Army with unit parts
as nearly interchangeable as possible if the Army had to be carried overseas LAn
supplied with limited shipping, used in a variety of theaters, and probably shifted
eventually from one to another.
This condition favored the maxisu of standard
training at the expense of high specialization. Hence, the experimentat.on with
Light Divisions. That this policy was adopted seems evident in the long-rangp
tendency of policiesa governing both the organization and training of the Army.
Furthermore, the skills needed to give emergency training in mountaineering techniques were to be found only in
n who for various reasons (age, foreign extraction, etc.) could not be easily worked into positions of authority in-the military
setup. On the other hand, regular military experts, trained in peacetime by the
Army, die. not possess the mountain experience necessary to guide or administer the
training program without the cooperation of such experts.
To repeat, if mountain troops had been given high priority, all of these problems may have been quickly overcome.
To state whether or not they should have been
given this priority, is beyond the scope of this study. But, if in the future, an
emergency should arise demanding immediate action in developing and training
mountain troops, the history of the Mountain Training Center's experience, as veli
as the findings embodied in its reports on the specifications of new equipaent,.
should prove valuable.
It is with that thought in mind--to ;,int
out the daner
signals that led to previous mistakes, and to post and blaze
whetrail
in the
direction indicated as the right one--that the following summry is submitted.

N:

HIGH PRIORITY OF MISSION
First and most important of all is the fact that nothing significant can be
accomrlished unless the whole program of the development of mountain troops is taken
seriously. Everything hinges on that. The subsequent paragraphs are all based on
the assumption that another emergency will give them a high priority.

PERSONNEL

-

2.
Experience showed that even when recruited by a special effort, such as the
"Junior Officers" plan, the number of actual mountaineers in this country, as dietinguished from "fun" skiers, is a surprisingly small proportion of tee population.
2.

Many of the so-called rugged outdoor type--lumberjack, miner, teamster,
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etc.--are not versatile enough to master the highly skilled techniques of modern
mountain warfare.
3. Keen, young, physically-fit men without previous .experience proved to be
the beat material from the "non-mountaineer" group.
4. Officer Candidate School graduates, and Command and General Staff School
graduates had to relearn much of what they had been taught when assigned to a
mountain unit, especially in tactics and supply.
PROPOSAIS:

IONG-RANGE

A reservoir of trained mountain')ers should be developed and supported in peacetime. Bestor Robinson, citing the analogy of the National Rifle Association as a
perfect example of previous long-range planning by the Army, pointed out that "even
the foreign armies admit we have the best marksmen in the world. Why? Because the
National Rifle Association is virtually an offshoot of the Army. The Army supplies
A number of Army instructors are
amunition at reduced rates; it supplies manuals.
detailed to the National Rifle Association clubs to teach the members to shoot the
Army way.-" Thus a pool of trained marksmen is built up in peacetime for instant
use in war. Similar pools of trained specialists are created by the Navy with the
The technical improvements in aviation are sponsored by the
Coast Guard Reserve.
Air Forces through the National Advisory Committee on Aerc sautics at Langley Field,
and future pilots are oriented In the ways of military flying by the Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Thus ample precedent can be found for the Army to orpate a pool of mountaineers
The groundwork has
in peacetime through the sponsorship of civilian organizations.
already been laid in the ski-mountaineering tests set up by the National Ski Association in collaboration with the Army. They need only to be better known and their
importance stressed upon every ski and mountain club in the United States. Further
steps should include having the government make available surplus equipment at
reduced rates, so that ski mountaineers will become familiar with Army equipent and
technique.
The government should also provide instruction to tie together the Army
There
as it is.
and civilian methods of mountaineering, which differ very little
should be means for channeling new ideas in technology, technique, and equipment,
originating in civilian groups, into the Army, and a board to test and develop them
for military ends.
At least there could be set up within the Army some form of
civilian research group, similar to the National Advisory Committee on Aerdnautics.
Lastly, the support of government land administrators could be enlisted. in establishing huts, trails, and other facilities for ski-mountaineering on public lands.
The organization of a "Mountain National Guard Reserve" unit in the army would
be another phase of long-range planning, so that civilians who have sought mountain
training as a recreation could also serve as a LUcleus for the expansion of mountain
"troops in war time. Objections to this include the necessary altering of the present
setup of the Army, but they could be met.

"

PROPOSALS:

•.

SHORT-RANG

1.
The present cordial and efficient cooperation between the National Ski
Association of America and the Army should be maintained and increased to Include
other organizations of a similar nature, quch as the American Alpine Club and the
National Park Service. Results along this line In the past three years have been
most encouraging, but they can be improved. The experience described on pages 5•-58
above show how effective a campaign of publicity, conducted in cooperation with
1.
"Winter Sports and Winter Warfare,"
xVIII(1942), No 2. Appendix 32.
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a.%

The Commonwealth of California,
.

these agencies, can be in attracting high-grade recruits for this type of warfare.
With a little planning, a nation-wide clearing house for all types of mountaineers
can be set into operation in a short time, utilizing the excellent xample already
set by the National Ski Association and its affiliate, the National Ski Patrol
System.
2. Definite high physical standards
to those established for paratroopers (

mountain units should be set, similar
A,ptar XIV).

3. A Mountain Warfare Branch of the Infantry School should be established,
preferably in a mountainous area. A mountain training course should be included in
the Command and General Staff School.
1. Tables of Organization should be constructed which would provide, perhaps
through training augmentations, for the commissioning of recognized experts on
mountain warfare, in order to give them the authority necessary to administer
effectively the technical sides of this training. The experience of the Mountain
Training Center (see pages 58, 83, and 109 above) iuidicates that the importanoe
of this need can hardly be exaggerated.

Experience of the Mountain Training Center showed that, on the whole, the
equipment problem was handled carefully and well, with skilled specialists on both
the Mountain and Winter Warfare Board in the field and the Office of Quartermaster
General in Washington. Specific difficulties were these:

1.

Much existing information was not being utilized, because of a tendency to

regard the whole program as brand new and unique in world history (see page 91 above).
2. There was a decided lack of liaison between the experiments in the field,
and the development of the equipment in Wat hington. Long delays in transmission of
test reports resulted in confused, misguided actions that later had to be undone. -

(See above, pages 97-, 99.)
3. Because of this delay, many tests were made by the Office of the Quartermaster General in laboratories or not at all, and the results prcved far different
(See above,
when
pagesequipment
98 - 99.) was finally used u-Aer actual conditions in the field.
The following proposals are suggested regarding the development of equipment:
1. A broad liaison policy between the troops and the laboratory
should be established, and clearance of all channels of delays and

administrative red tape.
2. A 1,oard should be set up to read and keep abreast of all literature, reports, etc., on this subject, to avoid repeating costly research
into fields already explored. (This could be one of the missions of the
Bcard suggested under"Proposals: Long Range," above.)

_

3. Preperation should be begun at once by Army Ground Forces of a
field manual embodying all the information gleaned to date, so that a
source of proved knowledge-will be readily available in the future; also,,
preparation of Tables of Organization for mountain units, based on experience recently obtained.
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MOPALE
Experience shows that
highly-intelligent members
volatile and was likely to
ae of the work tended to
love

1.

morale was an Important factor. .mong the highly-trained,
that made up the mountain troops, it was extreely
soar very high or drop very low. Natural enthusiasm and
maintained by the followsur
keep it high, and it could

R ý.•INS

Issuance of ratings for the ski and mountain instructors.

2.
The buil•ing up of latent pride by (a) a high set of physical entrance
requirements; (b) a distinctive uniform, similar to the paratroopers, or the

~silent service"' of the Navy.
3.

A definite policy on the mission.

4. Knowleg-e that the whole program was being guided by recognized authorities in this specialized field, or by officers willing to take the advice of such
authorities.

•• •':.'

Experience showed the following to be true:
1. Basic training cannot be successfully uonduwted simultaneously with
(See above page 42.)
specialized mountain and winter training.
is only valuable for
2.
Ski training on packed slopes served by ski lifts
The saw applies to assault cliff climbing taught on near-by
teaching fundamentals.
school cliffs. Further extensive practice on long trips over rugged terrain is
necessary.

3. Training in mountatu lore (i.e., weather, mountain camouflage, avalanche
danger and rescues, reccgn'iion and methods of obtaining edible foods and animals,
etc.) is needed.
4. Training in air-ground liaison has been poor, partly because of the
reluctance of pilots to fly over mountainous terrain, but mainly because of lack of
initiative in the mountain units themselves.
under investigation.
The ski versus snowshoe question is still
5.
different rates of speed alone create a big problem.

Their

The following is proposed for the training program.
1. Conduct .'asic training at a medium altitude camp (such as Camp Carson,
5,000 feet); then v'nd them to a high camp (similar to Camp Hale, 10,000 feet) for

mountain and winter training.
2. Conduct advanced training for skiers, and mountaineers in long trips
through diffiouLt mountainous terrain, under trained supervision. Take them off the
packed slopes and school cliffs as soon as possible.
3.
Establish troop schools conducted by comissioned experts in the fields of
mountain meterology, avalanche prevention and rescue, evacuation technique, survival

-.

in the mountains, eto.
*

4. Establish a4 air-ground liaison school, and stress practicing actual supply
by air, and fire support from the air.
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5.

Conduct fair tests to settle once for all t-e correct ration of skiers to

snowehoers in the units. Keep the two elements separate as much as possible, as
their tracko and. rate of speed are quite different. (rigadier Duam'e report "Notes

on Winter Warfare in the Moumtainp," Appendix 33; also page 100 of text, are of
interest in this oon etion.)
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